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Waite says contact made with
missing Americans' kidnappers
BEIRUT, Lebanon (AP) — The archibishop,of Canterbury's
special envoy said today he has made contact with kidnappers
holding missing Americans and that his efforts to free the
hostages have "reached a critical and dangerous stage."
The envoy, Terry Waite, told an impromptu news conference in
the lobby of the Commodore Hotel in west Beirut, "Progress is
being made and we're moving forward."
He declined to say how he made contact with the kidnappers or
give other details.
Waite flew from London on Wednesday and was driven by armed militiamen to a west Beirut hotel. He left three hours later and
was driven to an undisclosed destination in the Moslem sector of
the Lebanese capital.
Waite, a 46-year-old layman, walked today into the Commodore, base for foreign journalists in Beirut. He declined toy
where he was staying.
His surprise appearance apparently came after he spotted
reporters and photographers near where he was staying and
feared they would jeopardize his mission.
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Experimental drug is promising
new weapon against deadly AIDS
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Getting the scoop

BOSTON (AP) — Scientists searching for the Achilles' heel of
the AIDS virus believe they have found a promising new strategy
— a drug that wrecks the crucial outer coat of the lethal microbe.
The medicine has not been tested on victims of acquired immune deficiency syndrome. But in the test tube, at least, it appears to be a powerful weapon that destroys the germ's ability to
cause an infection.
The medicine, called AL 721, seems to carry no dangerous side
effects, a major advantage over other experimental AIDS drugs.
In a cautiously worded letter in today's New England Journal
of Medicine, researchers said this apparent safety "makes AL
721 a promising new candidate for clinical investigation in the
treatment of AIDS and AIDS-related complex."
The report continued, however, that "it should be emphasised
that results so far are preliminary and that much more work will
be required to determine the clinical usefulness of this agent."
The letter by Dr.Prem S. Sarin of the National Cancer Institute
and other researchers said that in test tube studies, the drug
could protect vulnerable white blood cells from infection by the
virus.
It attacks the virus but spares normal human cells.
"This compound is very non-toxic," said Sarin. "It doesn't do
anything to normal cells at the concentration we used."
Researchers say that if it works, the medicine will represent an
entirely new approach to fighting germs.
AL 721 removes cholesterol from the outer membrane, or
envelope, of the virus, changing its structure. Without an intact
envelope, the virus is powerless to infect and do harm.
Another of the researchers, Dr. Fulton Crews of the University
of Florida, said experts have long known that solvents can kill
viruses. But until now, no one has considered assaulting them inside the human body by drawing out the cholesterol that is part of
their outer membranes.
"Cholesterol makes membranes rigid and hard," Crews said.
"So when you pull the cholesterol out, the membrane does, in
essence, melt."
Several other experimental AIDS medicines work by attacking
reverse transcriptase, an enzyme the virus uses to take command of infected cells. However, many of these drugs also have
damaging side effects that could limit their long-term use.
AL 721- was developed at Weizmarui Institute of Science in
Rehovot, Israel. It is being tested in the United States by researchers at Praxis Pharmaceuticals Inc. of Beverly Hills, Calif.

Concrete specialist Royce Wyatt gets a start on the foundation to the new Kentucky National Guard Armory on Ky. 121 north of Murray. The project, contracted to Murray's Cleaver Construction Company
for $1,035,000, is scheduled for completion in November 1986.
0
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McConnell and Ford said they
would try to convince House
members to keep their amendment attached to the dairy bill.
McConnell described himself
as "cautious" about the
measure, since the next step is
unknown. "But we're pretty
darn proud of what we've done,"
he said.
The Senate's action even sur-

Kentucky Corn'tnerce
Secretary Carroll Knicely told
the group that the days of "The
Lone Ranger approach" to
economic development are gone
and encouraged leaders in the
region to unite in an effort to
create jobs
The meeting was "a,:b,eginning," Buckingham said. He added that is was a good meeting
and brought a lot of people
together that would normally
not meet.
Goals of the meeting included
establishing what the area's
potential is in the types of industries it could attract and
what the obstacles are in drawing these industries. Also
discussed were how to finance
industrial development, said
Buckingham.
Buckingham said that a panel
addressed some of these issues
during the meeting.
"Regional cooperation is absolutely necessary, so this con-

(Cont'd on page 10)

(Cont'd on page to)

Ford, McConnell say last-minute tobacco
legislation could provide needed supports
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A
last-minute tobacco program attached to the U.S. 'Senate's
urgent dairy legislation could
provide burley tobacco farmers
with the lower price supports
they need to sell their 1985 crop,
Kentucky senators said.
The measure was passed
without debate in the Senate on
Wednesday night. Sens. Mitch
McConnell and Wendell Ford
said it's possible the House could
approve it today with President
Reagan signing it into law by
tonight.
Most of the senators had gone
home for the night when McConnell, a Republican, and F4ord, a
Democrat, offered their tobacco
amendment to the legislation extending the federal dairy sup-

port program, which expires at
midnight.
The stop-gap tobacco plan
calls for an average pricesupport level of about $1.49 a
pound for the 1985 burley crop,
down from the current average
of nearly $1.79 a pound. The
maximum no-net cost assessment, which growers pay to
underwrite the surplus pools of
leaf heleby the federal government, would drop from 30 cents
a pound to 4 cents a pound.
Wednesday night's Senate
vote came as somewhat of a surprise. Ford aide Jeff Noel said
the senators didn't want attention drawn to the measure
#
before its passage.
"We kept this quiet because
we didn't want to give people

Robert Buddy ) Buckingham
of the Murray Economic
Development Corp. attended a
meeting with leaders from 16
other western Kentucky counties on "How can western Kentucky develop an effective
economic development
marketing strategy?" The topic .
Was addressed by 120 government, chamber of commerce
and other industrial development leaders in a two-day
meeting. The meeting was sponsored by the Commerce Cabinet
at the Kentucky Dam Village
State Resort Park.
Buckingham said that the
meeting was to organize and
motivate the region to develop
regional concepts to encourage
industrial development.

false hopes," Noel said.
Ford lobbied . pemocratic
senators and McConnell worked
with Republicans to win
passage. The legislation pertains only to the 1985 crop and
does not affect the sweeping
tobacco reform bill that remains
bogged down in the Senate.

Calloway makes local presentation of flags
The Calloway County School
System is proud to have accepted the Flags of Excellence
awards on behalf of the
students, faculty and staff at
North Calloway Elementary and
Calloway County Middle School.
Dr. Jack Rose, Superintendent
of Calloway County School
System said, "this award
belongs to the students, faculty,
staff and parents who have
worked so hard to attain these
high standards." The system
was formally presented the
Flags of Excellence by the Kentucky Educational Foundation
In a ceremony in Louisville on

Elsewhere...
B. the Associated Press

WASHINGTON — President Reagan is expected to announce to
the nation tonight completion of a new agreement with the Soviet
Union providing for broader exchanges of culture, students and
scientists.
WASHINGTON — Fresh from a resounding victory in the
Senate, textile and apparel industry forces promise pressure on
the Reagan administration to drop veto threats against proposed
curbs on imports flooding in from Asia.
WASHINGTON — The Environmental Protection Agency is
leaning toward approval of the first deliberate release of a
it,L.1.y..fit
e brineered organism into the natural environment,
genet'
one
t nature already has put there, an EPA official says.
, W
NGTON — The Army, convinced that too many of its
soldiers are passing their physical fitness tests without regularly
exercising, is going to toughen the semi-annual exam.

Monday, Nov. 11, 1985.
Superintendent Alice McDonald
presented North Calloway Count y Elementary School,
represented by Principal Ronnie
Walker and Jason Haley, a six
grade student, the Flag of Excellence. The Flag of Progress
and Flag of Excellence were
presented to Roy Cothran, Principal of Calloway County Middle
School and Leann Furr, student
council president of Calloway
County Middle School. Calloway
County School-Board Chairman
Walter Byars and Superintendent Jack Rose were also pre-

sent to receive both awards.
To impact the fact that the
awards belong to theta entire
schools, formal ceremonies
were held at both schools to present the flags.
Judge Executive George
VVeaks and Representative
Freed Curd recognized the
schools accomplishments and
congratulated the student body
and staff. Others participating
in the ceremony at North
Calloway Elementary included:
Superintendent Dr. Jack Rose;
School Board Member T.C.
Hargrove; Vice-President of the

P.T.A. Jeannie Carson: Mr.
Charlie Lassiter; Students
Jason Haley and Allan Jordan:
Nancy Lovett. CurriCulum
Director. Johhny Bohannon,
Assistant Superintendent and
Principal Ronnie Walker
Calloway County Middle
School was one of three middle
schools in Kentucky awarded
the Flag of Excellence. Sixtyone schools out of 1,263 public
schools in the Commonwealth of
Kentucky wete awarded the
Flag of Excellence.
These schools represent
thirty-three local school district.
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Occasional thundershowers
tonight and Friday with a low
tonight in the lower 60s. High
friday in the lower 70s.
Southeast wind 5 to 10 mph
MISS
4onight becoming variable at
YOUR PAPER!
5 to 15 mph Friday.
Subsciibers who hove not
Extended Forecast
received their home delivered
The extended forecast calls
copy of Th. Murray Ledgar &
Tinto. by 5 36' p.m Monday. " Yoe showtrryl ant? miit;'condiFriday or by 3:30 p m Saturday
tions Saturday, clearing skies
• and cooler conditions Sunday
ore urged to coil 753-1916 bet
and sunny skies Monday.
ween 3:30 p.m. and 6 p.m..
Monday through Friday. or
3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Satur•
LAKE LEVELS
days. Office Hours — I •.m.•3
354.7
Kentucky Lake
p.m. Monday thru Friday, 8
354.7
Barkley Lake
•.m.-12 p.m. Saturday

Holding the Flag of Excellence presented to North Calloway
County ElementazY School are students Allan Jordan and Jason
Haley. Others attending the ceremony were T.C. Hargrove,
board member; Johnny Bohannon, Assistant Superintendent;
Charlie Lassiter, Calloway County Schools; Jack Rose,
Superintendent; Freed Curd, Representative; Ronnie Walker,
Principal; Nancy Lovett, Curriculum Director; George Weeks,
Calloway ()aunty Judge Executive.

Receiving the Flags of Excellence and Progress during the
ceremony at Calloway County Middle School are Roy Cothran,
Principal; Nancy Lovett, Curriculum Director; Leann Fnrr,
President of Student Council; George Weaks, Calloway County
Judge Executive; Jack Rose, Superintendent of Calloway County
Schools; T.C. Hargrove, board member; Charlie Lassiter,
Calloway County Schools; Freed Curd, Representative.
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54th annual dinner dedicated to distinguished service

Thoroughbred Club honors Stephens
The following are excerpted
remarks from the 54th Annual
Testimonial Dinner of the
Thoroughbred Club of America
In honor of Woodford C.
"Woody" Stephens, Keenituld
Race Course, Lexington, Ky.,
Nov. 10, 1985.
Stephens is the brother of Mrs.
Mandl J. (Anne) Vinson, 310
Oakdale Drive, Murray.

-

Writing about Woody Stephens
is not hard to do. Writing
something about Woody
Stephens that has not already
been written is very hard.
He was born Woodford Cefis
Stephens on September 1, 1913,
and he probably got called
Woody around September 2 or 3
of that year. His birthplace was
a town called Stanton, Kentucky, which is right between
Clay City and Slade, places you
might not know any better than
Stanton but should, because they
are located on the edge of the
Daniel Boone National Forest
and some of the most spectacular scenery;anywhere,. The
name Woodford might have
come from the county of the
same name in Central Kentucky, and the Cefis, according

•

Woody Stephens Ind 1982 Horse of the Year Conquistador Cielo.

to Woody in his new
til weight got him. 'Sunny Jim' Aqueduct, Gallant Fox, and
autobiography Guess I'm
Fitzsimmons once said that he
Suburban Handicaps. He was
Lucky, (available locally at
described himself as being. champion handicap horse of
Readmore's and The
"vaccinated for jockey, but it
1980, the first of ten champions
Bookmark) written with author
didn't take," but for people like
trained by Woody,another of the
James Brough, was given to him
Mr. Fitz and Woody, it was more
many records held by Stephens.
by his grandmother in honor of a
a question of simply growing a
There were to be many other
Biblical character. There is one
little too much to climb on a
aces during the Cain Hoy years,
named Cephas in the New Testaracehorse in the afternoons.
including Heavenly Body, Hidment, but no Cefis, so Woody
He stayed with the Ward
den Talent, Make Sail, Battle
was a natural tag for a
stable, which by now was run by
Joined, Dead Ahead, Iron Peg,
youngster growing up in
Sherrill Ward, John Ward's son
Sally Ship, and a brilliant colt
Eastern Kentucky.
,and himself a future Hall of
named Never Bend, who is one
Hi't family moved to Midway,
Fame trainer, for a couple of
of those horses whose name puts
Kentucky, when he was 15, and
years, then went out on his own, that famous Stephens twinkle in
Midway is in the heart of
hustling work galloping horses,
Woody's eye and that lilt in his
Thoroughbred country in Cell:
breaking yearlings, rubbing
voice every time it is mentioned.
tral Kentucky, an excellent
horses — whatever he could find
Woody left Guggenheim in
place for someone to get started
to stay in the game — and also
1965, but did not stop winning.
learning the things that evenmarried a young gal from LexHe had a blue-chip roster of
tually get one placed in racing's
ington named Lucille Easley,
clients, names like John Hanes,
Hall of Fame at Saratoga for
whom he had courted during his
John Olin, James Cox Brady,
training feats that are almost
days traveling with the Ward
Louis Lee Haggin, A.B. 'Bull'
unparalleled. Woody got his first
outfit. He also trained his first
Hancock, and later on Newstead
ride on a Thoroughbred in Midwinner during that time, a horse
Farm, Jim Ryan, August Belway, and it was not long before
named Deliberator whom he
mont IV, the Millses of Hickory
his small stature and love of
saddled at the old Latonia Race
Tree Farm, and, of course,
horses led to his becoming a
Course just South of Cincinnati, _Henryk de Kwiatkowski. He had
jockey, or at least giving it a
but the winners were scarce and
more champions, such as Bold
serious try. He signed an apthe horses mostly cheap for
Bidder, and he took his first
prentice contract with the late
Woody in those days, and it was
Kentucky Derby, the race's
John Ward in 1929 and set about
tough just to hang on with the
100th running, in 1974 with a son
making himself into a race
thought that better days had to
of Bold Bidder named Clanrider, an activity which he purcome.
nonade. The 1970s were good to
sued for about five years, or unThose days started when
Woody and his owners, bringing
Woody went to work for Steve
such quality to the race track as
Judge, a bit of a character who
Judger, Kittiwake, North Broadtrained horses for another
way, Bravest Roman, Missile
character, Royce Martin. Judge
Belle, Proudest Roman, Believe
later helped him get a job with
It, Quadratic, Smarten, Terptrainer Ross Higdon, from
sichorist, and the champion
whence Woody moved on to an
fillies Sensational and Smart
assistant's job with Earl Snyder
Angle. He was voted into the
in Chicago. and it began to seem
Hall of Fame in 1976, and the
as if he would never get the opthought was that perhaps he had
portunity to get decent horses of
reached the sunset of a splendid
his own and an owner who would
career. Wrong.
stake him. Then came CincinTurn over a new decade, and
nati horseplayer Jule Fink in
who did you see, training some
1944, and
offered Woody of the best horses in America or
$1,000 a mol and a chance to anywhere? Woodford C.
ply his trade on the toughest cirStephens. He had more good
cuit of them all, New York. The
ones than ever, such as chamrest, as they say, is history.
pions fillies De La Rose and
Woody has been in New York, Heavenly Cause, and the
except for winters in Florida
magnificient Conquistador
and occasional visits to
Cielo, whose 15 1/4-length win in
someplace else to nab a stakes
the 1982 Belmont Stakes started
race or two, since that time, and
at string of Belmont victories
he has been saddling good
that has reached four in a row
horses, or making average ones and counting. 'Conquistador'
look good, almost since the day
was something special, as was
he arrived east of the Hudson
1983 Belmont winner Caveat,
River. He got the first stakes
1984 Kentucky Derby and Belwinner with Saguaro in the 1945
mont ancrEclipse Award winner
Excelsior Hand.icap at Swale, the super filly Sabin, and
Aqueduct, and there have been a
current stable heroes Creme
steady stream of them since, Fraiche and Stephan's Odyssey.
somewhere above 200, although
But there was one horse, a colt
no one is really certain of the
who flashed acros the sky like a
precise number and each new
comet in late 1983 and early 1984
batch seems to be more
whom you always had the feelmemorable than the last, ing was "the one" for Woody
anyway.
Stephens. Oh, he might not come
He trained a Preakness winright out and say so, but mention
ner in Blue Man for Arthur Abthe name Devil's Bag, and
bott in 1952, and he had other
Woody's face lights up like a
good ones for Royce Martin and
pumpkin at Halloween. The
the likes of Traffic Judge for 'Devil' was his star, a key factor
Clifford Mooers and Missile for
in Woody's receipt of the 1983
John Morris, but his real run of
Eclipse Award as America's top
luck started when he signed a
trainer, and his inability to show
deal with Captain Harry Gughis best form in 1984 was one of
genheim to take over the condithe disappointments of Woody's
tioning of Guggenheim's Cain
career.
Hoy Stable string in 1957. The
The disappointments have
captain had a reputation as bebeen few compared to the glory
ing a tough but fair man to work
and glamour for Woody, who at
with, and Woody prospered with
72 seems to be peaking at a time
the Cain Hoy horses, getting off
when most men cannot
to a good start with horses such
remember the meaning of the
as One-Eyed King, Red God, and
word. He talks about retiring,
Victory Morn early, before getand there are probably a lot of
ting one named Bald Eagle from
his contemporaries who would
Guggenheim's English stable.
be happy to come to his retireBald Eagle was thought by most
ment party, but he keeps on winEnglish ovservers to be talented
but a bit faint-hearted, to puelt ming Belmonts, and who can
elicately. Woody got h(m., retire with the thought of trainpumped up enough to win two( ing the sons and daughters of
Danzig and Conquistador Cielo
Washington, D.C., Internaand Devil's Bag in the offing?
tionals and a ton of other good
races, such as the Widener, Shucks, maybe life really does
begin at 72.
Metropolitan, Gulfstream Park,
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the sale price of all
merchandise advertised in
Wed. night's paper and Friday
night's circular.
Here's an example:
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J
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J
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Chestnut Hills Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky
Catalog Phone(502)759-4000
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PERSPECTIVE
Social Security suggestions
from a Murray High student
Editor's note: The following
letter from 15-year-old Murray
High School sophomore Angela
Miller recently appeared in the
Tuesday, Nov. 5, 1985 issue of
the Congressional Record, Vol.
131, No. 151, Proceedings and
Debates of the, 99th Congress,
First Session.
The text has been supplied by
U.S..Congressman Carroll Hubbard, D-Mayfield.
The letter, as it appeared in
the Congressional Record, is as
follows:
Social Security Needs
Reform
Hon. Carroll Hubbard,Jr.
of Kentucky
In the House of Representatives
Tuesday November 5, 1985

years, and I encourage you to
read her letter to me that
follows:
September 16, 1985.
Representative Carroll
Hubbard,
Rayburn House Office Building,
Washington D.C.
DEAR REPRESENTATIVE
HUBBARD:
As a young person about to
enter the labor market, I am
concerned about the state of
Social Security.
I would like to suggest persons
30 years and above complete the
Social Security program. Those
under 30 years of age be required to pay into an I.R.A.
In this way the government
will gradually eliminate their
support of the masses in
retirement.

MR. HUBBARD. Mr.
Speaker, as the House Committee on Ways and Means conBecause of the increasing
tinues to deliberate on tax
retirement age voted by Conreform proposals, I want to
gress. I would not be able to
share with my colleagues an exretire until age 67. I would like to
cellent letter from one of my
provide my own retirement
constituents, Angela Miller of
tbereby hoping to retire young
Route 2, Hazel, Ky.
enough to enjoy it. I feel the
Angela Miller is a 15-year-old
retirement age should be left at
sophomore at Murray High
62 and the Social Security funds
School and is concerned about
returned to an account used for
the state of the Social Security 'Social Security alone as it was
system. She recognizes the probefore President John F. Kenblem of the growing dependence
nedy's administration.
of retirement age persons upon
It is apparent from your reSocial Security, and she offers
cent news letter that a revampsome thought-provoking suggesing of the income tax system so
tions which are worthy of
that everyone pays their fair
consideration.
share would solve government's
Angela Miller's remarks
financial troubles.
reflect a degree of wisdom and
Sincerely yours,
concern far beyond her youthful
Angela Miller.

OilitAtfigirr thoughts
in season
by Ken Wolf
There is a difference, the
Native
American
scholar
Jamake Highwater reminds us,
between tolerance of others and
genuine relationships.
Discussing the difference between the American Indian sense
of community and the Western
notion of individuals, he writes:
The tribal relationship of Indians is...never based upon the
tolerance of others, but the experience of the self as part of
others.'We are all related.'
Highwater's analysis ot Native
American culture can be fotd in
The Primal Mind: Vision and
Rea*in Indian America (Meridian, 1981).

Mirrray Ledger & Times

garrott's galley

by m.c. garrott

(
For almost 30 years, he has helped keep
the statistics at MSU's football games
Of all the people who have
given voluntarily of their time to
Murray State University,
William T. (Bill) Davis of Paris,
Tenn., is one of the most
dedicated and dependable.
For almost 30 years, Bill has
faithfully driven to Murray from
Paris to help in the pressbox at
football games, keeping the offensive statistics at athletic
events.
He long has been a familiar
figure in the pressbox at football
games, keeping the offensive
statistics for both teams —
yards gained, the player gaining
them, the yards lost, passes attempted, completed and yards
gained as well as the passer and
the receiver and the punts kicked and the yardage covered.
For years, he did the same
thing at the basketball games.
"I had to give that up, though,"
he explained. "There simply got
to be too many trips back and
forth."
He does, however, continue to
keep the statistics for the Henry
County High School teams in his
hometown. The football team,
incidentally, just wound up an
undefeated, 10-0 season, and is
headed for the playoffs in its
Tennessee division.
• • •
Bill's stat-keeping service to
Murray State dates back to 1955,
when he was a student. Fred
Fa,rout was the football coach,
and his wife, Susie, was helping
out by keeping what statistics
were kept.
"She got tired of it, though,"
Bill laughed the other day in his
office at The Paris PostIntelligencer, where he has been
business manager since 1981,
"and told the coach to get someone else to do it."
"I guess I was elected,
because I kept them the next
season, which was Coach
Farout's last at Murray. I've
been workiv.g...with them ever
since, that IS:Wirth exception of
one season."
That one season, in the way of
explanation, was 1984. Rill was

missing from the pressbox
because of a misunderstanding
he had with a young graduate
student who was working in the
sports information office.
The youngster thought he
knew jut about all there was to
know about keeping football
statistics, and disapproved of
Bill's way of keeping them
through the years. So, Bill
politely turned the chore over to
him and stayed home in Paris.
The young man has since moved on, bent, no doubt, upon bringing the world to its knees, and
Craig Bohnert, the present
sports information director,
beckoned to Bill to come on back
and keep the stats any way he
wanted to. Bill has, and Craig
has been delighted to have him
back.
"That's the way it goes
sometimes," Bill said, shrugging off the experience.
•
•
At the time he began keeping
the stats, E.G. Schmidt was
THE journalism department at
Murray State. He alone handled
all the school's general publicity, while Bill handled the sports
.
Information.
Bill went with the teams on
road trips — handling the away
games as well as the home ones.
At mid-week, he would mail out
a release about the game coming up and briefly review the
team's record to date.
When Schmidt died unexpectedly, Joe Tom Erwin came
to the campus as the first
fulltime publicity director in
January, 1957, and he and Bill
began a long, close working,
friendly relationship. Joe, a
native of the South Pleasant
Grove section of the county, had
been teaching school in
Evansville.
Joe Tom handled the sports information responsibilities at the
university until 1978, when he
retired to his beloved cottage on
Kentucky Lake, and seldom has
he been seen since. Bill continued to work in the pressbox
and has worked with each of

Joe's successors — Doug Vance,
now at Kansas; Lee Moses, who
changed careers; and Bohnert,
the current SID.
Six Murray head coaches also
have studied Bill's halftime and
final game statistics — Farout,
Jim Cullivan. Don Shelton, Bill
Furgerson, Mike Gottfried and
now Frank Beamer.
Bill still uses a modified version of the same stat chart as he
used in the beginning. It is an
outline of a football field, and the
progress of the ball is charted on
it.
There is a card for each team,
and special symbols indicate the
type of play and the players involved are identified by jersey
numbers.
"It is one I came across a long
time ago," Bill said."It has been
modified a little from time to
time, but it serves my purposes
well.
• • •
Recalling his early statkeeping work, Bill chuckled as
he said, "I'd take my charts to
my dorm room and tvork with
them for three or four hours,
taking off all the information
needed to fill out the required
NCAA forms on the game and
getting them in the mail before
the Monday deadline."
Today, in comparison, there
are 11 people in the pressbox, including Bill, directly involved in
keeping every statistic imaginable connected with a Murray State football game.
Thirty minutes after the
game, all the information will
have been tabulated, duplicated,
provided to the news media and
the coaching staffs and phoned
to the NCAA headquarters in
Mission, Kan., before the twohour, post-game deadline.
This is a far cry from Bill's
one-man, time-consuming task
of 30 years ago.
• • •
Now 50 years of age, Bill grew
up in Old Hickory, Term., near
Nashville. Both his parents still
are living, and he has one
brother, Bob. He is with the Du-
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U.S. Sen. Mitch McConnell
Room 118
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Sen. Wendell Ford
Room 363
Russell Senate Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20510
U.S. Rep. Carroll Hubbard Jr.
2182 Rayburn House Office Bldg.
Washington, D.C. 20515
All U.S. Senaturs and Representatives may be reached by phone by dialing (202) 224-3121 where a U.S. Capitol
operator will connect you with the official of your choice.

"We'd better subpoena E.T. and Dorothy from the Wizard of OZ to make sure
.they REALLY want to go home too..."

State Rep. Lloyd C. Clapp
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky. 40601
or
P.O. Box 85
Wingo, Ky. 42088

looking back

State Rep. Freed Curd
St. Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort, Ky.
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Pont Company in Old Hickory.
Bill graduated from DuPont
High School in Nashville before
coming to Murray State.
"Everything was going either to
Tennessee Tech or Middle Tennessee," he said, "but I wanted
to go somewhere else.
"One night they had a 'College
Night' at our school. I talked
with someone from Murray and
watched some slides of the campus. I liked what. I saw, came
over for a visit and decided to go
there to school. It was just that
simple."
He graduated in 1959 with a
degree in business administration, and a year later had earned
a master's degree in education.
While a Murray student. Bill
met his wife, the former Jean
Jackson of Paris. For years, she
was a teacher's aide in the Paris
schools, and they have one
daughter, Evelyn (Mrs.
Richard I Sinclair, who lives
near Paris on Kentucky Lake.
"I've never been to. a game
with my wife.- he laughed.
"Nor, can I ever recall watching
one from
,a seat in the stands.
I've always been in the presSbox
— at our local high school games
as well as the Murray games."
• • •
Bill, who has lived in Paris
since 1961, went into military
service right after he graduated
from Murray State. Upon his
discharge, he managed the
Paris-Plaza motel in Paris for 14
years. He was administrator of
the Paris mental health counseling center when he joined the
staff of the newspaper.
Bill has driven a lot of miles at
his own expense and been away
from his family on many an
afternoon- and evening as,
through the years, he carried
out his statistical chores at Murray State.
"I guess you would say I've
been doing it for peanuts," he
said with a laugh. "Joe Tom used to treat me to a bag of
peanuts at every game."

letter to
the*litor

MCMA thanks
all who helped
in campaign

How to reach your elected officials

State Sen.'Greg Higdon
State Capitol Bldg.
Frankfort; Ky. 40601
or
Rt. 2, Fancy Farm, Ky. 42039
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Ten years ago
Kentucky-Tennessee District
Governor of Kiwanis International, Charles F. Gibson of
Georgetown, reviewed 1976 objectives of Kiwanis at an area
wide banquet last night at Student Union Building, Murray
State University.
A drive to raise $2,500 to
establish the perpetual Cindy
Wagar Hill Memorial Scholarship for junior nursing students
at Murray State University has
gone over the top.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Campbell, Nov. 9.
Diana Sliger has been chosen
as DECA Sweetheart of Murray
Area Vocational Center
Distributive Education Clubs of
America for 1975,
78 school year..
Mrs. Clara Wicker was.
honored at a supper in celebration of her 93rd birthday on Oct.
30.
Dr. Harvey Elder was speaker
at a meeting of J.N. Williams
Chapter of United Daughters of
the Confederacy held at home of
Mrs. W.Z. Carter.

Twenty years ago
The Scotties of Glasgow High
School took the regional football
championship on Nov. 12 from
the fighting Murray High School
Tigers. The score was 14 to 13.
Three Peace Corps Recruiters
will be at Murray State College
Nov. 15 to 20 to meet with
students interested in learning
about overseas operation of the
Peace Corps.
Elected as officers of
Woodmen Grove 126 at a
meeting held at Murray
Woman's Club- House were Robbie Paschall, Celia Crawford,
Ruth LastIter, Katie Overcast,
Kathleen Patterson, Carman
Horton, Sallie Lawrence, Murl
Robertson and Mackie Hubbs.
R.H. (Red) Bond will be
layman's day.speaksr at.Seuth
Pleasant Grove Methodist
Church on Sunday,,accordtng to
the Rev. Hoyt Owen. church
pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Gary Houston of
Nashville, Tenn., have been the
guests of their parents. Mr. and
Mrs. W.T. Downs and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Albert Overbey.

Thirty years ago
William D. Medearis, minister
of Seventh and Poplar Church of
Christ. Murray. has been named
to speak at 32nd annual Lectureship of Harding College,
Searcy. Ark., Nov. 14-17.
Approximately $250 in cash
and other items were taken in a
breakin from Provine's Drug
Store in Hazel sometime the
night of Nov. 12.
Forty-year membership pins
in Supreme Forest Woodmen
Circle were presented this week
to Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T Wells.
Buron Jeffrey, superintendent
of Calloway County Schools, will
speak at a meeting of Hazel
High School Unit of ParentTeacher Association on Nov. 17,
according to Mrs. FHB"
Pasthall. program leader.
A Canine Fashion Dog Show
will be at '7 p.m. on Nov. 18 in
auditorium of Murray High
School. The program will be
sponsored by faculty and
students of Carter Elementary
School

To The Editor.
The Murray Civic Music
Association would like to take this
opportunity to express our
sincere appreciation to all
volunteer workers for their most
generous gifts of time and energy
to the MCMA 1985-86 Membership Drive.
Their invaluable contributiOn
helps us to meet the continuing
challenges of maintaining quality artists and programs in our
conimunity.
We are proud of Murray's
reputation as the cultural center
of West Kentucky, and are truly
grateful to these workerr,s for supporting us in our effortslto maintain
this
well-deserved
distinction.
For their fine investment in
this cultural advancement of our
area, we thank the following
workers:
Philis Alvic, Gary Schroeder,
Jean Bennett, B. J. Berri'',
Karen Bolls, Margaret Boone,
Cecelia Brock, Doris Cella, Paula
Compton. Jackie Conley. Martha
Cook, Marsha Dale. Melissa
Easley. Carol Falwell. Gayle
Foster,
Frances Galloway. Alida
Graves, Vickie Hargrove. Nita
Head. Helen Hodges, Carole
Holcomb, Ann Hoke. Donna
Humphries, Jean Hurt, Becky Jo
Jones, Alice Koenecke. Kathy
Kopperud, Dot Mason, Laura
Miller. Georgianna Moffitt,
Kathy Morris,
Jo Oakley. Eddie Mae Outland,
Jackie Overbe'y, Sue Overbey,
Janie Parker, Barbara Peiper.
Ella Mae Quertermous,
Pat Seiber, Barbara Simons,
Jane Sisk, June Smith. Lois
Sparks, Donna Story, Marie
Taylor, Blanche Titsworth, Vicki
Travis, Margalvt Trevathan.
Francle
Uddberg,
Ann
VanarsdeI,-N ancy Walston. Mary
Watson, Bobbie Weatherly, Pat
Weatherly. Karen Miller-Wfolch.
Jeanetta Winiams and Emily
Wolfson.
Sincerely yours,
Board of Directors
Murray Civic Music
Association
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MURRAY TODAY
December wedding is scheduled

g•-

cr,

Jo Burkeen. editor

Marcy Ledger & Times

Coming community events arc listed
Thursday, Nov. 14
District 13 of Kentucky Nurses Association will meet at 5:30
p.m. at Holiday Inn,,
Mayfield.
————
La Leche League will
meet at 7 p.m. at home
of Belinda Boynert,
9038 Northwood Dr.,
Murray. For transportation call 759-1647.
————
Murray High School
Chapter of Future
Homemakers of
America will have
Daddy-Date Night at
Kenlake State Park.

Dr. Bill R. Burton of
Belleville. III., and Mrs.
Frances H.
Weaselmann of Carbondale, Ill., announce the
engagement and approaching marriage of
their daughter, Billie
Kaye, to Ralph Timothy
Giles, son of Dr. and
Mrs. Howard C. Giles of
Murray.
The bride-elect, a 1985
graduate of Murray
State University, is
employed by Electronic
Data Systems in Alexandria, Va.
Mr. Giles. a 1984
graduate of Murray
State University, has
additional graduate
work at Middle Tennessee State University
at Murfreesboro.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Saturday, Dec. 28, at 11 a.m.
at St. Francis Xavier
Church at Carbondale,

Thursday, Nov.14
Friday, Nov. 15
Saturday, Nov. 18
Youth Banner Night
AA and Al-Anon will Jerry Watson as direcof First Baptist Church
meet at 8 p.m. in J.U. tor at 10 a.m.
will be at 7 p.m. in
Kevil Center, South 10th
Fellowship Hall.
Street Extended,
Events in Land Bet————
Mayfield.
ween the Lakes will inGrand opening of
————
clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
Golden Pond ObserDinner-theatre by and Mark Twain and the
vatory in Land Between
Murray State Universi- Great Comet of '35 at 11
the Lakes • will begin ty Women's Society will a.m. at Golden Pond
with a reception at 6 start at 8:30 p.m. in Cur- Visitor Center; Deer of
p.m.
ris Center.
LBL at 1 p.m. and Unen————
————
dangered species at 2
Friday, Nov. 15
Health Express of p.m., both at Woodlands
Hazel and Douglas Murray-Calloway Coun- Nature Center; BreadCenters will be open ty Hospital will be at making at 2 p.m. at The
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. Lakeland Wesley Homeplace-1850; Lye
for activities by senior Village from 9 to 11:30 Soap Making at 2 p.m.
a.m. and at Moors Area at Empire Farm.
citizens.
at Cedar Hill Grocery
————
•
"
Mothers Morning Out from 1 to 3 p.m.
————
Jackson Purchase
will be at 9 a.m. at First
————
Murray State UniverSection of American
Christmas Crafts sity Racer basketball
Christian Church.
Society for Quality ConOpen House of First team will play the Team
————
trol will meet at 6 p.m.
Art works by Murray Baptist Church will con- Netherlands in a 7:30
at Holiday Inn,
State University tinue at 11 a.m. at 820 p.m. exhibition gEirne in
Mayfield.
students and faculty will North 20th St., Apt. 2.
Racer Arena.
————
be on sale on second
————
Second night of level, Curris
Saturday, Nov. 16
Center,
musical, "Grease," will from 10 a.m.
The Noel Market will
to 9 p.m.
AA and Al-Anon will
be presented at 8 p.m. in
be open from 8 a.m. to 3
————
meet
at 8 p.m. at
Robert E. Johnson
Christmas Bazaar p.m. with luncheon to be American Legion
Theatre. Fine Arts and bake sale
by Im- served from 11 a.m. to Building, South Sixth
Center, Murray State manuel
Lutheran 1:30 p.m. at First Chris- and Maple Streets.
University.
Church ladies will be tian Church.
————
————
from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
AA and Al-Anon will
Murray 'Shrine Club
Calloway Public
Sunday, Nov. 17
have closed meetings at Library.
will have a social
Mr. and Mrs. Charles
8 p.m. at First Christian
meeting
at 7 p.m. at
————
Fennel will be honored
Church, Benton. For inOutlaw Showdown Western Sizzlin on 40th annivers
ary
formation call 7530061, Championship
Truck Restaurant.
with
a
reception
from
1
762-3399, 753-7764 or and Tractor Pull,
— ——
sponto 3 p.m. at Benton
753-7663.
Youth of Memorial
sored by Fantasy ProCumberland
————
ductions, will start at 7 Baptist Church will Presbyterian
Church,
meet
Murray Chapter No. p.m. at West Kentucky
at 6:15 p.m. at
Highway 58 West. A
92 Royal Arch Masons Livestock and Exposi- church to start progospel singing will
and Murray Chapter tion Center, College gessive dinner.
follow at 3 p.m.
No. 50 Royal and Select Farm Road.
————
Art works by Murray
Masters will meet at
— ———
Mr. and Mrs. William
730 p.m. at lodge hall.
Square and rourtid State University Gerald Paschall will
be
students
and faculty will
————
dancing with music by
RESTON, Va.(AP) —
honored on 25th wedding
Woodmen of World Ken-Term County Sound be on sale on second
In making its first earanniversary at a recepGrove 6126 and Camp Band will be from 7:30 level, Curris Center,
thquake prediction
tion from 2 to 4 p.m. in
592 are scheduled to to 11 p.m. at Lynn Grove from 11 a.m. to 36p.m.
ever, the U.S.
Hospitality Room of
meet at 6 p.m. at Golden Roller Rink.
————
Geological Survey
University Branch of
White Clovers with
Corral Restaurant.
————
predicts that the San
Bank of M,urray. The
proceed
s
to go to family
• Events in Land BetAndreas fault along
requests that
veterans in hospitals
Compassionate ween the Lakes will inParkfield, Calif., will
guests not bring gifts.
will
be
sold today by
quake by 1993 at the Parents Support Group clude Skywalk at 2 p.m.
————
AMVETS Auxiliary of
latest. The fault has will meet at 7:30 p.m. at and Mark Twain and the
AA will have a closed
Post
45,
Paris
Landing. meeting
quaked about every 22 Health Center. Persons Great Comet of '35 at
at 4 p.m. at
————
years for the last cen- are asked to note 7:30 p.m., both at
American Legion
Second
day
of Building,
tury, the agency says, change of meeting date. Golden Pond Visitor
South Sixth
Christmas bazaar and
Center.
most recently in 1966.
and Maple Streets. For
————
.bake sale by ladies of
Information call
Poet Richard Immanuel Lutheran 753-0061, 762-3399 or
Katrovas will give a Church will be from 9 753-7764.
presentation open to a.m. to 4 p.m. at
————
public at 1 p.m. in Calloway Public
Lyle Manwaring will
•
Calloway Public Library.
present a free senior
————
Library.
trumpet recital at 2 p.m.
Second night of
————
In Farrell Recital Hall,
Musical, "Grease," Outlaw Showdown Fine Arts Center, Murwill be presented at 8 Championship Truck ray State University.
p.m. in Robert E. a.nd Tractor Pull will
— ———
Johnson Theatre, Fine start at 7 p.m. at West
Murray Civic Music
Arts Center, Murray Kentucky Livestock and Association will sponsor
Exposition Center, ColState University.
the Atlanta Chamber
lege Farm Road.
————
Players in concert at 3
————
Any student planning
p.m. in Lovett
The Southern Sounds Auditori
to take ACT test on Dec.
um, Murray
14 at Murray State of Milan, Term., will State University. AdUniversity must present a gospel concert mission is by MCMA
preregister by today in at 7 p.m. at Chestnut membership card or
Counseling Center, Ord- General Baptist Church. MSU student identifica————
way Hall, MSU.
tion card only.
Youth of First Baptist
————
————
Exhibition of works, Church will be available
Prepared Childbirth
"Laughing To Keep for sniall jobs around Course will continue in
From Crying: Dark the homes from 10 a.m. Room 206, Mason Hall,
Humor in the South," to 2 p.m. For Informa- Murray State Universiwill be shown today tion call church office, ty. For information call
through Dec. 15 in Eagle 753-1854."
753-8143 or 762-2718.
4
————
Gallery, Fine Arts
SiP IS 11,1,1III Vit111k1111111,5 60
%%111511, I
si
————
lIPS 11111 54 15
MI 11111111 5111)
Youth Hayride of
• .,..• 5111.15 111 11141114
Center, Murray State
lKhit 4111/1,
"Thank You" recep115 10111MAS
First
Baptist Church tion
University.
for 25 years service
will start at 6 p.m.
——— —
as organist will be in
7:15, 8:55
————
honor Pricilla RohwedChristmas Crafts
1:30, 3:15 Sat., Sun.
der at 2 p.m. in Parish
Central Center
Open House of First
Center of St. Leo's
Baptist Church will conCatholic Church.
tinue at 10 a.m. at 820
————
North 20th St., Apt. 2.
Western Kentucky
————
Support Group of NaHam or Sausage tional
Multiple Sclerosis
Breakfast, sponsored by
Society will meet at 2
South Marshall Band
p.m. in garden room of
Boosters, will be served
Lourdes Hospital,
from 6 to 10 a.m. at
Paducah.
South Marshall Junior
————
High School.
Events in Land Bet:
————
ween the Lakes will inCalloway County High
clude
Skywalk at 2 p.m.
central oattler 753-3314 School Speech Team
and Mark Twain and the
will host its annual
Great Comet of '35 at 11
speech tournament toa.m., both at Golden
day at the school.
Pond Visitor Center;
————
1 - N 9 lb
Quilting Demonstration
"MORP" Dance,
at
2 p.m. at Empire
REMO WILLIAMS
sponsored by Murray
Farm; Deer of LBL at 2
The Adventure
High School Chapter of
p.m
.
. and Unendangered
Begins [if.:74 Future Business Species
at 3 p.m. at
Leaders of America,
Woodlands Nature
will be from 4 to 8 p.m.
Center.
at the school.
————
————
Acteens' Foreign MisSkating party by
sion Study of First BapFrench and Spanish
tist Church will be at
Clubs of Murray High
4:30 pm. in church
School will be from
parlor.
10:30 p.m. to midnight.
————
————
Churchwide After
Couples Bridge with Church Pie Fellow/sin
g
Rudell and Isabel Parks
will be at 8 p.m. at First
as hosts is scheduled at
Baptist Church.
700 N. 12th .7;30 p.m. at Oaks Coun••• 1=1
.
11•1• al••
try Club.
Chestnut Hills
Youth Birthday
—— ——
Next To
Breakfast of Memorial
Workshops will be
Baptist Church will be
JCPenney
held at Murray Art
at 8:30 a.m. at The
753-9883
Guild with Lyn Warren
Boston Tea Party.
elNellaut et. 713411114 as director at 9 a.m. and
— ———

Billie Kaye Burton and
Ralph Timothy Giles to marry
Earthquake
is predicted

Dakota
Feed & Gra'.
1510 ,Chestnut Street

Is closing its doors.

But-W e're
Ii 1 ota"'
opening "The Dak
an all new restaurant
under new ossnership.
We will be closed for
remodeling Sun., Nov. 18
and opening Fri., Nov.29

STARTS TOIMORROW

r cew.ez

QlotOYSTERfeat
A giant helping of delicious, plump,
juicy oysters, fried in our crispy
breading. Served with natural-cut
french fries, freshly made cole
slaw, Southern-style hush puppies, cocktail sauce and a fresh
lemon wedge. Enough to please
even a giant-size appetite.

$3.49
Try Our
Drive-Thru

•

Captain D's,
a grea little seafood place.

(1-1
1/0111010060,1
•

-4. •
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DATEBOOK
A "Thank You" reception in honor of Pricilla
Rohwedder will be held Sunday, Nov. 17, at 2
p.m. in Parish Center of St. Leo's Catholic
Church. This will be to honor ?dr.. Rohwedder
for her 25 years of service as organist for the
church. All parishoners and friends are invited
to attend the special occasion.

Acteens'study planned

Wisconsin governor
signs parents' law
promote understanding
of an issue that "has
been described as the
most wrenching
domestic issue since the
Civil War."
The law underscores
that "all of us, parents
and young people, have
a responsibility for our
acts," Earl said. He
said it also is "a sincere
effort to limit the
thousands of tragedies
that are annually played
out" in Wisconsin
because of unwanted
teen pregnancies.
By making parents
financially responsible
for babies of their minor
children, sponsors of the
bill hoped to promote
more communication
between parents and
teen-agers.
He said it was the first
time he could recall
such a controversial
issue receiving a
unanimous vote.
Controversy has
festered in the
Legislature over the
issue since_Ahe U.S.
Supreme Courtt in its
1973 decision affirmed
the right of women to
have abortions.

Williams adds to suit
NEW YORK (AP) —
Vanessa Williams, who
lost her Miss America
crown after nude
photographs of her appeared in Penthouse,
has added the magazine
and publisher Bob Gucclone to her $250 million
lawsuit against a
photographer.

Miss Williams, in
court papers filed Nov.
13, said Guccione, his
magazine and
photographer Gregg
Whitman invaded her
privacy by publishing
the nudes in the January
1985 Penthouse. Whitman took the pictures in
August 1982.

Dickinson helps state
BISMARCK, N.D.
(AP) — Actress Angie
Dickinson, who said in
1959 she wouldn't return
to her native North
Dakota if she could help
it, has lent her likeness
to a promotional ad for
the state.
A native of Kulm,
N.D., Miss Dickinson —
who was born Angeline
Brown and left the state
at age 7 — was blasted
in The Bismarck
Tribune for "snide
remarks" after the interview appeared.

Miss Sheilia Dianne
Western Kentucky Support Group of National
Chapman and Dr. Billy
Multiple Sclerosis Society will meet Sunday,
D. Bailey were married
Nov. 17, at 2 p.m. in garden room of Lourdes
in an early summer
Hospital, Paducah. The guest speaker will be
evening wedding at St.
Craig Housman, a Paducah attorney, who will
Paul United Methodist
talk about "Disability, Medicare and Other
/- Church, Louisville.
Related Topics." Refreshments will be served.
The bride is the
The public is invited to attend.
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Grover Chapman
of Louisville.
Parents of the groom
A Social Security Representative from the
are
Mr. and Mrs. Paul
CourMiller
Mayfield office will be at Robert 0.
D. Bailey of Murray.
thouse Annex, South Fourth and Maple Streets,
Mrs. Pam Roesel of
Murray, on Tuesday, Nov. 19, from 10 a.m. to
Atlanta, Ga., was
noon. The representative will be available to
matron of honor.
assist the public in all aspects of Social Security,
Bridesmaids were
Supplemental Security Income and Medicare.
Mrs.
Becky Smith, MurAssistance will be given in filing claims, reports,
ray, sister of the groom,
changes, etc., and in answering inquiries, accorDr. Marsha Collins,
ding to Janie S. Ivy, Field Representative.
New York City, cousin
of the bride, and Mrs.
Anne Reibers and Mrs.
Karen Brantley, both of
Paducah Chapter of Parents Without Partners
Louisville.
will meet Friday, Nov. 15, at8 p.m. at the Jaycee
Dr. Ernie R. Bailey of
building (not the Civic Center) off Lone Oak
Murray was best man
Road and across from Hannan Plaza, Paducah.
for his brother.
Ed Jones will be the speaker on "Depression."
Ushers were Dr. Ken
Dancing and socifilizIng will follow. All single
Chapman, brother of the
parents are invited. For more information write
bride, and Dr. Randy
PWP # 147, Paducah, Ky. 42002-0411 or call
May, both of Louisville,
1-674-5886 or 489-2543.
Tim Manning of
Washington, D.C., and
David Perry of
Williamsburg.
Airman 1st Class Noreen A. Patton, daughter
of Dolores" M. Neal of Rt. 2, Calvet City, has
The bride is a
graduate of the Univergraduated from the U.S. Air Force administrative specialist course at Keesler Air
sity of Kentucky and is
Force Base, Miss. During the course she learned
employed by Methodist
how to prepare Air Force correspondence and
Affiliated Hospitals of
reports and earned credits toward an associate
Memphis, Tenn.
degree in applied science through the CommuniThe groom is a
ty College of the Air Force. She is scheduled to
graduate of Murray
State University and the
serve with the 438th Air Base Group at McGuire
Air Force Base, N.J. She is a 1981 graduate of St.
University of Louisville
Mary's High School, Paducah. Her husband,
Medical School.
William, is the son of Harry J. and Sue Patton of
Rt. 9, Benton.

SS person will be here

The Acteens of First Baptist Church will have
a mission study on Sunday, Nov. 17, at 4:30 p.m.
in the church parlor. Elizabeth Hendon will
teach the book. All girls, grades 7 to 12, are invited to attend.

MADISON, Wis.(AP)
— Gov. Anthony Earl
has signed a law making
parents of minors liable
for babies born to their
children and providing
$1 million for pregnancy
counseling.
"This is a bill I am
very, very proud to
sign," Earl said Tuesday of the measure,
designed to reduce unwanted teen pregnancies and abortions and
"irresponsible sexual
activity."
The law, which won
unanimous endorsement from both houses
of the Legislature, also
appropriates funds for
sex education in
schools, prohibits
trespassing at hospitals
and clinics — including
those where abortions
are performed — and
*repeals restrictions on
advertising, displaying
and selling of nonprescription
contraceptives. ,
Rep. Marlin
Schenider, who served
on a special legislative
council committee to
draft the bill, predicted
the new law would help

Asked by the interviewer why she didn't
want to go back to the
state, Miss Dickinson
was quoted as answering, "Have you ever
been to North Dakota?"

F'WP plans meeting

N.A. Patton graduates

Evangelist Billy Graham
says exhausted, crusade
•
ROCHESTER, Minn. telephone interview
.(AP) — Evangelist Billy Wednesday from St.
Graham says he's ex- Marys Hospital that he
hausted -from a had no cardiac sympstrenuous crusade in
Romania and Hungary. toms, but Mayo Clinic
doctors wanted to perbut expects to be out of
form an angiogram
the hospital later this
week after undergoing after he underwent a
cardiac tests.
routine treadmill stress
Graham, 66, said in a test on Tuesday.

Quilt meeting Tuesday
Quilt Lovers will meet TueSday, Nov. 19, at 6
p.m. in Annex of Calloway Public Library.
Bessie Williams will present a lesson on
"Christmas Quilting." This meeting is open to all
interested persons in the area, according to Lou
Ann Philpot, chairman.

Women plan dinner
The Martin's Chapel United Methodist Church
Women will have a dinner meeting on Tuesday,
Nov. 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the home of Hazel Crenshaw. The program will be on "World Thank Offering" an&all members are urged to attend, a
spokesman said.
(Cont'd on page 724)

%ANTS

Rock Superstar Bob Dylan
honored at special event
NEW YORK (AP — Scorcese also attended.
Reclusive rock as did actress Mary
superstar Bob Dylan Beth Hurt, and model
was hailed as the most Christie Brinkley.
influential musician of
the past 20 years at a
Dylan. 44. wearing a
FIRST BIRTHDAY — Leslie Brooke Schwettstar-studded bash white suit with a blue
man celebrated her first birthday on Sunday,
marking the release of polka dot shirt, ducked
Nov. 3. A party was held in her honor. She is the
"Biograph," a five- into the party, recently
daughter of Eddie and Virginia Schwettman of
record retrospective of without speaking to
his works.
Murray and has two brothers, Tom and Craig.
reporters at the Whitney
She is the granddaughter of Mrs. T.E. (Helen)
Billy Joel, Roy Or- Museum, -which
Webb and the late Mr. Webb and of the late Mr. bison, Lou Reed and displayed Dylan videos
and Mrs. Edward Schwettman.
Roger McGuinn were and music ranging from
among those represen- the 1960s documentary
Ferdinand Magellan ting the music world; "Don't Look Back" to
sighted the Philippine filmmakers Paul' the current "Tight ConIslands in 1521.
-Schraeder and Martin nection To My Heart."

Sportswear Sale
ACTIVEWEAR BY

COORDINATES BY

SPORT i

Personal

Exciting Active Fashions In
Beautiful Teal & Rose Combinations
Regular 25.00 to 35.00 Values

SAVE

25°/

OFF

ELEGANCE
IN
RETROSPECT

Fashion Sportswear For Your
Lifestyle. Midnight Blue & Bisque
Regular 40.00 to 80.00 Values

SAVE

25/0

OFF

In The
Test of TimeOnly The Best
Suruk e
Pre-Holiday Sale
20% Off All Fall Fashions
Friday & Saturday Only
/
1 3-1/
2 Off Selected Groups

441 .'s) Ali
A Few Hints
With Christmas only
five weeks away. it is
time for you to drop a
few hints. Hints for a
gift of Vanity Fair. of
course Try putting this ad
in his Sports section
or wait until he's asleep
and whisper "Vanity Fair.
Vanity Fair. Vanity Fair
in his ear all night
That'll work

4
‘

\i)
,
10„

•

DOWNTOWN MURRAY

LONDON (AP) — A about $328I0Ø,
grateful customer left stipulated that a po on
his London barber 1,500 go to barber Charles
pounds, or about $2,100, Landsman "in rememfor 38 years of haircuts brake of his cutting my
hail for 38 years and in
and pleasant chitchat.
The will of Otto special memory of all
Keller, who died in June the nice talks and jokes
leaving an estate of we had together."

I

with Methodist Bailey are residing at
Hospital, Memphis.
365 Marianna Cove,
The new Dr. and Mrs-. Memphis Term. -UM..

Dr. Bailey currently
is serving the second
year of his internship

Sgt. Duane N. Mther, son of Earl D. Miller, 123
Grand Ave., Delta, Colo., has reenlisted in the
U.S. Air Force afte being. selected for career
status. Assigned at Luke Air Force Base, Ariz.,
Miller was approved for reenlistment by a board
which considered- character and performance.
He is an avionics systems specialist with the 58th
Aircraft Generation Squadron. He is a 1980
graduate of Delta High School. His wife andrea,
is the daughter of John and Madline Townsend of
Rt. 2, Mayfield.

Barber left inheritance

tkill
ie

Dr. and Mrs. Billy D. Bailey

Miller reenlists

Sara Jones, a
spokeswoman for the
state Economic
Development Commission said Miss Dickinson
made the ad for free. It
features her photo, with
the handwritten notation, "Come on in to my
state — North Dakota!"

‘1
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Wedding vows solemnized, church

MS meeting on Sunday

Reception on Sunday
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Just Arrived!
.

Christmas Gift Boxes

Just 1613.50 with a purchase of $10.00 or more
dryeshadow.s, Blushes, Lipsticks &

•

Layaway Now
For Christmas ilAgi
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Stuntman
hits again

Gertzen-Mac Donald vows are said
Miss Catherine Ann
Gertzen, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph J.
Gertzen of Murray, and
Richard Scott Mee
Donald, son of Mr. and
Mrs. John T. Mac
Donald of Merrillville,
Ind., were married on
Saturday. Oct. 5, in St.
Mary's Catholic
Church, Crqwn Point,
Ind.
The couple exchanged
their vows before the
noon mass with Msgr.•
Don C. Grass officiating. Music was
presented by Beth
Flynn. organist, and
Jenny Potter. soloist.
The bride wore a tea
length three-tiered
gown of Italian lace with
satin bow at the dropped
waistline. To complete
her attire she wore a
matching hat and wrist
length lace gloves and
carried an 85-year-old
handkerchief from the
groom's mother and a
blue crystal rosary from
her mother.
Her bouquet was of
white roses and mixed
flowers.
Maureen Gavoni,
cousin of the bride, was
matron of honor. She
wore a blue taffeta gown
and carried a bouquet of
white and blue flowers.
The groom chose Tom
Hiatt for his best man.
Serving as ushers were
Larry Hajik and Tom
Brown.
The bride's mother
wore a beige dress and a
had wrist corsage of
yellow tea roses. The
groom's mother was attired in a dress with
shades of taupe and a
white orchid corsage.
Mrs. Dorothy Ander-

SAN FRANCISCO
(AP) — Stuntman
Steven T. Trotter, who
this summer became
the first American'since
1961 to survive the
172-foot plunge over
Niagara Falls,
celebrated his 23rd birthday by dangling from
the Golden Gate Bridge.
Trotter, of Barrington, R.I., was
tethered Nov. 13 to a
rope about 50 feet above
the San Francisco Bay
and dangled about 45
minutes before jumping
into the water and being
rescued by the Coast
Guard, officials said.
FRAMING AND matting pictures for an exhibit of her watercolor paintings at Calloway Public Library this month is Cynthia Peterson, local artist
and charter member of Murray Art Guild.

Peterson exhibit at library
By CROMWELL HAUGE
Art Guild reporter

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Scott Mac Donald
son, grandmother of the
groom, wore a blue
ensemble with a cors a ge of white
carnations.
An evening reception
with dinner and dancing
for family and relatives
was at the Log
Restaurant, Lynwood,
IlL
Heidi Thompson,

niece of the groom, kept
the register.
The bride, a graduate
of St. Willibrord's High
School, Chicago, Ill., attended Purdue University, Calumet. She is an
associate manager of
Prudential, Minneapolis, Minn.
The groom is a
graduate of Merrillville

High School and attended Purdue University,
Calumet. He is
employed by Prudential
Insurance in the Expense Management
Department.
Following a honeymoon in Hawaii, the new
Mr. and Mrs. Mac
Donald are residing in
Crystal, Minn

New discovery made, cystic fibrosis
By PAUL RAEBURN
AP Science Editor

of the American Society
of Human Genetics.
"This is a major
SALT LAKE CITY
AP — The discovery milestone toward finof the approximate loca- ding the gene," Beall
tion of the inherited said. "We've opened up
genetic defect responsi- a whole new horizon for
ble for cystic fibrosis research."
One in 20 Caucasians
was described as a major milestone in resear- is a carrier of the cystic
ching one of the most fibrosis gene and 30,000
common inherited Americans have the
disease, which is also
disorders.
"It's a very exciting one of the most elusive
day for cystic fibrosis," illnesses.
It affects the
Robert J. Beall, vice
president of the Cystic respiratory and
Fibrosis Foundation in digestive systems, the
Rockville, Md., said sweat glands and the
after the findings were pancreas. Only half of
presented at a meeting the patients diagnosed

Give Quality,
Luxury and Beauty

in infancy survive until
their 20s.
And yet the basic abnormality that gives
rise to all these symptoms is unknown.
"We have no idea
what the chemical
defect does," said one of
the researchers who
made the new
discove4, Lap-Chee
Tsui of the Hospital for
Sick Children in Toronto. "We can only look at
the symptoms, and the
symptoms can be many
steps away from the
basic defect."
Tsui and his colleagues identified a segment of human genetic
material that is inherited along with the

From

PET PEN

MERL
E
The Place for the Cti.toto Face'
Bel-Air Center

1 101 Story
759-1322
Buy A Cage and Get
$5 Off a Paralcoef.

753-8926

Islam. Nov. 22

YUli Life itivited to

"A TASTE OF CHRISTMAS"
SANTA'S ATTIC SAMPLER
Santa's Attic is having a sampler open house to let everyone taste
the scrumptious edibles we have for Christmas gifts and entertaining.
FRIDAY & SATURDAY
NOVEMBER 15 & 16 BETWEEN 9:30 a.m. & 5:30 p.m.
Please drop by for a cup of our mulled cider and a taste of Chnstmac
•Downey Cakes from Philadelphia, maker of the famous Irish
Whiskey Cake, in a reusable tin to assure full flavor and
easy shipping Also available in Amaretto. Chocolate
Creme de Menthe. and Chocolate Walnut Brandy
•Cheddar. Caramel and ButteredPopcorn in a big brightly painted
2 gallon or 5 gallon chairside cans

Watercolor paintings
by Cynthia Peterson,
local artist, are on
display in the meeting of
the room of Calloway
Public Library, 710
Main St., during the
month of November.
Mrs. Peterson, a
charter member of Murray Art Guild, founded
May 7, 1967, has served
in its various offices,
helped with the LBL
Arts and Crafts Festival
since its beginning in
1970, and with shows
held previously by the
guild at The Hitching
Post in Aurora.
As a child, she spent a
lot of time drawing and
was taught perspective
and to draw realistically
at an early age by her
photographer father.
Her ambition to illustrate children's
books was sharply terminated upon her high
school graduation at the
height of the depression.
However, during that
summer she did
manage to enroll in a
life drawing class sponsored by PWA (Public
Works Administration).

cystic fibrosis gene by
85 percent of cystic
fibrosis patients tested.
That means the
genetic material is
located close to the"
cystic fibrosis gene, on
the same chromosome.
The segment of
genetic material, referred to as a gene probe or
a gene marker, was produced using standard
genetic engineering
NEW YORK (AP) —
techniques by Helen TV talk show host Phil
Donis-Keller and col- Donahue says he
leagues at Collaborative regrets now that
he
Research. Inc., in spanked his five
Framingham, Mass.
children.
Tsui, who said he has
"There's an unbecombeen trying for three ing attitude we have
years to identify a cystic about kids," he said in
fibrosis marker, said he an interview in the curtested 60 probes before rent issue of Ladies'
finding that this probe Home Journal,
"that
was linked to the cystic they're really kind of
fibrosis gene.
dumb, and we've got to
The researchers do hit them like little
not know where on the jackasses in order to
23 pairs of human shape them into responchromosomes their sible people."
marker resides, but that
By the time his four
shoOla be determined in sons were
in high
a matter of weeks, they school, he said, he
said.
couldn't hit them any
Leo Daft opened more "because they
America's first com- were all bigger than me.
mercially operated elec- So I spent a lot of time
tric streetcar in 1885 in screaming."
Donahue said he conBaltimore.

Westside Courtsquare Murray
above English Sole

Qatar dines with the Queen

1 Group of

I

Suits & Dresses 1/
3-1/
2 Off
1 Group of
(Teal, Rose, Plum)

1/2

Sportswear
1 Group of
Blouses

ENGLISH SOLE I
••

Off

1/2

1 Group of

1/2 Off

Sweaters & Skirts

Blazers & Skirts... 1
/
3 off

SANTA'S
ATTIC

Brandt gets
Peace Prize

s-pECr ivilk
s

•Maker's Mark Bourbon Chocolates, a Kentucky X-mas tradition
and the perfect gift for someone on your list from out-of-state

•Cherolikos Champagne Mustard
,
re

Lamas back
on TV show

THANKSGIVING

1 Group of Hopsack
Navy, Whitt Red, Stone, Taupe, Black

omporled Use Choosiste Truffles !Tins of Jelly Bellies
•Eltkor's Fine Mooned Ch000lotes ..Abboy Ch.'s. and Sausage

WASHINGTON (AP)
— "Dynasty" star Linda Evans told a Senate
panel
she exercises
Practicability dic- duction dropped until
tated that she lay aside she was introduced to regularly for its
her artistic talents, watercolor painting physical and emotional
devoting herself to "the through a class at Mur- benefits and that the
rigorous routine of of- ray Art Guild about five positive effects on her
fice jobs with little pay years ago. This, then, looks are just an added
side effect.
and long hours." She became her medium.
"Because I work long
adds: "Spare time was
Mrs. Peterson said
at a premium and more that had she become hours, exercise helps
happily spent in aware of watercolor me," she told the Senate
physical activity or painting some time Labor and Human
recreation, rather than earlier, she could have Resources Committte.
drawing."
made time for it "I sleep better, I have
After World War II, because it doesn't re- more energy and I can
while her husband, Dr. quire a studio or eat anything I want —
all things I love to do."
dell Peterson, was a elaborate equipment.
Ms. Evans, who turns
student at the UniversiHer love of drawing is
ty of Minnesota, she helpful but she is learn- 43 on Nov. 18, said she
worked on campus and ing to see thinks now as regards her exercise
managed to take a few "paintings" and not routine — which inclasses. There was quite photographic or volves weight lifting and
a period of putting art realistic copies of riding a stationary bicyInterests aside, com- whatever she is cle — as "an investment
In myself."
pletely, because of other painting.
priorities.
Painting at the MurNever having done ray.Art Guild, once a
much but drawing in week, with a group of
pencil, charcoal, ink, other interested paintes
etc., Cynthia decided who offer suggestions,
(more than 20 years criticisms, and
LOS ANGELES (AP)
ago) to enroll in an oil sometime even paise
— Actor Lorenzo Lamas
painting class at Mur- has been very helpful.
is back on the set of
ray State University.
Mrs. Peterson urges
"Falcon Crest" after
A severe skin allergy all who are interested in
breaking a collar bone
to oil paints and turpma- painting to 4daLt.-• the
bra racing-car accident
tine soon developed and Murray Art Guild, 103
earlier this month at
she resorted to tieing North Sixth St. It is
Riverside International
acrylic paints briefly. nearly always open on
Speedway.
Not being very keen Tuesdays from 10 a.m.
No script changes
about the latter, her pro- to 3 p.m.
were required when
Lamas resumed his role
as Lance Cumson, said
a spokesman for
trolled teen-age drug unrealistic expectation, Lorimar, which proand alcohol abuse in his I think, and consigns duces the prime-time
home by installing a millions of young people soap opera for CBS.
pool table, welcoming to breaking the law," he
his sons' friends and said. "The problem is
allowing beer drinking. that when you drop it to
"A minimum drinking 18, highway deaths go
age of 21 sets a totally up.',
BONN, West Germany (AP) — Willy
Brandt, chairman of
LONDON (AP) — Buckingham Palace West Germany's opposiSheikh Khalifa bin featured cream of tion Social Democratic
Hamad al-Thani, the watercress soup, party, has been awardEmir of Qatar, return- salmon trout, pheasant ed the 1985 Einstein
ing a state visit by stuffed with mango, and Peace Prize, a
Queen Elizabeth II six vanilla ice cream with spokesman for the party
years ago, dined on chestnuts.
said.
more conventional fare
Brandt received the
After the dinner, the award in Washington in
than he served the
queen in his homeland. queen presented the recognition of "his work
When the queen emir with a silver and continuous efforts
visited Qatar, the emir centerpiece bowl toward reconciliation
threw a picnic with 36 emblazoned with her and world peace,"
whole sheep, 18 turkeys, crest.
Wolfgang Clement said
The emir gave the in a statement.
72 chickens and 100 veal
steaks. The menu at queen a life-size silver
The former
falcon and a silver chancellor and former
model of an Arabian mayor of West Berlin
sailing ship, and has been the recipient of
presented Prince Philip numerous awards, inwith a coffee set, an cluding the 1971 Nobel
Arabian sword called a Peace Prize for his
khanjar and bookends in "Ostpolitik" policy of
the shape of an oryx, an rapprochement with the
Arabian antelope.
East.

Donahue regrets spanking children

•John Conti Gourmet, freshly ground in a variety of
flavors from full-bodied Columbian Supremo to exotic Coconut

-

Linda Evans
exercises
regularly

Co-Ordinates... 1/3 Off
1 Group
Olive, Rod, Navy

3
1/

ON THE SQUARE•MURRAY
Open 10:00-5:00 Mon.-Sat.
'4

1 Group
Cobalt Blue, Amethyst

Sportswear

step lightly with a little "English Sole"

Off

20%

Off All Fall
Shoes & Accessories

50%-off

•

On Selected Group
New Arrivals...

THE

MADEMOISELLE
Downtown Murray

SHOP

Tapestry Purses-Lace Collars
Wool Challis Scarves
Visa-Mastercard
,
S9 4 140
Gift Certificates Available

DATEBOOK
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Arts bazaar on Nov. 23
Annual Christmas Bazaar of Creative Arts
Department of Murray Woman's Club will be
Saturday, Nov. 23, from 9 a.m. to 2 p.m. in
meeting room of Calloway Public Library. All
types of handmade and crafted items will be on
sale, a department spokesman said.

Patients dismissed
Local persons recently dismissed from
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, include Jeritz
Guthrie of Hazel and Alma Mathis arta Voile
Morris, both of Murray.

Ryan Gregory Lee born
Mr. and Mrs. Greg Lee, 903A Northwood Dr.,
Murray, are the parents of a son, Ryan Gregory,
weighing eight pounds 13 ounces, measuring 20
Inches, born on Wednesday, Nov. 6, at Westaide
Family Birthing Unit, Nashville, Tenn. They
have one daughter, Katie, 3.

Singing here Saturday
The Southern Sounds of Milan, Tenn., will be
featured in a gospel singing on Saturday, Nov.
16, at? p.m. at Chestnut General Baptist Church,
located at Chestnut and North Third Streets,
Murray. The public is invited to attend, a church
ipokesman said.

Church plans dinner
Annual Church-wide Thanksgiving dinner of
First United Methodist Church will be Sunday,
Nov. 24, at 6:30 p.m. Tickets will be on sale in the
church social hall on Sunday, Nov. 17, with cost
being $2.50 for adults and 91.50 for children with
maximum of $10 per family. Tickets also are
available from all members of Hannah Circle or
by calling Barbara Shores, director of education,
at the church office, 753-3812. This traditional
event is sponsored by the Hannah UMW Circle
each year with proceeds going to support a child
, through the Christian Children's Fund in
memory of Doris Gorrell.

Youth dinner Saturday
The Youth of Memorial Baptist Church will
have a progressive dinner on Sunday, Nov. 16.
The group will meet at 6:15 p.m. at church and

$r

go by vans. Appetizers will be served at home of
Tommy and Barbara Baker, 1504 Parklane. The
main course will be served at home of J.D. and
Kay Outland, 1106 Circarama. Dessert will be
served at home of Jerry and Becki Wilson, 204
South Sixth St. The group then will go to Baptist
Student Union Center for fellowship and recreation. Milton Gresham is minister of music and
youth of the Memorial Church.

Drew N. Myatt born
Mr. and Mrs. Kent Myatt of Murray are the
parents of a son, Drew Nicklaus, born on Tuesday, Sept. 17, at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Grandparents are Mr,and Mrs. Harold
Adams, Mayfield, Michael Myatt, Wingo, and
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Garland, Houston, Texas.

Molly Ann Milam born
Mr. and Mrs. George Milam, India Road,
Paris, Tenn., are the parents of a daughter, Molly Ann, weighing eight pounds, born on Monday,
Sept. 16, at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The mother is the former Lori Chilcutt. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Bob Milam, Buchanan,
Tenn., Mrs. Wanda Chilcutt of Dover, Tenn., and
Don Chilcutt of Murray.

Benjamin Hastings born
Mr.and Mrs. Jerry Hastings of Murray are the
parents of a son, Benjamin Aaron, weighing
eight pounds 10 ounces, born on Sunday, Sept. 22,
at Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The
mother 123 the former Cindy Caldwell. Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Berlie Hastings of
Paris, Tenn., and Mr. and Mrs. Rudy Jackson of
Puryear, Term.

Wedding planned here on Nov. 30
•

Mr. and Mrs. Donald E.
Eubanks of Aurora announce
the approaching marriage of
their daughter, Charlotte, to
Terry Lynn Roberson, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen T. Roberson of Murray.
The bride-elect is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Russell W. Eubanks of Indianapolis, Ind., and of Mrs.
Daisy M. Swope of Mooresville,
Ind.
Miss Eubanks is a graduate of
Marshall County High School.
She is employed at Wal-Mart in
Murray.
The groom-elect is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Manley C.
Roberson of Hamilton, Ala., and
of- Mrs. Johnny Wyatt of Murray. He is the great-grandson of
Ms. Maude Anglin of Hamilton,
Ala.
Mr. Roberson is a graduate of
Calloway County High School.
He is employed at Marine Installers of Frederick, Md.
The wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, Nov. 30, at 7:30
p.m. at First Christian Church,
Murray.
A reception will follow the
ceremony.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception. Only out-oftown invitations are being sent.

• •c

Charlotte Eubanks and
Terry Lynn Roberson will marry

Omagles is new type of tinkertoy being manufactured this year
CHICAGO (AP) —
Some say "Oh-MAYguls," some say "AHma-guls." No matter
how you say it, Omagles
spells success for a
former corporate pilot
whose overgrown
Tinkertoys are taking
off.
Jeff Weber's Omagles

are colorful 6-inch and
14-inch plastic pipes,
wheels and joints that
kids can snap together
to make everything
from jungle gyms to
motorcycles — all big
enough to play in or on.
They were inspired by
Tinkertoys, the small
wooden sticks and

sockets children have
been playing with for
years.
"About two years ago,
my daughter had some
Tinkertoys and she was
building some things
that just weren't big
enough,'I said Weber,
33.
Kristy Weber, then 4,

wanted to make a
playhouse she could
play in.
"I had been doing
some plumbing in my
house," Weber said in a
recent telephone interview from his Springfield office, and he
realized the plumbing
pipes and fixtures could

be used as Tinkertoys on
a grand scale.
He started tinkering
with them and "we just
gradually added on" until he and his daughter
had created a four-foot
playhouse. "The kids
just loved it."
And in their first
season on the market.

Omagles scored an industry coup: front-page
display on Sears,
Roebuck and Co.'-s 1985
Christmas toy catalog.
The name?
Weber said he and his
associates created it as
a shortened version of
"omni-angles."
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At 7 p.m.
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AUCTION
7 p.m. til ?
FURNITURE — Beds, chests,

4 Big Hours

chairs, table & chairs, bedroom
suites.
APPLIANCES — Refrigerators,
washer & dryers and Glassware

Special Prices
Auction in our
Parking Lot

the green door

Specials throughout
the store
Auctioneer

ON SALE
Specials on all
car ages systems

PIONEER'
f

George Hodge & Son
Best Sandwiches In Town!

Moonlight Madness Special

Corn Dogs 2P 1

5 p.m.-9 p.m. Inside Dining Only

Peggy's Place
We will

close at 10 p.m.

Dixieland Center

1 Group Brass —/
1
2 Price
Everyday Greeting Cards-50% Off
NEW Christmas Items— 20% Off

ALPINE.

Dan Miller
Sandwiches on Homemade Roll or Croissant
Chicken
Delicious Desserts
Ice Cream

20-50% off
Storewide

ALL Albums & Tapes

FL FC•,',CS

Register For Door Prize

A•AE.
(
, A

Car Stereos

Chumbler Pet Shop

MEN'S

Small Pets — Tropical Fish — Salt Water
Fish — Dog & Cat Supplies — Cages — Birds
— Bulk Seed — Lams VP Dog Food —
Complete Line of Supplies
Moonlight Madness Special!
Buy 1 Fish at Reg. Price,
Get 2nd one for 2.5C
I
(Only applies to the 10-12 marked
tanks)

Lay-A-Way

Visa/MC

30% OFF

LADIES

40% OFF

BOYS

50% OFF

Thursday Night 7-11 Only
't

•Certain Items excepted
A-S-4•.I

14

Dixieland Center
Ask About Our Craft Room!!

Nuthingigtm

KO

"Dixieland Location Only"

refe„

\.
SHOWTIME
Dixioland Shopping Cantor

VCR & Movie Rental
"1" Free Movie Rental
With this coupon good
Friday. 19th 7 p.m.-11 p.m.

Moonlight Madness
(Ss%

Unlit 1 per fomily

dtle

20% Off
Storewide
(7-11 p.m. Only)

25%

Off all coats

Town tt Country

Betty Hinton's

FRAMERS GALLERY
25/t All Custom Framing

%SW'
)
, All Prints(
%251, Framed Prints
251f All Ready Mades("
41,a
6
LAY AWAY FOR CHRISTMAS

Awv.....ners...neekownierstior
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Lily Tomlin
bids high
at auction

Special luncheon on Tuesday

Christian Women's
Club of Murray will
have a "Gpig, Going,
NEW YORK (AP) —
Gone" Itffcheon on
Lily
Actress-comedian
Tuesday, Nov. 19, from
Tomlin, who starred in
11:30 a.m. to 2 p.m. at
movie
the
"Nashville,"
Seven Seas Restaurant,
bid $5,500 for a Grand
Highway 641 North. The
Ole Opry vacation durcost will be $4.50 per
ing "Passport to
person.
Music," an auction to
Highlightinethe event
benefit Carnegie Hall.
will be the annual aucMs. Tomlin kicked off
tion and bazaar. Those
the auction with
attending are encouragremarks from "Mrs.
ed to bring an item to be
Beasley," one of her
sold. Suggested, items
comic characters,
are baked goods, jams,
before bidding on the
jellies, holiday decorapackage, which will intions, crafts,
clude tickets to the
needlework or plants.
FIRST BIRTHDAY — Malone Noel Jenkins, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Country Music Awards
for sale should be
Items
Kenny Jenkins of Puryear, Tenn., celebrated her first birthday on Oct. 27.
next October.
there by 1130 a.m.
Game -show host There were two parties to celebrate her special day. Several guests were
Some of the items
Chuck Barris spent served cake and ice cream. She is the granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs. Jimdonated will be sold at a
my Cole, Mr. and Mrs. Morris Jenkins and Mr. and Mrs. David Bogard. She
$15,000 on a trip to
price, while others
set
Jerusalem in June that Is the great-granddaughter of Mr.and Mrs.Troy Bogard, Mr.and Mrs. Leon
will be sold at auction.
McKeel and Mrs. Berde Jenkins. A great-great-grandfather is Roy Bogard.
will include an evening
"Because Christian
with the Israeli PhilharWoman's Clubs are nonmonic and lunch with
profit organizations, the
Ambassador and Mrs.
money from the auction
Yehuda Zvi Blum.
be used to defray
will
Proceeds from the
de la Rose" local expenses that
benefit — with ticket
CHARLESTON, S.C. Spoleto festival to sors a "Bal
prices up to $1,000 — will (AP) — Princess showcase young artists, (Ball of the Rose) arise throughout the
with
year, as well as to prohelp finance the renova- Caroline of Monaco says and would be thrilled to benefit for its work
vide Christmas love
festival
twin
the
attend
Gian
tion of the 94-year-old she's attended
artists.
for missionaries,"
gifts
here.
music hall.
Carlo Menotti's Italian
The ball each spring
said Edna Butler,
The princess, eldest
honors a rose and its cichairman.
daughter of Prince
ty of origin. Charleston
Special music will be
Rainier and the late
provided by Jennifer
Princess Grace, com- and the Charleston Rose
Beck, junior voice mapared Menotti's will be honored next
jor from Calvert City at
festivals with work of March, she said, calling
Murray State
the Princess Grace It "one of our most
University.
Foundation, which Spon- beautiful social events."
Guest speaker will be
*Includes choice of potato, tossed salad and
Judy Reitmeyer of
Louisville, formerly of
french bread. $5.25
Dallas, Texas. She atFri. & Sat. Evening Only
tended Midwestern
Nov. 15th & 16th
ducts benefiting through
NEW YORK (AP
University of Texas and
As a glamorous royal association with the
was forrherly an exasset, Princess Diana is princess, including 27
ecutive secretary.
probably worth about million copies of books
She and her husband,
$500 million to Britainln about her, and the
Norman,a
$425
goodwill value, People amount she has drawn
meteorologist and
to Britain in increased
magazine estimates.
forecaster with National
*Every Fri. & Sat. Evening
The publication spending by tourists
Weather Service, have
the figure by eager to catch a glimpse
reached
759-1864
106 Coldwater Rd.
three children, Beth, 14,
.
estimating sales of pro- of her.
Ellen, 12, and Shelby, 9.

A nursery will be provided for any preschool
children at a cost of $1
per family at Memorial
Baptist Church, 10th
and Main Streets.
Reservations for the
nursery and luncheon
should be made by calling Freda Lovett,
753-3999, or Bobbie

Wuest, 753-6061. If for
any reason you cannot
attend, please notify
them of your
cancelation.
"Murray's club is only one of ove 2,200 clubs
worldwide who meet
monthly. We are not affiliated with any
particular denomina-

tion or any other
organization. We have
no dues, no membership
list and no special requirements. All interested ladies are
welcome. For more informatin call Mrs.
Lovett or Mrs. Wuest,"
Mrs. Butler added.

Princess will attend event

Homeplace
Family Restaurant
14 Oz. T-Bone

Diana aids Britain

ALL YOU CAN EAT BONELESS
FISH OR CATFISH STEAKS

PLANNING AUCTION — Ladies of Christian Women's Club of Murray
show a few of the items to be auctioned at the "Going, Going, Gone" luncheon to be Tuesday, Nov. 19, at 11:30 a.m. at Seven Seas Restaurant. For
reservations at $4.50 per person call Freda Lovett, 753-3999, or Bobbie
Wuest,752-6061, by Monday noon. Pictured,from left, seated, Yetive Brown,
Lois Green, Edna Butler, back row, Becky Noffsinger, Linda Cooper, Jean
Bird, Karen Geisler, Joan Knedler and Mary Fones.

MURRAY TODAY
Jo Burkeen. editor

HOLIDAY SALE
Over 150 chairs
in stock for
your selection
$20 will hold
any chair
till Christmas

19" Diagonal
PORTABLE COLOR TV

25" Diagonal
CONSOLE COLOR TV
M0DE125PC5852P

$2780°

MODEL 19PF6704
• High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor — system automatically adjusts color
• High performance electronics designed for
reliability
• 1.5 watt audio amplifier for excellent sound

Remote Control

• High performance electronics designed for reliability
• Direct channel selection or channel by channel scan
remote control
• 112-Channel cable connection ready electronic tuning
• High Contrast picture tube
• Color Monitor System automatically adjusts color

a

$54990

Sale Priced
From
Microwave Oven

Microwave Oven

$249

VHS VCR
,
onti R( P(,00)*
• Four Program. 14 Day Timer, Tape
Counter Memory Program Memory
Back

up
• One • Touch Recording

- Normal,

Delayed'

• Special Effects — Slow Motion. Frain!
Advance. 2x Speed Pl.ty
• 5 f unction Wired Renore Control

Low Interest Rates

Layaway

Model JEM20E
SPACEMAKER II- MICROWAVE
OVEN HANGS FROM KITCHEN
WALL CABINETS
Widd•8 Cu ft cavity Easy to
install in less than an hour
Electronic touch controls Word
Prompting Display provides programming instructions Time
Cook 1 & 2 Time of Day Clock
5 Power Levels

Model JVM64
DELUXE SPACEMAKER•
MICROWAVE OVEN
Replaces existing range hood
Built-in exhaust fan and cooktop
light 10 power levels Automatic
Cooking Control featuring
Auto Cook, Auto Roast, and
Auto Defrost

Long Monthly
Payments

•Fast Easy Terms
•Fast Dependable Service
•Full Parts Inventory
We Have One Of The
Largest Display Floors
In This Area

Thurman s
FURNITURE

MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV
Your General Electric Dealer In Murray
212 East Main Street — 753-1586
Howard Coy 8 John Simmons Owners

,
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Baucum-Canty vows solemnized
Judith Ann Baucum
and Dr. Rickey Allan
Canty were married on
Friday, Oct. 25, at First
Christian Church,
Murray.
Dr. David Roos officiated. A program of
organ music was
presented by Dan
McDaniel of Murray.
Parents of the bride
are Mr. and Mrs. Exie

Adams of Murray. The
groom is the son of Mrs.
Ruth Canty and the late
Walter H. Canty of
Clinton.
Mrs. Deborah Adams
of Marietta, Ga., sisterin-law of the bride, was
the matron of honor.
The best man was Jeff
Canty of Clinton,
brother of the groom.

Following the
ceremony a reception
was held at the bride's
home in Myrray.
Serving were Ms.
Qoralyn Lanier, Mrs.
Shirley Toon and Mrs.
Robbie Stamps.

Also assisting at the
reception were Edd
Adams, brother of the
bride, and Butch Canty,
brother of the groom.

The guest register
was kept by Lori Canty
of Beaver Dam, niece of
the groom.

The groom practices
dentistry in Clinton
where the couple now
resides.

Mincemeat pie featured for holiday

17)

CECILY'S
RECIPE
BOX
Its%(I( II.1 I1HOMV•10\1.
iatrd Prev. I ood 1.ditor

GOLF WINNERS - Members of the Murray Country Club receiving awards at the
Ladies' Day Golf
Awards dinner included, from left, first row, Toni Hopson, Mary Bogard,
Betty Jo Purdom, Evelyn
Jones, back row, Linda Alexander, Rowena Cullom and Carole Edwards.
Photo by M.C. Garrott

Golf awards given at dinner
The 1985 ladies' day
golf activities at the
Murray Country Club
ground to a halt
Wednesday, Nov.6, with
the annual awards dinner at the club house.
Winners and top
finishers in the ladies'
medal and match play
tournaments, as well as
- in several special competitions, were
recognized and
presented with awards
by Diana Vlllanova and
Pam Mavity, the golf
hostesses for the year.
• In the medal play
tournament held early
in the year, Betty_ Jo
Purdom was the winner
with 167 for the 36 holes
played in the two-day
event.
Three strokes back at
170 was Jerlene Sullivan
while Venela Sexton
finished third with 172.
Low net honors went to
Mary Bogard.
• In the first flight of
the medal play, Evelyn
Jones was the winner,
winning a sudden-death
playoff with Inus Orr
after both had posted
180. Judy Latimer was
third with 1.87 while Toni
Hopson won low net.
• In the second flight

Linda Alexander was
•Carole Edwards won
the winner in a sudden the fourth flight over
death playoff with Tonda Thomas.
Virginia Schwettman
• Mrs. Edwards' third
after both had finished award of the night came
with 200. Martha Sue when she was declared
Ryan was third and the season's most imJane Fitch won low net. proved golfer, trimming
• Rowena Cullom was 24 strokes off her first
the third flight winner posted score last spring
with 215 while Euldene on the ladies' "Ringer
Robinson and Chris Board."
Graham tied for second
• Mrs. Purdom won
with 227. Sadie West was the "Birdie Tree"
the low net winner.
•Carole Edwards was
the fourth flight winner
with 236, while Tonda
Thomas was second.
• The low putts award
for the tournament was
shared by Betty Lowry
and Mrs. Schwettman.
• In the match play
tournament which was
completed in
September, Mrs.
Bogard was the winner,
one up over Mrs. Sexton
in the championship
flight.
• Toni Hopson won the
first flight, defeating
Mrs. Orr by one up.
• Linda Alexander
won the second flight
beating Mrs. Schwettman 4 and 3.
• The third flight was
won by Molly Booth with
a 5 and 4 advantage over
Mrs. Cullom.

award with 22 posted
Ladies' Day birdies
posted during the
season.
.• Frances Hulse
posted the only eagle
scored on a Ladies' Day,
a 2 on. the 4-par dogleg
10th hole.
Mrs. Robinson will be
the ladies' golf chairman for the 1986 season.
She will be assisted by
Ethelene McCallon.

If traditional
mincemeat Pie is one of
the desserts you always
serve at Thanksgiving
dinner, you may want to
try an interesting new
version. Don't worry it's not far out.
When we baked this
new pie in our test kitchen, one of our tasters
asked for a slice of cheddar cheese to top her
portion. A good idea you
may want to adopt.
Apple Streusel
Mincemeat Pie
3 medium (1 pound)
Granny Smith apples,
pared and thinly sliced
3 tablespoons flour
2 tablespoons butter,
melted
9-inch unbake.d pie
shell with a high standing fluted rim
28-ounce jar ready-touse mincemeat (2 and
2-3rds cups) Streusel,
see recipe
In a large bowl toss
apples with flour and
melted butter: arrange
in the pastry shell.
Spread mincemeat over
apples. Top with
Streusel.
Bake on the rack
below center of a
preheated 425-degree
oven for 10 minutes.

Reduce oven. wire rack until warm.
temperature to Serve at once.
375-degrees: continue
Streusel: In a medium
baking until golden bowl stir together 1,2 cup
brown - 25 to 30 flour, 14 cup firmly
minutes. Place on a packed light brown

,

ISCOUNT

Coming Soon-

A New Byron's Safe-T
Discount Pharmacy

A Coupon For Inconvenience

2.00 Off

New Concord; Tamson
Hale, Rt. 2, Murray;
Pat Brewer, Rt. 1,
Farmington;
Mrs. Lillian Sowell,
311 Irvan St., Murray;
Louis F. Butler (expired), Rt. 1, Box 13,
Almo.

(Good
Through November)

Your next new or transferred prescription
I *Ask how this coupon can be worth $3.00

L-Byron's Safe-T Discount Pharmacy
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INVENTORY CLEARANCE
SALE
LIMITED STOCK
WHEN THEY'RE GONE-THEY'RE GONE!!

•

(Pick Up Price)

FRIDAY, 6-9 P.M.
DISHWASHERS

WHIRLPOOL

Baby, dismissals
listed by hospital
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Wednesday, Nov. 13, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admission
Steele baby boy,
parents, William and
Julia, Rt. 2, Box 248C,
Dukedom, Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Katie Stewart,
Rt. 4, Fulton; Miss
Sharon Gaddie,
Elizabeth Hall, Murray
State University; Mrs.
Shelly Windsor and
baby boy. Rt. 1, Box 241,
Camden, Tenn.;
Jeffrey Vowell, 303
Orchard Dr.. South
Fulton, Tenn.; Mrs.
Earlene Emmert. Box
743, Murray; William
Murdock, Rt. 1,
Murray;
Mrs. Vicky Archer
and baby boy, 1416
McFadden. Paris,
Tenn.; Billie Mayfield,
Mur-Cal Apartments,
Murray; Mrs. Patricia
Pearson, Rt. 5, Murray:
Mrs. Norma Webster,
Box 374, McKenzie,
Tenn.; Clarence Cunningham, Rt. 5, Murray;
Mrs. Debbie Usher and
baby boy, p t. 5,
Mayfield;
Lyman Pearson, Box
133, Hamlin; Mrs Dixie
Pogue, 509 South
Seventh St., Murray;
Mrs. Caine Dick. Rt. 1,
Sedalia;
Mrs. Virginia
Clayton, 806 Guthrie
Dr., Murray; Mre.
Geneva Hargan, 614
Fairlane, Murray; Joe
Tarry. Rt. 5, Murray;
T.G.
rd. Box 176,

sugar and 1 teaspoon
ground cinnamon. Cut
in 1-3rd cup butter until
crumbly. Stir in 14 cup
chopped ( medium fine
walnuts.

AFE-lr

WASHERS

ft.

The bride is a teachee
for the Murray Independent Schools.

FIRST BIRTHDAY - Ethan Hall, son of
Nathan and Samantha Hall of Rt. 2, Murray,
celebrated his first birthday on Wednesday, Oct.
16. Ice cream and cake were served and a dinner
In his honor was served later. Attending or sending gifts were Tina and Jason Henderson, Debbie and Christopher Swift, his cousins, Joey and
Heath Holland, Alison and Jeremy Johnson, his
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Bob Johnson, and
his uncles and aunts, Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Hall
and Mr. and Mrs. Randy Johnson.

MURRAY TODAY
Jo Burkeen. editor
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601 South 12th
753-5540

Debbie and Carol are
pleased to announce the
addition of Deborah Darnell
to their salon staff. Deborah
is a licensed hairdresser with
thirteen
years
over
experience. She resides on
Wiswell Road with her
husband Gene Darnell, part
owner of Stokes Equipment
and their children Jeanie 17
and Dustin 15, both students
at Calloway Co. High.
Debbrahla hours will be
Mon., Thurs., Fri. and Sat.
85. P

From L to R - Deborah
Darnell, Carol Hill and Debbie
Shapla.

f

National Hordroseers
and Cosmetologists
Assocasbon

REDIKEN

Sale
Sal. DP 388 OXM Portable
Reg. $399.95 '346"•
Reg. $449.95 '375"
Reg. $479.95 '390"
UNDERCOUNTER
Reg. $399.95 '350'
Model
Sal*
DU 4500 Limited Editition
Reg. $399.95 '344"
DU 2900 Sound Conditioned Reg. $349.95 '292'
DU 5004 Power Cleaning
DRYERS BY WHIRLPOOL
Energy Savor
Reg. 449.95 '386
Model
Sale
LE 5790 Large Capacity
Reg. $369.95 *290"
LE 7680 Super Capacity
Reg. $399.95 '325"
RANGES
LE 7685 Super Capacity
Reg. $399.95 '325"
Keivinator
Model
Sale
MICROWAVE OVENS
30" No. 305A
Self cleaning oven
Reg. $499.95
Model
Saks
Reg, $389.95 '300"
Litton No. 1739 (Full She) Reg. $329.95 '260.30" No. 305A
Whirlpool
Quasar No. 5555 .6 C.F.
Reg. $229.95 '1751•
30" No. 1E3365XP-Reg. $499.95
Quasar No. 5575 .6 C.F.
Reg.
Quasar No. 7794 1.4 C.F. Keg.$S23
.955 '325"
3
89
99
700 W. 5 yr. warranty
TABLE MODEL
Quasar No. 9984 1.4 C.F. Reg. $499.95 6400"
TELEVISIONS
700 W. 3 yr. warranty (undercounter)
Model
Sale
Reg. $299.95 '2
Samoa 19" No. K1941P
• FREEZERS-REFRIGERATORS/FREEZERS
Hitachi 19" 1938 (remote) Reg. $459.95 '380"
•
Hitachi 19" 1941
Reg. $299.95 '250"
•
Reg. $329.95 '290"
Model
Sale Quasar 3951 (manual)
Quasar 5953 (manual)
.
Reg. $339.95 '310"•
.. Chest Freezer No. IN iso Reg. $399.95 .323
Quasar 5957
Reg. $429.95 '385"
15.1 C.F. Upright Freezer
NA. IV 130 at
Reg. $499.95 '388"
23.2 C.F. Chest Freezer
TELEVISIONS
No. IN 2301
Reg. $699.95 egoes•
Reg. $719.95 %Mr
19.2 Ref/Freezer
Mugnubox
25.4 C.F. Ref. Freezer
Reg. $1295.95 '1200" Model
Sole •
•
4946
Console
25"
Reg.
w
$619.95
/water & ice In door
'500"
•
•
4948 Console 25"
•
Reg. $619.95 '550"
Kelvinator
•
4748 Console 25"
Reg.
$549.95 'SOO"
Model
Sale 4754 Console 25"
Reg. $629.95 .3
16.0 C.F. No. irm 160 Ref/Freozor Reg. $539.95 430
1/ "4948 Console 25"
Reg. $629.95 Is
19.0 C.F. No. MK 190 APIS
Reg. $699.95 '600•'
Side by Side
21.2 C.F. Upright No. 2123PA2W
Reg. $569.95 '450"
Model
LA 5700 Large Capacity
•LA 7680 Super Capacity
• A 5550 Largo Capacity
•
•
•

SUN
1-5

MON-SAT
10-9
Central
Shopping Center

Sales & Rental

•

753-HOME
753-7670

(Next to Kroger)

HOME TV & APPLIANCE
11111011111110111111111 OOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOOO IAA OOOOOOOOOOOOOOO
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•
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Proposals made in General Assembly
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP —
Several years have passed since
the Kentucky General Assembly
made any significant changes in
the way it conducts its business.
but several proposals have
emerged, including one that also
would change the election
process.
Members of the Democratic
House caucus spent nearly two
hours Wednesday wading
through barely a quarter of a
28-page set of recommendations
on changes in the legislative process before calling it quits until
December.
House officials refused to say
what was voted up or down clueing the meeting, preferring to

•

Buckingharn... (Cont'd from page 1)
rence allows you to come
together to explore the region's
opportunities," Knicely said.
'-:-What benefits one community
benefits other communities in
your area," he added.
Knicelji commended Governor Martha Layne Collins for
her dedication to economic
development that has netted
31,000 jobs in 22 months compared to 27,000 in the previous
four years.
By the year's end. Knicely expects announcements by two or
three Japanese cOmpanies to
locate in Kentucky as a result of
Collins visit to Japan.
"We've had the greatest two
years in the history of the commonwealth," Knicely told the

wait until an entire program is
adopted.
But the two top elected leaders
of the House said they oppose
one of hte major revisions, an
nual sessions of the Genera;
Assembly.
—Lawmakers now gather for
10-day sessions in odd-numbered
years when regular 60-day
meetings are not held, but they
are prohibited by the constitution from conducting any real
business.
"I personally do not favor annual sessions," said House
Speaker Don Blandford, DPhilpot. "I don't think they're
necessary. I think the interim

7

group. -We hope you can
develop plans here to sustain
that growth."
The regional approach is the
way to continue economic
growth already begun during
the Collins administration,
Knicely added.
Wallace Shankle, of Kentucky
Utilities Co. at Barlow, said that
Ballard, Carlisle, Fulton and
Hickman counties "already are
trying the gegional approach"
with the formation of Four
Mississippi River Counties Industrial Development Group
Inc.
Buckingham said that the
meeting was well attended and
that he estimated that over 100
people attended from the 17
counties in the region 'which
stretches from the coal fields of
Muhlenberg County to the
Mississippi River.

system serves the purpose."
Speaker Pro Tern Pete Worthington, D-Ewing, echoed
Blandford's sentiments, even
though he served on the panel
that made the recommendation.
The two lawmakers agreed,
though, that a constitutional
amendment to increase
legislative authority is needed,
especially involving oversight of
regulations enacted by the executive branch and authority to
make appointments to various
boards and commissions.
Statutes passed by earlier
legislatures to claim such power
were declared unconstitutional
in a landmark decision by the
Kentucky Supreme Court in
1983.
Blandford said it is important
that the Legislature retain some
authority over regulations. He
noted that because they carry
the force of law, regulations
amount to the executive branch
passing statutes without the
Legislature's involvement.
Most of the other changes are
procedural-and don't have any
real public interest, Blandford
admitted.
But he and Worthington said
the overall effort is worthy of
attention.
"Anytime you make the body
more responsive, more efficient,
then that benefits the public."
Blandford said.
Sen. John, Rogers, R Somerset, included some of the
same changes in a constitutional
amendment he proposed
Wednesday.
The amendment would also
allow for annual sessions of the
General Assembly and put the
state on a one-year budget cycle

instead of the current two-year
cycle.
It also would cut in half the
number of elections held in Kentucky and lift many restrictions
on succession of officials, including the governor.
Rogers said the change in
election laws would save the
state millions of dollars and
perhaps increase voter interest
and participation in the elsictorsi process.
In 1984 alone, taxpayers paid
$3.4 million for the direct cost of
elections, Rogers said in a statement released for a news
conference.
The indirect costs of elections
are even higher, with virtually
all government employees and
many private employees given
time off to vote.
"This amounts to untold
millions each year that elections
are costing Kentuckians."
Rogers said. "We're simply being politicked to death."
If the amendment is approved
by both chambers of the General
Assembly and approved by the
voters, the governor and other
state constitutional officers
would be permitted to seek a second consecutive term beginning in 1992. They cannot seek reelection under the current
constitution.
The amendment would also
allow the governor to exercise
official powers even when outside the boundaries of the state.
The current restriction on that is
archaic and does not recognize
modern communications,
Rogers said.
All restrictions on re-election
of local officials would also be
removed under the proposal.

Tobacco producers to meet
at Growers' Floor in Murray
Wool Pants
Coat

59.00
Reg. To 95.00

Hurry and you'll save
substantially on a
wonderful-looking shortcoat
from our vast new selertio
Fantastic colors and
_finely, tailored styles.
Junior and Misses sizes

Area tobacco producers are
invited to a tobacco meeting
Monday. Nov. 18 at 7 p.m., at the
Growers' Tobacco Floor on
Maple Street in Murray.
The program will include a
tobacco stripping and classing
demonstration by U.S.D.A.
Tobacco Grading Service. Those
farmers with hail damaged
tobacco might be especially interested in seeing how this
tobacco will be graded. Both
dark-fired and air-cured tobacco
will be reviewed. Farmers may

Murray High set
for competition
in academics
will comannual
Saturday
Inn in

Murray High School
pete in the third
Academic Showdown
at the Executive
Paducah.
The competition which is patterned after the College Bowl
television program, will begin
8:30 a.m. with semi-final roun s
expected to start at 12:30 p.m.
The event is sponsored 6y
Heath High School's academic
team. Teams participating include last year's winner,
Paducah Tilghman; KET's
Scholastic Challenge 1985 winner, Mayfield; Centralia, Ill.,
which has compiled a four-year
record of 122-11, and Lone Oak
and Hopkinsville teams, former
finalists in the national finals.
Other teams participating include Webster County; Cape
Central from Cape Girardeau,
Mo.; Carlisle County; St. Mary;
Marshall County; Meridian, Ill.;
Marion, Ill.; Fort Campbell;
Graves County and Ballard
County.

Lined AllWeather
Coats

39.00

bring a small sample if they
have a specific concern.
Johnnie Stockdale, adult
farmer teacher at Murray Area
Vocational Center, will discuss
the results of the dark-fired
tobacco variety plot planted on
the Rob McCallon farm this
year. Samples of these ten
varieties will be avaiable for
your comparison.
Will Ed Clark, manager of
Western Dark-Fired Tobacco
Growers' Association, will be
present and available to answer
questions concerning the Price
Support Program.
"Tobacco producers are faced
with some tough decisions
regarding this year's crop. This
meeting is planned to address
some of those concerns, so make
plans to attend on Monday
night," Stockdale said.

CCHS academians
travel to Graves
Calloway County High School
Academic Teams traveled to
Graves County Monday afternoon to compete with Graves
and Fulton County High Schools.
In varsity competition,
Calloway defeated Graves County 44-25; Calloway High won
over Fulton County 56-16. In
junior varsity competition,
Calloway won over Fulton county 37-12 and were defeated by
Graves County 35-18. Members
competing on the varsity team
were Anisha Frizzell, Darin Loftis, Beth Woodall and Matt Yuill.
Those competing at the junior
varsity level were Ray Alexander, Eric Barrett, Shay Mitchell and Kristen Ruccio.
Coaches for the Calloway County High SChool teams are Brenda Call and Ruth Ann Futrell.

Annette Meyer of Steeleville, iii, a senior agriculture major at
Murray State University,received three awards in the 51st annual
National Jtmloi Horticulture Association (NJHA) convention in
Lexington recently. She won two awards for photography and
recognition for her service in 198-4-85 as NJHA president.

Meyer wins honors at
horticulture meeting
Annette Meyer, a senior at
Murray State University, received three awards at the 51st annual National Junior Horticultural Association, (NJHA)
Convention
in
Lexington
recently.
Miss- Meyer, the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn R. Meyer'of
Steeleville, Ill., Route 1, received
an award for Outstanding Service,'Leadership and Dedication
in recognition of her performance
as the past president in 1984-85.
In the NJHA Photography Contest, she received an Outstanding
Award for Color Photography
and a Worthy Award for blackand-white photography.
An agriculture major with a

hooce from a large
assortment of all-weather
coats fully lined for the
cool weather ahead
(pats made of polyester
anti rotton blend, water
resistant Quilted lining is
zip-out for any kind of
weather junior and

Students planning to preregister for the spring 1986
semester at Murray State
University must follow an announced schedule or wait until
January to sign up for classes,
according to Phil Bryan, dean of
admissions.
The new procedure sets aside
Monday through Friday. Nov.
18-22, as the week in which
students can pre-register in the
Curris Center ballroom for spring
classes.
Hours are 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through Thursday and 8 a.m.
to 4 p.m. Friday. Seniors will
register on Monday, juniors on
sophomores. on
Tuesday,
Wednesday and freshmen on
Thursday. Friday registration is
open to any student, and
graduate students may preregister on any of the dates.
The extended registration
hours are planned to accommodate adult students and others

Tobacco...
(Cont'd from page 1)
prised some tobacco leaders.
"We talked about the possibility of'a. one-year bill to sell this
crop, \but nobody seemed to
believe that it had a chance to

DON'T THROW MONEY AWAY!
SAVE hundreds of dollars o year on your food and household budget! Receive
the wonted discount coupons on brand names of your choice. Hurry! You must
enclose 2 stamped, self-addressed envelopes for easy details on how to save
money at your local store.

Misses We%

5.00

%Ili11 Gliold Tour"
ristmas
'Layaway.

COUPON WORLD
P.O. Box 18277
Milwaukee. Wisconsin 53218

ME All

Central Shopping Center
- Murray, Ky.

•

The National Junior Horticultural Association is a youth
organization for students ages
15-22. It promotes leadership and
responsibility through horticulture. NJHA also serves as an
avenue for young people to learn
about careers in horticulture.

who have full-time employment
during the day.
Pre-registration will continue
in Sparks Hall from 8:30 a.m. to
4 p.m. on Nov. 25 and 26 and Dec.
2-6.
No studertwill be registered
from Dec.9 to Jan. 10 — a change
from recent years when students
could sign up for classes at any
time until the fall semester*,
ended.
"The new system of registration should help us to streamline
our operation and allow us to
keep better track of students
registering, plus save a lot of
time," Bryan said.
Late registration for the spring
semester will begin Jan. 13 in the
Curris Center ballroom.
Anyone who needs additional
preabout
information
registration for the spring
semester may call in-state toll
free 1-800-592-3977 or out-of-state
(502) 762-3741.
pass through Congress," Kentucky Farm Bureau President
Ray Mackey said. "If they pull
that off, it's a brilliant piece of
strategy. We can accomplish
getting the price down at a level
that will move this year's crop."
Final White House approval of
the stop-gap legislation would
bring about yet another opening
date for the burley tobacco
auctions.
Initially. the Burley Auction
Warehouse Association's sales
committee had planned to open
markets on Nov. 18. But it voted
Tuesday to delay the opening until Dec. 2, to give the pricesupport reform program more
time to clear Congress.
If the stop-gap measure clears
the White House, the markets
would open no later than Nov.
25, said Ben Crain, president of
the warehouse association. He
said the association's executive
director was lining up a
telephone conference call so the
committee could revise the date
as quickly as possible.
"I cannot tell you how elated I
am for the farmers," Crain said.
"This could give them a strong
market, and it still leaves the
farmer 2 cents better off than
the other bill in the Senate."

Enclosed ore 2 stomped self-oddressed envelopes'
Pleose send facts on joining the Club
Name
Address
41talc

Read the want ads daily

president of the Horticulture Club
and is a member of the
Agriculture Club, Alpha Chi
honor society, Gamma Beta Phi
honor society and Epsilon Pi Tau,
the College of Industry and
Technology honor society.

Spring registration planned
atiVlurray State University

DISCOUNT COUPON USERS

Reg. To 60.00

specialization in horticulture at
Murray State, Miss Meyer, is the
president of Alpha Zeta, the
agriculture professional and
honorary fraternity. She is vice

/ r,

You must end*** 2 arwolopos with stamps on thorn. addrassod to yourself.

Crain, like Ford and McConnell, was cautiously optimistic
"I just hope the•House will
realize the importance of this
legislation," he said. "Without
some measure to reduce the
market prices to a favorable
level, the tobacco program is in
jeopardy."
J
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that he too would suffer
if he remained loyal to
Christ. Paul sought to
encourge him with a
personal testimony,
"out of them all the
Lord delivered me."
Paul urged Timothy
to continue his daily
study of the Scriptures
and to obey their
teachings, and assured
him by so doing he
would become a
stronger, more useful
and more effective servant of Christ.
The God -breathed
Scriptures are instructive unto salvation, profitable for teaching and
learning, and helpful for
correction and instruction in the right relationships with God and
people.
The Scriptures are

Writing from prison
with death impending, Scriptures proved to be
in his typical manner invaluable to him in his
Paul wrote his second later ministry with
epistle to Timothy to en- Paul.
Paul exhorted
courage him to remain
Timo
thy to "stir up the
faithful in his work for
Christ in spite of all gift of God" which was
in him. This expression
difficulties.
means "to fan into a
II Timothy 1:1-7
Paul reminded flame," or to make a
Timothy that he (Paul) wise use of the gift by
was an apostle of Christ refusing to permit it to
through the will of God. smoulder.
Both Paul and
Paul's greeting inTimothy knew that the
cluded three important
Murray High School placed fifth in
gift was there, and the
the team competition in the 151h annu
al Murray State University terms: "grace" —
Chemistry Scholarship Tourname
nt. Shown (from left) are Lloyd Hast
former was very anxy, sponsor, Jackie Bolts, Luke God's unmerited favor
Harrington,Laura Cella, Jenny lira
t4
(iJon Peyer,and Dr. Howell Clark,
ious that it should be
professor of chemistry at Mur- that removes the guilt of
ray State.
fanned into a glowing
sin; "peace" — the
,,,,flame, or developed to
result of God's grace in
DUBLIN, Ireland
life; "mercy" — the lov- such an extent that the
latter might have a (AP)
— An agreement
ingkindness of God
gloriously useful giving
which prompts Him to
the Irish
ministry.
Republic a consultative
deal in compassion.
Paul counseled role
WASHINGTON (AP) — The foll
in 'running
In an affectionate and
owing is a list
— Louisville, South End, FDP, $1.2
Timothy not to be timid, pred
of Army Corps of Engineers wate
million, H.
appr
ominantly Protesecia
tive manner
r projects and
—Ohio River Demonstration, shar
cowardly or fearful. He tant
ed with Ilstudies concerning Kentucky unde
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r consideraassured him that the all appe
and West
tion in Congress.
Timo
ars imminent, and
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as
his son in suff
Virginia, EC, $25 million, H.
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The House on Wednesday passed
the faith in whom he had
ions are under
—Ohio River highway bridges
its version of
strength would provide way
construction,
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for the British and
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interest. him with
orization bill.
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the love and Irish prime
The Senate version is still being work
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had
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said.
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and repeatedly prayed
meet today, and the
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persecutions which he
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wonderful in the truths
they contain, the triumphs they reveal, and the
trust they invite. They
meet our deepest needs
when studied, believed
and obeyed.
They challenge all
Christians who read
them to consistency in
living, continuance in
laboring, and constancy
In loving. They convey
the reliable information
necessary for us to do
the works which should
characterisze our lives
as Christians.
By sharing the Scriptures with others we can
win Christ's approval
and render an- invaluable service to
others. Let us make the
most of this God-given
opportunity!

Irish agreement reached

Corps of Engineers releases projects

"Chim-Chim Chimney Sweeps"

papers said the summit
could take place Friday.
Officials from both
sides held another round
of talks Wednesday.
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1. Because this is the place I make money and
this is the place to spend it.
2. Because my interests are here.
3. Because I believe in transacting business
with my friends.
5. Because I want to see the goods.
6. Because I want to get what I pay for.
7. Because every dollar I spend at home stays
at home and works for the development of
the.city.
8. Because the man I buy from stands back of
his goods.
9. Because I sell what I produce, here at home.
10. Because the man I buy from pays his part of
the city and county taxes.
11. Because the man I buy from helps support
my school, my church, my lodge and my
home.
12. Here is where I live and here is where I buy.
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Kentucky man
heads college
VVAYNE, Neb. (AP)
— Tom Coffey, president of Thomas More
College in Crestview
Hills, Ky., will, become
president of Wayne
State College, effective
Feb. 1.
Coffey, 49, will succeed Ed Elliott, who left
Wayne State in May to
become president of
Central Missouri State
University. Donald
Whisenhunt, vice president at Wayne State,
has been interim president and was one of five
finalists for the post.
Coffey's appointment
was announced Tuesday
at a board of trustees
meeting. He will be paid
$64,890 and given a
$ 6 , 0 0.0 housing
allowance.
Coffey was the
unanimous choice of the
board's selection committee and a strong
favorite among
members of the community advisory search
committee, said J. Alan
Cramer, college board
chairman.
Coffey has been at
Thomas More since
1982. From 1976 to 1982
he was dean of continuing education and director of summer sessions
at American University
in Washington, D.C.
The Minneapolis
native was director of
the Urban Center at
Mankato State University_ in Minnesota from
1971 to 1976. Earlier, he
held administrative
posts at Hamline
University in St. Paul,
Minn.
Coffey is a 1960
graduate of St. Ambrose
College in Davenport,
Iowa.
He also holds-degrees
from the College of St.
--Thomas in St. Paul,
Minn., and the University of South Dakota at
Vermillion.
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Consumer debt soars to record level in September
Consumer de,bt soared slow difw-niharply from
to record levels in what we had in the first
September and auto nine months of the
sales slumped early in year."
Cut-rate financing ofNovember as a result Of
the end of cut-rate finan- fered in late August and
cing offered by the ma- early September by the
jor U.S. automakers at major automakers prothe end of the 1985 model mpted part of the debt
increase. The Fed said
year.
Americans took on $7.4 billion of the
$10.6 billion more debt September increase was
than they paid off in for auto loans — nearly
September, the Federal double the May record
Reserve reported of $3.8 billion.
The special financing
Wednesday, saying
most of the gain was due and other incentives led
Kory Zehr was selected Student of the Week for to the buying of cars.
to inventory shortages
Nov. 11-15, representing the third grade at MurThe increase topped in early November,
ray Elementary School. The Century 21WSJP the record $9.09 billion which analysts blamed
program recognizes outstanding students for set in May 1984 and far for the 12.4 percent drop
their citizenship qualities. Shown, from left, are outdistanced the $6.3 in sales the nation's
Greg Delaney of WSJP, Kory Zehr, Loretta Jobs billion increase for automakers reported
of Century 21 and Kory's teacher Lee Pinkston.
August, prompting war- for Nov. 1-10; compared
nings by some analysts with last year.
The slump dropped
of a coming consumer
the industry's annualizspending slowdown.
"The consumer is ed sales rate to 5.9
over-extended given the million, far below its 8
WASHINGTON (AP) agriculture and special current economic condi- million capacity.
— The Federal Com- interest publishing tions," said Sandra
In Washington, the
munications Commis- operations; video pro- Shaber, an economist at U.S. House of Represension was giving final gramming enterprises, Chase Econometrics, a tatives ion Wednesday
consideration to merger and a motion picture research firm. "Con- approved-'and sent to the
proposals that would production and distribu- sumer demand isn't goSenate a measure to
transfer the operating tion house.
ing to collapse, but it enact a short-term inlicenses of 31 of the naIt will have 25 radio certainly is going to
crease in the $1.824
tion's most watched and and TV stations.
listened to broadcast
At the same time, if
stations and formally
Murdoch's
Rupert
eliminate one‘of the best
keep That Great
proposal is
GM QUALITY
known entities in the Metromedia
tiM Feeling With
approved, the
SERVICE PARTS
Genuine GM Part,
communications
Australian -born
011Nit•L I.K001111 COOPOCatoON
industry.
broadWhen completed, the publisher and
renounced
two largest broadcast caster who
citizenship to
transfers in history will his
see the American become an American to
rules
Broadcasting Com- comply with FCC
panies cease to exist as will have five majortelevision staa separate entity after market
form the
32 years and tions that could
TV
new
of
a
basis
Metromedia Inc. go out
of the television broad- network.
He'll purchase a sixth
casting business for the
Metromedia station,
first time since 1959.
If the FCC approves WCVB-TV. Boston, and
Block, 4x4, 37xxx miles, tilt, air
the $3.5 billion deal to- then sell it to the Hearst
day as expected, Capital Corp.
Murdoch asked for
Cities Communications
Inc. will become Capital two years to sell his
753-2617
Cities-ABC Inc. and own newspapers, the New
641 S. Memoir
a far-flung corporation York Post and the
including a televison Chicago Sun-Times,
network; several radio 'Which are in the same
networks; business, in- markets as the
spirational, high-tech, Metromedia stations.

FCC to decide on proposal

trillion debt limit and
forestall the possibility
that the government
would stop issuing
checks on Friday.
Separately, the
Senate passed and sent
to the president a
stopgap spending

DWAIN
TAYLOR
TCNEYROLET, INC.

SAVINGS

approved major trade
legislation that would
force sharp cutbacks in
textile and apparel im- 411
ports flooding the U.S.
market from Asia. The
bill now goes to the
House, which passed a
tougher version.

Bel-Air Decor
Bel Air Shopping Ctr.
Phone 753-3642

November Sale

All Month

Carpet
World—Philadelphia—MCleod
Heritage—Weardated
Plush—Sculptured
Your Choice 20 Yds. or More

FREE INSTALLATION FREE
In Stock Wallpaper
New Shipment All Paper On Sale NOW
*5.00 per double roll

$6.00 per double roll
$8.00 per double roll
$10.00 per double roll
$14.00 per double roll

Over 200 patterns

1979 Chevy Scottsdale

590

measure to keep
government offices
open after midnight
Thursday, when another
Interim spending bill
expires.
The Senate also defied
the Reagan administration's veto threats and

Sale Starts NOV. 3
All Month

20%.50%STOREWIDE
Ladies Dept.

Men's Dept.
Suits, Sport Coats, Blazers, Dress Pants, Casual Pants, Sweaters,
Sweater Vests, Dress Shirts, Casual Shirts, Pajamas, Robes, Jeans,
Ties, Belts, Suspenders, Underwear, Handkerchiefs, Work Pants and
Shirts to match, Dress Shoes, Casual Shoes, Plain & Steel Toe Work
Shoes, Athletic Shoes, Rubber Footwear, All Weather Coats,1-Shirts
with Pockets, Light Weight Jackets, Heavy Weight Jackets, Light
Weight Rain Coats, Coveralls, Insulated Coveralls, Overalls, High
cind Low Back, House Shoes, Socks, Hats, Gloves-Work & Dress,
Hooded & Plain Sweat Shirts, Carpenter Overalls, 1 Piece Long
Underwear, Thermal Underwear, Corduroy Casual & Work Pants,
Billfolds.

Dress, Purses, Blouses, Sportwear, Robes, Gowns-Nylon-BrushedNylon-Flannel, Pajamas-Nylon, Sweaters, Sweater Vests, Cotton
Dresses, Dusters, Slacks, Slips, Hospital Gowns, Jeans, Bed Jackets,
All Purpose Coats, Three Quarter Length Coats, Wool Coats, Active Wear, Hose, Bras, Girdles, Pant Liners, Dress & Casual Shoes,
Steel Toe Casual Shoes, House Shoes, Rubber Footwear, Towels,
White Uniforms.

Girls Dept.

Boys Dept.
Jeans-Slims, Reg. & Husky, Heavy & Lightweight Jackets, Socks,
Underwear, Dress, Casual & Athletic Shoes, Overalls-Infants size
to 7 Years, Belts, Pajamas, Good selection of Infant Wear,
Sleepwear, Activewear, Casual Pants, Insulated Coveralls.

All Mens Dress Suits
All Mens Dress Slacks
All Mens Sport Coats & Blazers
All Mens Athletic Shoes

Price
1/3 Off
1/3 to /
1 2 Off
1/2 Price

Size 36-50 Rog. & Long /
1 2

Size 28 waist-S2

Dresses, Sportswear sizes 21-14 Years, Jeans, Athletic Shoes, Dress
& Casual Shoes, Rain Coats & Rain Jackets, Slips, Socks, Tights,
Good Selection of Infant Wear, Gowns, Sleepwear, Activewear.

/
1 2 Price
All Ladies Dress Shoes
All Ladies Steel Toe Work Oxford 1/2 Price
All Children's Dress, Casual & Athletic Shoes 1/2 Price
All Girls Sportswear
Off
Sizes 2T-14 Years

%

SETTLE-WORKMAN Co.

CLOTHING FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY
ALL SALES FINAL, NO EXCHANGES, NO.REFUNDS,
ACROSS THE STREET FROM THE BANK OF MURRAY
DOWNTOWN MURRAY
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Early signing period begins

Louisville signs 7-foot-1 center;
Chapman silent about selection
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP) — Felton Spencer,
a 7-fort-1 center considered one of the
state's top two high
school basketball
players, fulfilled his
dream and signed a national letter of intent
with Louisville.
The state's other bluechipper, Owensboro
Apollo guard Rex Chapman, remained quiet
about his college
selection.
"Louisville is where
I've always wanted to
go," Spencer said at a
news conference
Wednesday at Eastern

High School. "This will
take a lot of pressure off
me and allow me to
have an enjoyable
senior year."
Spencer, the tallest
player ever signed by
Louisville, averaged 24
points, 14 rebounds and
five blocked shots his
junior year in leading
Eastern to a berth in the
state high school basketball tournament.
"I think his best
basketball is ahead of
him," said Eastern
coach Bill Kercher. "He
has improved by leaps
and bounds the last two
years. The thing about

Felton is he is an extremely hard worker."
Spencer, a first team
All-State player with a
3.2 grade-point average,
is the first signee this
year for Louisville.
Coach Denny Crum now
has two scholarships
available.
The 6-foot-4 Chapman
said he is uncertain
whether he will commit
to a school during the
early signing period,
which began
Wednesday.
"I hope to be able to
sign early, but at this
time, I don't think I'll be
able to," he said Tuesday night. "I'm still
kind of confused."
Chapman, whose
father Wayne Chapman
played at Western Kentucky and currently is
MOREHEAD, Ky. UK last season, added the head basketball
(AP) — Former Ken- 14.
coach at Kentucky
tucky player Chuck
Marathon Oil took a Wesleyan, said he is still
Verderber scored a 16-15 lead with 12:56 left looking at the same five
game-high 26 points as in the first half and built finalists — Louisville,
the Marathon Oil team a 53 - 44 lead at Kentucky, North
defeated Morehead Intermission.
Carolina, Georgia Tech
State 118-89 in an exhibiThe leading scorers and Western Kentucky.
tion game Wednesday for Morehead were
Chapman said four
night.freshman guard Bo factors will figure into
Rivers with 20, junior his decision: "The opVerderber also grabb- forwArd Bob McCann portunity to play on a
ed 10 rebounds. Team- with 18 points arid 10 re- national championship
mates Andy Williams bounds and freshman team, the chance to get
scored 25 and Bret forward Andre Kibblet a good education,
Bearup, who played for with 15 points.
wherever I go I want to

be happy, and to play
for a good defensive
coach."
Meanwhile. Reggie
Hanson, a 6-foot-7 forward from -Pulaski
County High School,
fulfilled an earlier commitment and signed a
national letter of intent
Wednesday with, Keqtucky. Hanson averaged
18 points and 11 rebounds as a junior last
season.
Owensboro Apollo
guard Greg Baughn
signed Wednesday with
Kentucky Wesleyan.
Baughn, who has been a
starter the past three
years, enters his fourth
season with 991 points
for his career.
Last year, he averaged 13.6 points per game
with five assists, 56 percent shooting from the
field and 78 percent on
free throws.
He was seletted All
District, All Third
Region and honorable
mention for the state
last year.
Baughn said he chose
Kentucky Wesleyan
because of its strong
academic programs, his
familiarity with Coach
Chapman'and its location in his hometown of
Owensboro.

Marathon Oil overpowers
Morehead State, 118-89

Sutton to start three-guard lineup tonight
as UK coach makes debut against Czechs
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — Eddie Sutton,
who makes his Kentucky 'coaching debut
tonight as the Wildcats
play host to the
Czechoslovakia National team in an exhibition basketball game,
has chosen a threeguard alignment.
Sutton said his
starters in the
backcourt would be 6-1
Roger Harden, 6-2 Ed
Davender and 6-3 James
Blackmon,. with 6-8
senior Kenny Walker
and 6-7 junior Winston
Bennett, both forwards.

we can pick out a couple
others."
Czechoslovakia is 2-4
after a 78-59 loss to Iowa
Wednesday night.
Doug Barnes, an
assistant head coach
who has scouted an
earlier Czech game,
said the Wildcats can
expect perimeter shots
"Depth, more than and plenty of running.
The Czech's have a
anything else, will be
the main thing we'll be different style, he said.
looking at in the "Their game isn't the
Czechoslovakian power game, which
game," Sutton said. we're used to, as much
"We know we have six as the perimeter game.
or seven guys who can That's the shot they
play we need to see if work to set up."
Walker averaged 22.9
points per game as UK
posted an 18-13 record
last season, followed by
Davender at 8.5 points
and Bennett at 7.2.
Sutton said a major
concern he hopes will be
answered tonight is
depth.

Barnes said the
coaching staff also will
be watching for
weaknesses in tire
defense.
"They're, a deceptive
ballclub in that it may
not look as if they're
playing very well, but
they'll be scoring a lot of
points. They're excellent shooters. We'll
have to see if our defensive pressure can deny
them open shots," he
said.
Tip-off for tonight's
game is 7:30 p.m. at
Rupp Arena.

'Trotter history made with first female player
SPOKANE, Wash.
(AP) — Lynette
Woodard, the first
woman to play on the
Harlem Globetrotters,
mixed her prowess with
magic Wednesday night
when she made her U.S.
debut with basketball's
Clown Princes.

"It was fun," said the
26-year-old Woodard,
who scored seven points
while playing about 1%
quarters.
"This is an opportunity of the century,"
Woodard added after
the Globetrotters beat
the Washington

Generals 81-65 in the
Spokane Coliseum.
The Globetrotters
warmed up for their
American tour by taking a 26-0 record on an
Australian swing.
Woodard was the
most prolific scorer in
women's collegiate

basketball when she
played at the University
of Kansas. But she says
her role with the
Globetrotters is
different.

Freshman forward Jeff Martin (15) battles for an intrasqu
ad rebound

MSU rookie Martin's potential
growing with leaps and bounds
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
If Jeff Martin ever grows into his brother's
shoes — look out Ohio Valley Conference.
Martin, a 6-foot-5 freshman from Cherry
Valley, Ark., has the potential to carry on a
family tradition of athletic excellence as a
basketball player for Murray State.
His older brother Wayne, meanwhile, is a
sophomore tackle for the University of Arkansas football team. He's 6-6 and 240.
Martin, the Murray State one, is aiming for
something close to his brother's build.
Already he has a good start. By the time the
preseason roster was released, Martin had
made it obsolete. He is _listed at 6-5, 170, but
weightlifting and an athlete's appetite has
pumped his frame to 190 without a shred of fat
visible.
"I've been lifting a lot of weights since I've
been (at MSU) because it was something I
wanted to do," Martin said. "It was something I
knew I had to do to survive in college ball."
The difference between Martin and his
gridiron brother, as Jeff points out is, "he's big
all over. Bigger in the chest, bigger in the arms.
I'm not that big, but I'll fill out some."
The Cross County prospect who joined the
Racers after a brilliant prep career, says he's
eager to contribute to his new team's success,
but he's realistic enough to believe it may not
come immediately.
"Coach (Steve) Newton keeps telling us if we
do what he tells us, we won't all be starters but
we will be playing. It seems like everybody has
an equal chance here and it's up to us to make

the best of it," Martin said.
Martin will be vying with a handful of promising prospects at forward, including returners
Curtis Davis and Owen Bronston, and juco
transfer Derrick Flowers.
Bronston, a veteran on this year's team which
has a two-year letterman as its most experienced player, knows the ropes of the MSU system.
"Last year it took me awhile to adjust. I was a
starter in junior college, then cairne in here and
was the No.6 or No.7 man. At first that bothered
me, but not anymore. It doesn't matter if I start
not and that's what I try to tell the new guys.
"I just tell them to keep their heads up if they
do something wrong and do it better next time.
Things are a lot different from high school. I
talk with Jeff (Martin) a lot since we play the
same position. One of the keys, I tell him, is to
stay in your own position. If somebody else
messes up, you can only help out so much and
you make things worse by leaving your position.
It's a hard lesson to learn at first," Bronstpn
said.
The cohesiveness of the new Racers is a main
concern for Newton and his coaching staff of
Mike Dill, Mark Bernsen and Richard Glasper.
Yet, the combination of rookies, jucos and
Racer veterans seems to be blending quite well
in the preseason.
Dill says he's impressed with the way the
team members are accepting each other. It's
something that doesn't happen on every team.
Newton pointed out that among the team's
short-term goals is to develop team chemistry,
(Continued on Pg.2B)

"It's not about scoring: it's a show. We all
have a role to play."

MURRAY STATE RACERS/NETHERLANDS
SATURDAY/NOV. 16/7:30 P.M.
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'MOOT IS COMING TO MURRAY
WITH THE NATIONAL OUTLAWS!
(Truck & Tractor Pullers)

Plus See

TICKETS.$5-$3 CHILDREN FREE WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY ADULT

'Modified 4 x 4 Trucks
•Modified Tractors
'Wheel Standing 2Wheel Drive Trucks

Illgfoot will bo pulling the sled and crushing cars
In Murray both nightsl

From the movies, "Cannonball Run II", "Police Academy",and "Take
This Job And Shove It" you'll see the unbelievable, car-crushing "Big
Foot", the wildest wheel standing 4x4 Monster in captivity!!

The excitement continues when the Murray State Racers host the
Netherlands National team. Catch all the action in Racer Arena on Saturday, Nov. 16 at 7:30 p.m.

Chili Supper 5:30-7:00
Curtis Center in the Stablos-$3.00 per person.

November 15 & 16

1.11.11111101111111011110111011111MWORONNwls"......t-
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tucky Expo Center
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Advance tickets on sale at Expo Center. Adults MOO. under 12 $5.00.
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Martin's MSU potential
'growing and growing ..:

Gooden whining
Cy Young Award
not unexpected

(Continued from Pg.1B)
championship conditioning and basketball
fundamentals.
With the veterans helping the rookies along,
the system is working so far.
"All the players have been helpful to the
freshmen," Martin admitted. "We all realise
we're working towards the same things, the
same goals and we need to work together."
In time, when individuals begin to shine and
stardom begins to wedge jealousy into the best
laid teamwork plans, the Racers may produce
different vibes.
It's happened before, but maybe Newton's
system will prevent it from happening this year
or in the future.
Offensively the gameplan favors the shooters
- which in basketball is a sure way to a player's
heart. It especially appeals to those of Martin's
background.
"I really like the offense here," Martin said.
"And Coach Newton knows what he's talking
about. He told us he doesn't mind us shooting as
long as we have a good shot. I like that. I
averaged 32 points per game'in high school and
here in practice I've still been able to score.
"I know we haven't played any outside competition yet, but if (practice) can compare with
college competition then I feel I'm ready for it."
Martin has made a fine showing in the three
preseason intrasquad scrimmages. He has
scored 38 points, grabbed 18 rebounds and in one
game he blocked four shots, and in another he
had three assists.

By JOHN NELSON
AP Baseball Writer

NEW YORK (AP) - There were still three
days left before Dwight Gooden would turn 21
years old, and already he had added the National
League's Cy Young award to his list of birthday
presents.
"I guess things have moved along pretty rapidly in my career," Gooden said Wednesday from
the dais, a birthday cake with 21 candles on it in
front of him.
At the tender age of 20, Gooden had been voted
unanimously as the best pitcher in the league,
one year after he had been recognized as the
league's best rookie.
"Last year, I won the rookie award, and that
was special because you only have one chance,"
Gooden said. "And the Cy Young is a great honor
after finishing second last yesy."
With his birthday coming on Saturday, Gooden
became baseball's youngest Cy Young winner
CY YOUNG WINNER - Dwight Gooden shows the form that earned the 21-year-old the
National
ever and also the first player to win the rookie
League Rookie of the Year honors last year and the NL Cy Young Award this year. The right-hander
had
and Cy Young awards in successive years. The
a record of 244 and led the NLin earned run average,strikeouts, complete games
and innings pitched in
right-hander had a record of 24-4 and led the Na1985. Gooden was selected unanimously by the Baseball Writer's Association of
America.
tional League in earned run average, strikeouts,
-*"
AP Laserphoto
complete games and innings pitched in 1985.
Gooden received 120 points, including all 24 of
the first-place votes cast by the Baseball Writers'
place votes going to Hershiser, Andujar and
third one.
Association of America. He thus became the
Valenzuela.
Gooden was 13 days younger than Valenzuela
seventh pitcher to receive the award
The other unanimous Cy Young winners were
when the Dodgers lefty won the award on Nov.
unanimously. ...„-fit
Sandy Koufax in 1963, 1965 and 1966 - years
11, 1981 - 10 days after turning 21. And althoulh
John 4tudor of St. Louis, 21-8 during the season,
when the Cy Young voting covered both leagues
Valenzuela is the only pitcher ever to win the Cy
was second with 65 points, followed by Orel Her- • - Denny McLain in 1968; Bob
Young and rookie awards in the same year,
Gibson in 1968:
shiser of Los Angeles with 17, Joaquin Andujar of
Steve Carlton in 1972 and 1977; Ron Guidry in
Gooden was the first pitcher to win the awards in
St. Louis with 6, Fernando Valenzuela of Los
1978, ancl Rick Sutcliffe in 1984.
successive seasons.
Angeles with 4, Tom Browning of Cincinnati with
Votes are cast by two members of the BBWAA
In fact, only four players other than Gooden
3 and Jeff Reardon of Montreal with 1. Tudor was
from each National League city with a first-place
have won both awards - Valenzuela, Sutcliffe,
listed second on 21 ballots, with the other secondvote counting five points, second three points and
Torp Seaver and Don Newcombe.

MHS schedules
soccer banquet
Monday night

Ends
Saturday,
Dec.7

Saturday the Racers will have an opportunity
to vent their preseason intrasquad frustrations
on a real opponent as MSU hosts Team
Netherlands at 7:30 p.m. in Racer Arena.

Local Bowling
Thursday Mixed Couples
Team
PS
Hover-Perry
Shoultz
Hardees

88
27
23
23
IS

O The ^
Handicaps
Mann's
Wingloot

Murray High will
honor its Region I champion soccer team with a
banquet Monday night.
Tickets are $4.50 and
the banquet will begin at
7 p.m. at the high school
cafeteria.

L
9
13
13
18

164 194
1514 20.2
15
21
5
31

High Team Game (NC)
Hardees
826
High Team Series iHC)
Hardees
2327
High Ind. Game (MC)
Kevin Trovillion
268
Pat McCarthy
226
High Ind. Series (HUI
Chuck Bollegar
635
Lois Smith
590

Kenlake Foods
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team
Team

88
19
IS
174,
16
16
91,

#5
02
al
04
03

ee

t.
13
14
144
16
16

22%

High Team Game (SC)
Team 05
goo
High Team Game MC)
Team 45
815
High Team Series (SC)
Team 45
.
4906

CCHS football,
cross country
banquet slated

High Team Series ilIC)
Team 06
2370
High Ind. Game (8C)
Jimmy Herndon
240
Valerie Morris
190
High Ind. Game (N(')
Jimmy Herndon
274
Valerie Morns
227
Hie, Ind. Series ISK.1
Jimmy Herndon
557
Valerie Morris
540
High Ind. Series (H(')
Jimmy Herndon
665
Valerie Morris
051

Magic Tri

Save On Steel Belted Radials!
Whitman
Sin

P185/80R13
P185/75R14
P195/75R14
P205/75814
.P205/75R15
P215/75R15
P225/75R15
P235/75R15

SALE PRICE
Ns trade
mesde1.

$420
$45.50
$49.50
$53.80
$54.70
$57.55
$59.40
$63.10

1995

P155/80R13
Whitewall
No trade needed

Calloway County High
School will honor both
the 1985 football and
cross country teams
with a banquet Monday
night at 6:30.
Tickets are $4 and will
be sold only at the high
school. Tickets will not
be sold at the door.

Tiempo Radial
• Flexible sidewalls
deliver a smooth.
comfortable ride
• Steel belted
radial construction

Team
Economy Tire
Peoples Bank
Paradise Kennels
Murray Auto Auction
Photography by Hal
Herndons Auto Repair
Thurman Furniture
Futrell Tile
Dallas Willoughby Ins
Jerry Atkins a Assoc

18
37

7

264
25
21
19
19
17
13
12

154,
19
23
25
25
27
31
32

High Team Game IS()
Economy Tlre

883

High Team Game lilt')
Photography by Hal
1045
High Team Series (St')
Economy Tire
2640
High Team Series (14C)
Economy Tire
3068
High Ind. Game (SC)
Pat McCarthy
224
High Ind. Game M(')
Pat McCarthy
261
High Ind. Series (SC)
Sondra Rice
573
High Ind. Series (Ht'i
Pat McCarthy
670

SCOREBOARD

tread wear, and
fuel efficiency

• Tread designed

THE INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY

to dissipate heat
for tile durability

BUSINESS • HOME • CAR • HEALTH • LIFE

delivers strength,

YOQII MORE THAN ONE COMPANY AGENCY

Everyday Low Prices On These Goodyear Tires!

12
MONTHS
NO FINANCE
CHARGE
SALE
PRICE
DIVIDED
By 12
Monthly
Payments
Minimum '100'

Goodyear
Bias Ply

Small Car
Radials

Performance
Radials

31" 39" 7130
A78-13 Whitewall
With old ire

155SR12 Blackwell
With Okl tee

P185 70R13 Raised White
Letter With old fire

Power
Streak II

G-Metric
Radial

Eagle ST
Radial

Wedowee
Sue
B78 13
C78 14
0/8-14
F7814
F /8 14
Glfl 14
H78 14
178 15
P7815

678-15
FI78-15
178 15-

Everriew
Low meg
NMI we an

S32.90
$35.20

536.40
$3120

S39.60
543.05
845.80

$36.75

$41.10
$44.20
$46.511
1141.85

Illutwall
$55

155/9113
165/5813
175/Sti13
185/5814

165/5815
175/70S813
185/70S813
115/703814

1.1=
1111111.116.4.

$44.50
$47.75
649.55
$5450
$50.95

$50.30
$52.75
$87.25

Raised Wnite
Leiter Sue

ENDS DEC.7

Pickup,Van,
& RV Tires

Rib Hi-Miler
Illocaoall
So.
Moo hoe

SALE PONCE
load
Na WWII
"'O
.
needed
C

$43 15

700-1511

C

650-1611
750-1611

C

$4690
$46.90

670-1511

750-1611
700-1411

C
D
C

700-15%
750-1611.

C
;

$52.55
$59.95
$4410
$51 60
$7275
Fit SOT

$ 71.95
$

P215/70814
P225/70814
P225,70815

It 66.25
$ 50.75
$ 91.55

P235,70815

$94.50

78.70

S 64.05

P205/60813

$71.00

P235/60814
P245/60R14
P2454601115
P255/50815
P275/60815

$ 91.55
$ 93.60
$ 9710
$101.05
1101.15

753-8355

EASTERN CONFERENCE
Atlantic Division
W L
Boston
7
9
New Jersey
6 4
Philadelphia
5 4
Washington
2 6
New York
1
Central Division
Milwaukee
8 4
Detroit
7 4
Atlanta
5 5
Chicago
4 6
Cleveland
3 6
Indiana
2 5
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Midwest Division
Houston
7 2
Denver
6 2
San Antonio
5 4
Utah
4 6
Dallas
3 6
Sacramento
2 6
Pacific Division
L.A. Laker.
7
1

Pd.
GB
875 600 2
556 24
.250 5
111 64
687
636
500 2
400 3
333 34
2tt6 34

778
750
556
400
333
250
875

la
2
34
4
411
-

x
5 4
5 5
4 6
0 9
Wednesday's Games
Boston 118, Indiana 114
Philadelphia 110. Chicago 106
Atlanta 108. Phoenix 101
Milwaukee 137, Detroit 118
Dallas 115, Utah 100
Seattle 93. L A Clippers 89
Thursday's Games
Cleveland at Indiana
New Jersey at Houston
San Antonio at Denver
Portland at L A Lakers
Golden State at Sacramento
Friday's Games
Washington at Boston
Okitroit at Atlanta
Chicago at Milwaukee
New Jersey at Dallas
Portland at Utah
Seattle at Phoenix
I. A Lakers at I. A Clippers

Portland
I. A Clipper,
Golden State
Seattle
Phoenix

ROO
556
500
400
000

3
4

Sports Transactions

Traction
Sure Grip
Nocidoll
SW

wed he.

SALE PACE
use
No Oalo
14
"
. aosiNal

700-1577

C

$5160

750-1611
750-1611

C
D

$5615
$6565

//1

Rudolph Goodyear
U.S. 641 S.
"Business Is Good"

National Basketball Association

tvere"

P195/70813

901 SYCAMORE

National Basketball Association

Wan ofcl hie

P195/70814
F205170814

co,urivaraes

SALE

LINDY SUITER

(502) 753-0595
Murray, Ky.
"We Have A WInnin• room - •uolit QuontI1 S Prk "

Wednesday's Sports TransactiOns
By The Associated Press
BASEBALL
American League
BOSTON RED ROX - Traded Bob Ojeda, Tom McCarthy. John Mitchell and Chris Bayer, pitchers. to
the New York MeteferCal yin Schlraldi and Wes Gard.
ner, pitchers, and John Christensen and La Schell,
Tarver. outfielders.
DETROIT TIGERS - Traded Barbaro Garbey, in.
fielder, to the Oakland A's for Dave Collins. outfielder
SEATTLE MARINERS - Announced Sal Rend,,
will manage the Bellingham.Mariners of the Class A
Northwest League
TEXAS RANGERS - Waived Glenn Brummer.
catcher
TORONTO BLUE JAYS - Added Oils Green and
Glestallen Hill outfielders, and Jeff Ds/Mlle. catcher.
to the 40.man roster
mammal Lomput
, ATLANTA BRAVES - Added Marty Clary. Charlie
Putts:tend Paul Assimmacher, pitchers. to the 40-man
roster Waived Randy Johnson. infielder..
CHICAGO CUBS - Waived Dave Beard. pitcher
Added rookie Bernettne and Dave Martinez. out
fI.ITt.ri Milos Brumley. Infielder. and Gary
Parrnenter end Carl Hamilton. pitchers, to the 40-man
roster.
CINCINNATI REDS - Added Kurt Stlihvatt short.
stop. Lenny Harris third baseman Terry Lee first

baseman. Mike Konderla and Hugh Kemp. pitchers.
Joe Oliver. catcher. and Tracy Jones. outfielder, to
the 40
-malt roster.
LOS ANGELES DODGERS - Signed Steve Yeager.
catcher
NEW YORK NETS - Released Tom Paciorek. outfielder. Kelvin Chapman. infielder, and Brent Gaff.
pitcher Sent Randy Niemarin, Terry Leach and John
Young. pitchers, and Clint Hurdle, catcher, to
Tidewater of the International League Added Jose
Bautista, Reggie Doble, Kyle Hartshorn and David
West. pitchers, Marcus Lawton and Stanley Jefferson
outfielder. Dave Magadan. infielder. and Barry
Lyons. catcher, to the 40-man roster
ST LOUIS CARDINALS - Named Rich Hacker
coach
BASKETBALL
LOS ANGELES LAKERS - Placed Byron Scott.
guard on the Injured reserve Activated Ronnie
Lester. guard
FOOTSAU.
Natienel Football Leave
ATLANTA FALCONS - Placed Brett Miller. offensive tackle, on injured reserve
MIAMI DOLPHINS - Placed Robert Sowell. defer.
erre back, on injured reserve Signed Mike Smith.
defensive back.
ST LOUTS C411RDINALS - Waived Jess Atkinson.
placeklilier Signed Novo Holovic plarekicker
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Textile forces, jubilant at Senate victory, focus on veto threat
WASHINGTON"(AP) —
Jubilant after an unexpectedly
solid Senate victory, textile industry forces are focusing on a
drive to diasuade President
Reagan from a threatened veto
of major cutbacks in Asian
imports.
"I still don't think that President Reagan will veto this bill,"
Sen. Ernest Hollings, D-S.C.,
said Wednesday after the Senate
passed the measure 60-39 to
restrict certain foreign imports.
Even though the final count
exceeded by six the bill's
margin of victory in the most recent test vote Oct. 30, the tally

remained, seven votes short of
sufficient support to override a
White House veto.
Hollings, a chief sponsor, said
a veto would be "devastating"
to Republicans in 198ec,ongresatonal campaigns and added
that executives of the giant textile and apparel industries
would soon pay a call on the
president.
Passage of the measure,
which now returns to the House
for a vote on alterations made
by the Seiate, came after Sen.
Dan Evans, R-Wash., again
warned that a Reagan veto was

Untrained woman takes
controls after husband's
collapse;- plane crashes
FAYETTEVILLE, Ark. (AP)
— A woman who had never
flown a plane before took the
controls when her husband collapsed, and flew for an, hour
guided by radioed instructions
before crashing three miles
from an airport when she lost
power.
Ella Faye Wilcoxson, 45, of,
Anchorage, Alaska, survived
the crash and was in stable condition Wednesday night at
Washington Regional Medical
Center, said hospital
spokeswoman Chris Krueger. ,
Her husband, Joe T. Wilcoxson, 53, was found dead, but it
wasn't clear whether he had
died before the crash or as a
result of the accident. An autopsy was ordered by the Federal
Aviation Administration.
The twin-engine Cessna
Skymaster piloted by Wilcoxson
took off Wednesdky afternoon
from Bentonvillakout 30 miles
north of Fayetteville. Moments
after takeoff, Wilcoxson collapsed, his wife told James Bryant,
the first person to reach her
after the crash.

She then radioed, "Mayday,
mayday," said Mary Jarnagan
of Benton County Air Service,
operator of the Bentonville
airport.
Wayne Fryar of Aero Tech
Services Inc. of Fayetteville
went up in a plane to search for
the aircraft, but never found it.
Lynn Goodrich, a pilot flying
with Fryar, talked with Mrs.
Wilcoxson by radio as they tried
to get her to turn south to avoid
bad weather and head for the
Fayetteville airport.
Goodrich said the woman told
him just before she crashed:
"I'm coming in out of the clouds,
guys," and then paused.
underneath the clouds, guys,
and I don't think I have any
power."
Goodrich said he told her she
was three miles from their plane
and "don't go back into the
clouds."
Then he asked her, "Faye,
this is Lynn, can you hear me?"
There was no response.
The plane came down in a
pasture just inside Fayetteville.

Inevitable.
dustries of the Senate's "raw
them into apparel" for export.
to gut the textile bill," ThurReagan has not said publicly
protectionists."
The Senate killed, 68-30, a mond retorted.
he would veto the measure, but
,"I don't mind people being
Gramm amendment to exempt
As textile forces scored vicEvans quoted him as saying at a
protectionist," Gramm said. "I
Hong Kong. Minutes later it also tories in one round after
recent White House meeting: "I
resent the cloak of the American
rebuffed, 68-31, another Gramnr another, some critics scrapped
will not ... sign any protectionist
flag that they drape over their
proposal to put Taiwan on an
plaNs to,offer amendments and
legislation that diminishes comshoulders."
equal footing with mainland Senate leaders telescoped an expetition abroad or in the United
Gramm labeled as unfair proChina, which escapes the bill's pected two-day debate into nine
States." • visions that impose some of the
toughest provisions.
hours. The bill is the only major imharshest cutbacks on Hong
The Senate rejected, 60-39, a
"This bill is really bad," said
port measure advancing in ConKong, which he called "a
plan by Sen. Max Baucus, D- Sen. John Danforth, R-Mo., who
gress amid heightened concern
paragon of fairness" in trade
Mont., to exempt overseas
was among opponents who
over the nation's burgeoning
relations.
buyers of more than.$400 million scrapped amendments. "It is an
trade deficit, which totaled
"It's a port, it's a dock," Hollin U.S. farm products annually.
embarrassment to Congress to
$123.3 billion in 1984 and is exings retorted. "If you don't step
"It says to agriculture that
pass a bill like this."
pected to rise by $25 billion this
carefully, you'll fall into the Sea
we're going to kiss you goodbye,
"We won't have a textile inyear.
of China." He said the British
it's all over, we're going to send
dustry" without the bill, ThurUnder the measure, textile
colony accepts "billions of yards
you down the drain," Baucus
mond replied, noting that,
and apparel imports from
of textiles from the People's
said.
"what we're talking about is
Taiwan and South Korea would
Republic of China) and grinds
"This amendment would tend
jobs and Americans."
be rolled back an average of 30
percent and those from Hong
wife will neekback X-rays to make some condition —
such as high blood
Kong an average of 12 percent.
sure she does not have a problem, like pressure or heart
trouble — that
It also would curb shipments
osteoporosis, with her spinal bones. If would rule out a specific
remedy.
her problem is truly muscular, she
from eight other Asian nations
may
DEAR
be
helped
DR.
and Brazil, as well as place
GOTT — My husband is
by massage, hot packs,
ultrasound,chiropractic, pain medica- 67. He has a spur on the bottom of his
Peter
quotas on shoe and luggage
tion or a full
of physiotherapy. foot. He refuses to take any calcium,
imports.
/ Gott, M.D. She should trycourse
the bed rest for a week, saying this has brought on the spur. I
Critics say the bill would hurt
'then move on to other options as indi- feel that, at his age, he needs calcium
consumers, break more than 34'
cated. Perhaps the bed is contributing for his bones. Who is right?
international trade agreements
to her back problems.
and trigger retaliation in Asia
DEAR READER — You are right.
DEAR DR. GOTT — I have had siagainst farm exports and other
nus trouble since I was a teenager and Bone spurs are not produced by diU.S. goods. Proponents counter
I will be 70 next birthday, providing etary calcium. They appear with age
the good Lord spares me. My nose runs in some people, through no fault of
that cutbacks are needed to slow
frequently, and especially when I eat. their own. Your husband might be aidlayoffs in the textile and apparel
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
I asked my doctor, but didn't get any ed by Cortisone injections adminisindustries caused by imports.
help. I think this is rather strange. Can tered by an orthopedic surgeon. An op"Free trade is going to
eration to remove the spur would be
DEAR DR. GOTT — My wife has you shed some light
on the subject?
destroy America," an arm - something wrong with the
muscles in
DEAR READER — Your long his- .curative. Meanwhile, calcium supplewaving Sen. Strom Thurmond, her back. Her doctor has ordered her
tory of sinus trouble is probably a ments — in the form of milk or pills —
R-S.C., sho9ted as textile forces to stay in bed. I think maybe if she manifesta
tion of allergy, a form of are appropriate for a man of 67.
repeatedly throttled tainend- would get out in the sun, it would help hay fever. There are
many antihistaSend your questions to
her back. What do you think?
ments offerdd by critics.
mines now available without a pre- care of this newspape Dr. Gott in
r at P.O. Box
DEAR READER — The sun may scription. I suggest you
One opponent, Sen. Phil
ask your doc- 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101. Due to
feel
good
on
your
wife's
back, but it is tor to recommend several; try each volume,
Gramm, R-Texas, charged the
of mail, individual questions
bill aimed not at soliring U.S. unlikely to affect the deep muscles. until you find out which agrees with cannot be answered. Questions
of genNeither
does
Ben-Gay
or
any
other
you
and
controls your symptoms. I eral interest will be answered
trade problems but at commerin fulinament.
think you should first ask your doctor, ture columns.
cial gain for home-state inAfter trying a period of rest, your because at the age of 70,
you may have
•1M. NEWSPAPER INTERPIUS

DR.GOTT

est can help
back problems
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Your local Intitipsnclently owned Trutt Value
Hardware Store has national chain-buying power.
®

HARDWARE STORES

Stop in and pick up your FREE copy
of our Christmas Catalog

ChristmasToys &Gifts
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Readers Offer Many Endings
For Story of Sibling Rivalry
DEAR READERS: First this her three younger children. Their
appeared in my column:
ages must be anywhere from infancy
"DEAR ABBY:I am the mother to 6 years old—too young to have
of four lovely daughters. The formed their own feelings of envy
eldest is 11. I'll call her Agnes. and resentment. Instead of harborWhen Agnes was 3, her father ing such feelings, "Torn" should
died. Two years later, I remar- rejoice in the knowledge that her 11ried. Every summer,the parents year-old has loving grandparents
of my first husband take Agnes who can afford to take their only
for a month.Their son was their grandchild on exotic trips.
only child, and Agnes is their
MICHIGAN SOCIAL WORKER
only grandchild. So far Agnes
DEAR
ABBY:"Torn" should use
has been to Disneyland, Hawaii,
Mexico and Europe. My husband this opportunity to teach her chiland I cannot afford to take our dren two valuable lessons:(1) Learn
other three children on trips to accept the things you cannot
like that, and they are under- change. (2) Life is not always fair.
standably envious and resentful. The earlier they learn these lessons,
I'm sure with all the divorces, the stronger they will be. I think we
deaths and remarriages, this is parents try too hard to protect our
a common problem. If you or children from "bumps" and bruises,
any of your readers have a solu- so their childhood will be as painless
tion, I'd appreciate knowing it. and smooth as possible. This is
doing them no favors. They need to
TORN
be equipped to live in the "real"
"DEAR TORN: What are your world where
they will be dealt more
alternatives? To deny Agnes serious bumps.
those exotic trips with her
MARY IN CORBIN, KY.
grandparents in order to avoid
DEAR
being envied by her half-sisters?
ABBY: "Torn" seems to
Not fair to Agnes. To ask the expect. that Agnes' grandparents
grandparents to take one of the treat her(Torn's)three younger chilhalf-sisters along every year in dren like they treat Agnes. May I
the interest of family unity? ask "Torn" how she treats her former
Rather presumptuous. It would in-laws? Does she take all her chit,
be very generous if they were to dren to visit them,and refer to them
offer, but that idea would have to as "Grandma and Grandpa Jones"?
originate with them. Readers?" Are Mother's and Father's Day cards
signed by all the children and sent
Did I get letters!
DEAR ABBY: Your answer to to them? Are the girls encouraged to
"Torn" was appalling'. How can you make presents for them on birthdays
be so insensitive to the feelings of the and St. Valentine's Day? Does
younger siblings? Look ahead: Ag- "Torn" invite them for family dinnes will grow up to be a snob, think- ners on Thanksgiving and Christing she is better than her sisters, who mas—or any other time? To put it
will surely grow to hate her. It's just bluntly, do "Torn" and her three
younger daughters treat these people
human nature.
"Torn" should not permit those as well as she treats her new in-laws?
There are exceptions, of course,
grandparents to take Agnes anywhere unless the sisters are included. but I think the grandparents will
treat the "new" kids equally if the
Admit you were wrong, Abby.
kids
and their mom will make the
LOS ANGELES
first move. The ball is in "Torn's"
DEAR ABBY: The solution _to court. Feel free
to use my name.
"Torn's" problem is so simple, I'm
LAURA B. IN
surprised you didn't see it. While
MAPLE VALLEY, WASH.
'Agnes is off with her grandparents,
•••
the parents should treat the other
DEAR ABBY: You'd better tell
girls to picnics, visits to the chil- "Corney. Venhemann"
that Dizzy
dren's museum,the amusement park, Dean must have
been listening to
the zoo, an overnight camping trip hr radio when
he "originated" that
a fun weekend staying at a motel.
line, "Lot's of people who don't say
It would be as thrilling for them ain't, ain't working.
"
as a trip to Disneyland. And that
Will Rogers said it first.
way the sisters at home wouldn't
agt, on the other hand, it was
feel so left out.
laid-back zany football player named
J.J., ROCHESTER, N.Y Joe Don Looney who first
said: "I
DEAR ABBY: "Torn" could he never met a man I didn't like—
expressing her own feelings of anger except Will Rogers."
and resentment rather than that of
WESTPORT PETE
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"Free Financing"
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roved Credit

Happy Holidays Record or 13-In. Christmas Plate is
Tape is a delightful collection of made of tempere
d glass and feayour favorite holiday songs and
carols by famous artists.
,,or zo

tures a Christmas tree and tedd
bear. Dishwasher safe.
3530

Wlue:Bright

Libbey

ROCKWELL MUSEUM

2.29

1.59 Each

ideal for indoor or outdoor use. In
your choice of clear or colors. 25ft. long. Safety fuse.
15507 1550

26-0z. Crystal Frosty Splash Dancer Shower
Snowman Container/Can- Radio brings AM/FM" fun
into the
dle Holder is the pretty way to bath! Waterproof unit attaches
to

50-Light Midget Light Set is

show off holiday treats.

13.88

'0137

Pollenex

shower pipe or wall

SRI

3

.99 Your choice

Audubon Songbird Mugs

feature striking paintings of birds
on one side, description on the
other Cardinal or blue jay 0.401/2

MACKELIECKEI
i
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19.97

9.99

WEST BEND .

High-Dome Covered Roast- butter-Matic 11'"4-0t. Corn
er W/Nonstick Roast Rack Popper for party time or snack

is ideal for roasts, ham, turkey
Aluminum. 17‘,4x121 x8izin %.4-496

time With built-in butter cup and
heat-resistant cover
(12204

11.99

2-Pc. Locking Pliers Set in-

cludes 7-in curved pliers and 6',2 in. needle-nose pliers Each has a
built-in wire cutter.
11111113

59.99

11
/
2-HP Router contains levertype base lock for depth adjustments, worklight, spindle lock, chip
deflector, wrench.
75,.

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut Street
Murray, KY.
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Kentucky hopes location will help get plant

s.

FRANKFORT, Ky.
1AP I — Kentucky has
one great advantage
over the other states
competing for an
automobile assembly
•plant from Toyota
Motor Co., according to
Gov. Martha Layne
Collins.
We have a tremendous location, especially
for any automotive industry ," she said.
"Most of all, we have
good people and a good
work ethic."
A delegation from the

company spent another
day in Kentucky on
Wednesday, checking
for possible sites,
though Collins and other
officials have refused to
divulge those locations.
Georgetown Mayor
Charles Lenahan said
Wednesday that Toyota
representatives visited
Scott County late last
week, and he was encouraged about his community's chances.
Collins said the
delegation is being
thorough. From airline

schedules add road con"They're looking for
ditions to spegial pro- sites and they're trying
grams in schools and to get answers to all
medical care, represen- their questions," Collins
tatives of the Toyota said. "They're checking
Motor CO: are giving everything out."
more than the once over
Collins said she has
to at least two places in met with the ' visiting
Kentucky.
representatives and
She said that officials receives periodic upfrom the Japanese dates on what they are
automobile manufac- doing. Additionally, Colturer who are in Ken- lins said she intends to
tucky have been very meet with them again
diligent about checking before they leave,
into what could be home although she does not
for tteir new know when they will
automobile plant.
depart Kentucky.

• We're keeping up
with them several tAmes
a day," Collins said during a running interview
as she traveled between
meetings.
Collins said there are
at least two places in
Kentucky on Toyota's
final list of six potential
sites for the plant, which
is expected to manufacture 200,000 compact
cars annually. Collins
said the plant would
employ as many as 2,000
people, most of them
from Kentucky, if it is

Pharmacy & Your Health

FERN

GAZETTE TERRACE

Published at
1505 Stadium View Drive, Murra), Ky.

Greetings from all at Fern Terrace Lodge.
Another busy week has passed us by with in-house
visits by Dr.'s Bailey Binford and Clark Harris to their
patients.
A tour of McDonald's by a kind and courteous staff.
A special thanks to Vema Cope, sister of resident Hugh
Beach, for her kind assistance during the tour.
Fern Terrace would like to take this opportunity to
salute our resident veterans: Omer Gamer, Jessie
Bowden, Carl Ray, Charles Wyatt, Jimmy Tibbs, Arthur
Garland, Wibum Lee, Sam Wade,Clayton Fulton, Lowell
Copeland, Dr. C. S. Lowry, Eurie Bazzell, Les Mattingly, Jessie Thompson,Joe Wilson, and Ms. Shiley Elkins.
A staff member, Jerry Kalberer, is also a veteran. Fern
Terrace is planning an old fashion Thanksgiving. Family
members are urged to call and make reservations to eat
their noon Thanksgiving meal with the residents of Fern
'Terrace.
Residents of the week are Mr. and Mrs. Jim Hart. They
have resided here since July 30, 1983. They have two
children, Lyda Sue Collins of Murray, and Frank N. Hart
of the Gilbertsville Community.
Bye for now.

Holland Drugs on
Antibiotics and the Elderly

Because infection is common in the elderly,
infection-fighting antibiotics are frequently prescribed and used. Yet, antibiotics must be
administered more cautiously with advancing
age. The dose of an antibiotic must often be
decreased because ofthe slowing body processes—
less ability to metabolize drugs. Declining kidney
function means that sonic antibiotics will not be
as quickly removed from the bloodstream as
during younger years. Doses must therefore be
decreased ti, obtain the same effect. And older
individuals are often more sensitive to toxic drug
. effects to the kidney, ear, and nervous system.
Modern antibiotics are often life-saving in the
elderly as well as other age groups. These medicines must, however, be prescribed with care
and used exactly as directed.

HOLLAND DRUGS
109 South 4th on the square in Murray
Phone 753-1462
CS•s tOP4
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ment on -a report that
two sites in Hardin
County have been
eliminated from consideration. Sites in Scott
County and Daviess

County also have been
reported am possible
locations for the plant,
which reportedly would
involve an investment of
as much as WO million.

OBITUARIES
Mrs. Mildred Taylor, 66, dies at hospital
Mrs. Mildred E.
Taylor, 68, of Almo died
today at 3:30 a.m. at
Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah.
She had been
employed as a clerk at
Almo Postoffice and
was a member of Flint
Baptist Church.
Born May 16, 1919, in
Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the
late Dewey Lampkins
Sr. and Ruby Ezell
Lampkins.

Mrs. Taylor is survived by her husband. Cecil
Taylor: two daughters,
Mrs. Heyward (Wanda)
Roberts, Rt, 2, Murray,
and Mrs. Mike (Celia)
Clearwood, Billings,
Mont.; one son, Joe Dan
Taylor and wife, Belinda, Almo.
Also surviving are one
sister, Mrs. Maxine
Beale, Rt. 2, Murray;
one brother, Dewey
Lampkins Jr., Murray;
two grandchildren,

Mark Roberts and
Christia Roberts.
The funeral will be
Friday at 3 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Officiating will be the
Rev. Mitch Lampkins,
the Rev. Heyward
Roberts and the Rev.
Martin Robertson.
Burial will follow in
Almo Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 8
p.m. today (Thursday).

Louis F. Butler, 83, dies on Wednesday

In lt477 about half of all deaths attributed to
„pneumonia and influenza occurred in the65 and
'older age group. Other infections such a§ tuberculosis tend to occur. most commonly in older
persons. Young adults seem to overcome infections easier than older adults.

KM( STUMP REMOVAL

located here.
Previous reports have
put three Kentucky
counties on the Hat.
Collins refused corn-

Louis F. Butler, 83, of
Rt. 1, Almo, died
Wednesday at 11:33
a.m. in Long Term Care
Unit of Murray.
Calloway County
Hospital.
He had retired as
owner and operator of
Buller's Grocery an Antiques at Almo Heights.
His wife, Mrs. Ola
Goheen Butler, died
Dec. 29, 1972.

Born Oct. 1, 1902, he
he was the son of the
late John Anderson
Butler and Dora Mae
Rudd Butler.
Four surviving
daughters are Mrs.
James (Dortha) Pugh,
Mrs. Virginia Stroud
and Mrs. Buel (Betty)
Mohundro, all of Murray, and Mrs.
Rosemary Herdman of
Clarksville, Tenn.

Also surviving are 10
grandchildren and 15
great-grandchildren.
Services will be Friday at 1 p.m. in the
chapel of Blalock.
Coleman Funeral
Home. The Rev.
William Cox will
officiate.
Burial will follow in
Mt. Carmel Cemetery.
Friends may call at
the funeral home..

Mrs. Tamson Parker's funeral rites today
Services for Mrs.
Tamson Parker are today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
Robin Wadley is officiating. The song service is by singers from
University Church of
Christ with Ernie Bailey
as director.
Pallbearers are Don
Harrell, Terry Harrell,

Steve Parker, Wes three sisters, Mrs. Ethel
Parker, John Darnell Collie, Mrs. Stella
and Gene Brandon.
Ragsdale and Mrs.
Burial will follow in Frances Castleman;
Friendship Cemetery.
one brother, Kenneth
Mrs. Parker, 85, of 700 Hale; 12 grandchildren;
Meadow Lane, Murray. 15 great-grandchildren.
died Tuesday at her
The family requests
home.
She is survived by her that expressions of symhusband, Mark D. pathy be in the form of
Parker; one daughter, donations to Building
Mrs. Bob Harrell; one Fund of University
son, Voris W. Parker; Church of Christ.

Beulah Freezor's rites today at Wickliffe
Final rites for Beulah
Feezor are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Milner and Orr Funeral
Home, Wickliffe.
The Rev. Jimmy Madding is officiating.
Burial will follow in

Lowes Cemetery at
Lowes.
Mr. Feezor, 85, died
Monday at Care Inn
Nursing Home,
Mayfield.
He is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Dorothy

Jones; four sons, Joe
Feezor of Hazel, and
Jack, William and Bob
Feejor; one sister, Miss
Nee Feezor; 24 grandchildren ; 18 great.
granchildren.

PAINT
Painting is too much work to use anything else!

NOW!

SUPER FLAT
• Economical,attractive fist
finish for walls,ceilings
and woodwork
Dft
watvr
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• Equipment cleans up

In This Ares
Exclusively at...
MIMS Dottcater.
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within
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80 colors

$8.99
Cotton Sweaters
LATEX ENAMEL
• Highly washable,
low gloss finish
• Resists chipping and flaking
• Dries in 1 hour or lose
• Equipment cleans up
with water
In 800 colors

15.99

To 23.99
hoosp trom rotton knit or ramie «)tton
blend styles ,if one low pm e Assortment of
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and prints to choose from
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Novelty Sweaters
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collection of hand-knit vest and
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Murray boars:
Mosby through Friday 7:80 La. is 7:00 p.a.
Saturday 8:00 a.a. to S:00 p.a.
Mislay 1:00 p.a. to 100 p.a.

VINYL PLASTIC FLAT
• Spreads almost twice
as far as ordinary paints
• Fast-drykg one-coat
coverage
• Washable polyvinyl
acetate
• Attractive flat finish
• Equipment cleans up
with water
In 800 colors

$11.99

Trees Dottcenter
Bel Air Shopping Center Murray, KY
759-1390

Hand Knit Sweaters

17 99 Re . T,,2-,9

Prices Good Through
Sunday, Nov. 24th

$11.99

Open 7 Days A Week

Central Shopping Center
Murray, Ky.
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Calloway student to perform with national FFA band
Jeanne Thorn of
Calloway County will
perform in the Future
Farmer s of America's
100-piece national band
at the organization's
58th national convention
in Kansas City, Mo., this
week.
Also at the convention, Dr. Eldon
Heathcott, a professor
of agriculture at Mur-

ray State University
will receive the FFA
Honorary American
Farmer Degree for his
work and support for
vocational agriculture
and FFA programs.
Two dozen Kentucky
FFA students .will
receive national
recognition at the
convention.

With nearly 22,000
members and guests expected to attend, the
event has been labeled
the world's largest
agricultural convegtion
for young people. FFA
is an organization that
prepares students for
careers in agriculture.
About 400 Kentuckians will make the
trio to Kansas City. An-

thony Osborne of represented the nearly •
Washington County, the 500,000 FFA members
Kentucky state FFA across the nation.
president, will lead the
Organizations like
delegation.
FFA complement in-•
strucion and give
Kentuckian Steve students practical exMeredith of Glendale, perience by letting them
who is the I984-85 FFA apply knowledge gained
national persident, has in the classroom.
traveled more than Superintendent of
200,000 miles over the Public instruction Alice
past year while he McDonald said.

"FFA has proved to
be instrumental in
preparing young people
for leadersip - roles in
agricultural careers,"
she said.

tend as an alternate
delegate. Osborne is
also scheduled to compete in the Central
.Region public-speaking
contest.

This year's convenOsborne and 'Kelly
Smith of Warren County tion theme is "Leaders
will serve as the state's for the New Fields of
official delegates. Agriculture."
Jamie Howard, state
Guest speakers inFFA secretany, will at- clude such notables as

John R. Block, U.S.
secretary of
agriculture; Willard
Scott, NBC "Today"
show personality:, and
former pro running
back Rocky Bleier. .
Twenty Kentucky
candidates have been
approved to receive the
FFA American Farmer
Degree.

EPA seen likely to approve release of man-made organisms
WASHINGTON ( API
— The Environmental
Protection Agency is
leaning toward approval of the first
deliberate release of a

genetically engineered
organism into the'
natural environment,
one that nature already
has put there. an EPA
official says.

Advanced Genetic
Sciences Inc. of
Oakland, Calif., wants
to test bacteria,
Pseudonomas syringae
and the related P.

Man resentenced after bombing
DALLAS (API —
After a life sentence was
ruled improper, a
federal judge orderd a
22-year-old man to
prison for 99 years for
engineering a newsrack
bomb that killed his
stepfather.
Marshall DeWayne
Williams would have
been eligible for parole
either way, U.S. District

FIRST

Judge A. Joe Fish said
Wednesday. The 5th
U.S. Circuit Court of Appeals said Nov. 5 that
federal law allows life
terms only after jury
trials.
Ward S. Keeton,
Williams' 60-year-old
stepfather, was killed in
January 1984 near his
Dallas apartment when
he opened a newsrack

containing a bomb.
Keeton and Williams'
mother had separated a
few weeks before the
murder.
Fish said he chose a
99-year sentence to
signal members of the
U.S. Parole Commission
that he wants them to be
"very careful" considering Williams.

OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION.
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT

INVESTMENTS

fluorescens, that appear
to protect plants against
frost. Use of such
bacteria could
significantly extend the
growing seasons for
crops.
EPA spokesman Dave
Cohen said the agency
was likely to grant the
company a permit today
to spray the bacteria on
strawberry plants.
Nature makes the
bacteria by the billions
on plant leaves in two
forms — about 99.9 percent "ice-plus" and 0.1
percent "ice-minus."
Ice-plus produces a
protein that becomes
the nucleus around
which dew freezes. Iceminus is missing the
section of genetic
material that directs the
bacterium to make that
protein.
The company makes
the ice-minus• form by

-gene-sp1 icing ment without defenses
against it.
techniques.
Leaves slathered in
Though nothing has
ice-minus will survive been commercialized
temperatures as low as for agriculture, one
22 degrees, the company genetically engineered
says, thus enabling a product already is being
farmer to extend the sold
human insulin
growing season.
made by bacteria — and
The practical pro- a hormone to treat
blem, according to the dwarfism has been apcompany, is getting the proved by the Food and
ice-minus strain to sur- Drug Administration. In
vive for just a few those eases, the manweeks, because made bacteria never
greenhouse tests have leave the factory.
shown that ice-plus
The Advanced
overwhelms it.
Genetic Sciences exSince nature gnakes periment is nearly identhe ice-minus form and tical to . one on potato
it has trouble surviving, plants for which Steven
and no foreign genetic Lindow and Nikolas
material is added, Panopoulos of the
government scientists- University of California
tend to dismiss fears by sought approval of the
some environmental ac- National Institutes of
tivists that such -an Health.
organism could turn out
A lawsu-it by ento be a another kudzu vironmental activist.
vine or worse, multiply- Jeremy Rifkin. who has
ing wildly in an environ- opposed many genetic

engineering activities,
brought a decision that
NIH had to prepare environmental
assessments before it
could approve such experiments by universities to which it grants
funds.

The assessment has
been prepared but has
not yet been filed in
court.
However, EPA. in administering the
pesticide laws, does not
have to prepare such
assessments.

Gospel Singing
featuring
The Southern Sounds"
from Milan, Tennessee
at

Chestnut General
Baptist Church
Saturday, November 16
7:00 p.m.
Everyone Welcome

Stock Market
Industrial Average
Air Products.
57%
Apple Computer
19%
American Telephone....213/4
Briggs & Stratton
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Wal-Mart
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Your Individual
Horoscope

t17)ii

Only 2)More Days
TO SAVE
20-70%
Sale Ends
Saturday

STOREWIDE

Fraftces Drake
What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 15, 1985
ARIES
SCORPIO
(Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
(Oct 23 to Nov.21)
You're ready now to act upon a
There's something unusual about a
business plan of a secretive nature.
local visit. A weekend get-away
You'll have luck in raising capital for
brings fun for all. Creative types are
career ventures.
under the spell of inspiration.
TAURUS
SAGITTARRIS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
(Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
The lure of far-away places
Subtlety and secrecy are keywords
attracts you now. Moral support is
affecting financial interests now. It's
squarely behind you. Partnership
best not to reveal your hand premaactivities are blissful.
turely. An old possession finds new
GEMINI
life.
(May 21 to June 20)
CAPRICORN
You'll be spending money on
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
something exotic. Charm brings you
Let your intuition take you where
good will on the job. When you smile,
it will. A social get-together should be
others find it hard to say no.
a lot of fun. Romantic introductions
CANCER
are likely now.
(June 21 to July 22)
04k
AQUARRJS
It's a good day for visiting
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
grandparents.' All in all, it's the
Someone asks you to keep a
perfect time for leisure activities and
secret. You'll want to catch up on rest
fulfilling romance. Go out tonight.
now and will opt for quiet and
LEO
peaceful pastimes. Career looks
(July 23 to Aug. 22)
good.
Under the 'gis of inspiration you
PISCES
Slaw
may w6ik past the quitting hour. You
(Feb. 19 to Mar. 20)
maga
socialize with business colleagues
Some may be invited to a party out
Finish a project
of town. You're certainly sought after
VIRGO
now! Going out and doing things are
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
4
SU
on your happy agenda.
Partners will enjoy happy leisure
YOU BORN TODAY thrive on large
momentg together. Children—touch
enterprises. Though intellectual and
your heart today. Singles find dating
practical, you also have an active
especially rewarding.
imagination and may be creatively
LIBRA
inclined. You have business acumen
(Sept.13 to Oct. 22)
and would succeed in banking. You'll
You may finally repair a piece of
have no trouble bringing your creafurniture or add an interesting new
tive work to the public's attention.
item to your home_ Some receive a
You certainly won't be the poet
gift from an inlaw.
starving in a garret.

A

A

SPECIAL:
Hot Hickory
Smoked Ham
Sandwich, French
Fries & Med. Drink
.r

'199
Spacial Good Nov. 15-21

Chestnut St. Murray

T. J.'s
Bar-B-Q &
Burgers
753-0045

Sealy
Bedding
Less Than Half Price
Big Savings On

ALL,WATERBEDS
eDUNN
FURNITURE
Hwy. 641 North

Murray

753-3037
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Kentucky News In Brief

f2a.

FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The 1986 General
Assembly will begin on Jan. 7 and end on April 15
under a tentative schedule adopted by the
Legislative Research Commission.
The schedule calls for the Legislature to use 58
of,She 60 days allowed by the constitution, but the
extra days may be used.
Lawmakers would leave Frankfort on April 1
to give Gov. Martha Layne Collins time to consider the legislation passed during the previous
three months and then return on April 14 to consider any measures vetoed by the governor.
————
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — Mike Helton, an
aide to former Gov. Julian Carroll, has been
hired as a top adviser to Natural Resources
Cabinet Secretary Charlotte Baldwin.
Baldwin said Helton will begin work Monday
on her administrative staff and will oversee a
review of the process for issuing state environmental permits.
Helton left state government in 1978 to become
coordinator of Democrat Terry McBrayer's unsuccessful campaign for governor. He has
managed two Pike County nursing homes and a
Pikeville home-health-care agency in recent
years, all three co-owned by McBrayer, a Lexington attorney.
————
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — Lexington
thoroughbred agent John Walden will be
sentenced Dec. 13 on misdemeanor drug possession and tax evasion charges.
Walden, 40, was scheduled to go on trial Tuesday on three federal felony counts of cocaine
trafficking. Instead, he pleaded guilty to one
count of cocaine possession and one count of falling to file his 1981 income tax return.
In return for Walden's plea to the two misdemeanor charges, Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert
Trevey agreed to drop the cocaine trafficking
charges, each of which carried a maximum
penalty of 15 years in prison.
The maximum total Walden could now receive
from U.S. District Judge Scott Reed is two years
in prison and a fine of up to $15,000.

The plea agreement also called for Walden to
Identify his source of cocaine and to give prosecutors details such as how much cocaine he
bought and when and where.
Walden, who operates Arrangements for
Thoroughbreds, which buys and sells horses for
other people, had been charged with selling cocaine to a friend, who later turned informant.

campuses.
At a forum Sunday night, the Soviets will
answer questions from a Vanderbilt political
science professor and a conservative columnist
for the university's student newspaper, Aaron
said.
Last year, a delegation of U.S. students and
faculty members visited the Soviet Union under
the auspices of the United Campuses group. The
KANSAS CITY. Mo.(AP) — The landing gear
organization's goals are to halt testing, producon an Army plane collapsed at Kansas City Intertion and deployment of nuclear weapons through
national Airport, damaging the plane but causeducation, lobbying and participation in the elecing no injuries.
toral process, Aaron said.
John Roebling of the Federal Aviation Ad————
ministration said the plane, a U-21 twin-engine
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A former supply
turbo-prop that had originated at Fort Knox,
clerk who was dismissed because the Army
Ky., was making a landing about 8 a.m. Wednescouldn't find a job for her where she wasn't surday when the accident occurred.
rounded by smokers wants her earlier job back.
Roebling said two crewmen and two
Anna Felts, 39, of Vine Grove, asked in
passengers, all military personnel, were on
January that smoke be eliminated from her
board. None of the four was injured, he said.
work environment at Fort Knox. She testified
ligebling said that the extent of damage was
during a civil service hearing Tuesday that
not immediately determined.
smoke caused her eyes to burn, made her dizzy
————
and caused her to vomit.
PIKEVILLE, Ky. (AP) — A recount of votes in
The Army tried to find her another job, but
Pike County's 54 precincts affirmed former
couldn't.
•
Sheriff Charles "Fuzzy" Keesee's victory in
A government attorney, Army Capt. L. Kyle
gaining a fourth term.
Jackowitz, argued the smoke was detrimental to
Another former sheriff, Republican candidate
the woman's health and she could be injured if
Perry Justice, had sought the retabulation after
she continued working.
election-day totals last week showed the
The lawyer for Mrs. Felts, Francis Holbert,
Democrat had a winning margin of 121 votes.
argued that the government overreacted and
The recount Wednesday showed Keesee, 56,
should have checked to see if her work was afhad a 105-vote edge with a total of 11,487 to
fected by the smoke intolerance. He noted she
Justice's 11,382 votes, an official in the county
had received excellent job evaluations.
clerk's office said.
Mrs. Felts, who has worked at Fort Knox 11
————
years, wants her job back, with or without
NASHVILLE, Tenn.(AP) — Two students and
smoke.
a student council administrator from the Soviet
A decision is expected by Dec.11.—..
Union will discuss nuclear weapons deployment
————
this weekend at Vanderbilt University.
COVINGTON, Ky.(AP) — In an effort to enWilliam Aaron, spokesman for Vanderbilt's
courage more service stations to participate in
chapter of United Campuses for the Prevention
an automobile emissions testing program in
of Nuclear War, said the Soviet trio also will visit
Boone, Campbell and Kenton counties, offielall
Western Kentucky University in Bowling Green
are considering raising the test fee to $6.50.
Friday. They are on a two-week tour of seven
Originally, the cost of the inspection was to be
between $3 and $6.
:iiii-iiiS -. ItWit-ialat-it-iti-Vicia -1 WiatINIViiiiiiia‘ "4"
The tests for all 1980 and newer vehicles are
Of
being required to meet federal air quality
OS
Os
regulations and will probably begin in
Os
September.
Rob Klausmeier of Radian Corp., the consultant hired to set up the program, said each inspection will take about 10 minutes. Inspectors
The Organization. of will check to see that the catalytic converter is in
Murra.Y Students place and the level of exhaust fumes.
County officials met Tuesday and decided to
(OMAS)-iesponsoring
show and sale of consider paying service stations $3.50, instead of
$3, to encourage more to participate. Other
originl art works by money from the fee will pay the staff that adMurray State Universi- ministers the program.
Sixty stations are needed to inspect 90,000
ty students and faculty.
Vehicles.
November 14-16. The
The testing program has not been formally aptimes are 10 a.m. — 3 proved by the counties, but that OK is expected
Hwy 641 North Murray Ky
p.m. Thursday, 10 a.m. next month.
Open at 4 p.m Mon Sat 753 4141
— 9 p.m. Friday, and 11
a.m. — 3 p.m. Saturday.
COVINGTON, Ky. (AP) — A city commisThe sale will be held on sioner has proposed that the salaries of the
the main concourse of mayor and commissioners be doubled.
Under the proposal by Commissioner Sandy
the MSU Curris Center,
opposite the Cohen, the mayorollstalary would increase frort1
$7,200 to $15,000 -484d commissioners would
Thoroughbred Room.
r. receive $12,000 instead of
the current $6,000.
All proceeds from the
The proposal made Tuesday night also calls
sale go to help support for 3 percent raises for elected officials every
art scholarships, two years, as long as city workers receive 3 per/•%.
%..k
qW
''
1
4
4MMallia, SHOP US FIRST gior/Air
-wr.4 awards for the annual cent raises during the same period.
student show, and other
The commission is expected to vote on the
OMAS sponsored ac- measure next week. If approved, the raises
tivities. A wide variety would take effect in July. It would be the first
of works in every price raise for elected officials in 20 years.
"It's long overdue," said Cohen, who leaves
range will be available,
the commission in January. Cohen said the inincluding ceramics. crease will bring Covington's salaries in line
metal jewelry, draw- with those of Kenton County officials.
ings. original prints,
He said higher pay would encourage more
paintings, and qualified people to run for office.
sculpture,.
Mayor Tom Beehan and commissioners Ber(
SOO S. 4th Murray

OMAS

•

.•

plans
0
Seve
n
Seas
now
is
000 art show and
000
0 taking reservations for 00 sale this week
000 your holiday banquets.
000
00
For more information phone

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

753-4141 after 3:30 p.m.
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Store Hours:

MURRAY'S GOT IT!

REBATE

Warehouse
Clearance Sale

$2"

ON All SilICONE
LAITAIDGES
-$1 00
ON I Fl 0/

lusts

1

4 Weeks Only!

On

SILIC
ONE II
The Home Pro

Up To 75% Off

Line'

and Standord Silicones GE 300 and GE 361
We bring good things
Time Only

nie Moorman and Butch Gallery said they support pie increase.
————
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — Residents of
Louisville and Jefferson County say the area is a
much better place to live than it was two years
ago, according to a public opinion survey.
The results of a five-week random telephone
survey of 829 people by the Urban Studies Center
at the University of Louisville were released
Tuesday.
The community was rated as better or very
much better that it was in 1983 by about 60 percent of those surveyed, and 76 percent said they
would recommend Jefferson County over other
counties as a good place to settle down.
Ted Koebel, the survey's chief researcher,
said community services were rated higher than
ever this year.
Koebel said this year's survey showed the biggest jump in positive feelings about the area
since 1975.
He credited the improvement to the added
publicity from news stories about the artificial
heart and the presidential debate held here, as
well as stories about prospective industries and
fewer stories about plant closings.
LOUISVILLE, Ky.(AP) — Louisville and Jefferson County police say that bartenders are serving drinks to already intoxicated patrons,
which is illegal in Kentucky.
A Louisville Times review of TAP (Traffic
Alcohol Program) arrest records shows at least
half of those arrested for drunken driving admitted to having their last drink at a restaurant or
bar.
Police Chief Richard Dotson said the records
indicate a proposed anti-TAP program for bar
and restaurant employees, which would pinpoint
an intoxicated patron and prevent him from
driving home, might not be reliable.
"If they (bar and restaurant employees) were
exercising caution now," Dotson said,
"(drunken drivers) wouldn't be getting on the
road."
City officials say they will issue warnings to
any establishments frequently named by the
drunken drivers, but Dotson said the law against
serving intoxicated customers is difficult to
enforce.
Tony McAdam, assistant city law director,
said the city will attempt to have an establishment's liquor license revoked if a warning does
not make them more responsible.
————
LOUISVIT.I.E, Ky. (AP) — Louisville's 24
adult-entertainment establishments will
challenge in court the Board of Aldermen's new
licensing requirements, attorneys for the
businesses say.
C. Michael Haines, who represents seven
businesses, said the group feels the provisions of
the ordinance are unconstitutional.
He said one example is the requirement for
movie booths to be a minimum of 300 square feet.
David Banks, an attorney for the aldermen,
said many of businesses have booths that are 15
square feet, and he said they are often used for
homosexual encounters.

CBS plans moves
to alleviate losses
NEW YORK (AP) —
Despite a third-quarter
loss, CBS is putting
Itself in a good position
to improve profitability
by consolidating its
business and shedding
operations that have
had disappointing
results, analysts say.
The company announced Wednesday
that it took an after-tax
loss of $114.1 million in
the third quarter mainly
because it discontinued
operations in its toy,
home computer software and theatrical film
businesses. It hopes
eventually to find
buyers for at least some
of the assets of those
'operations.
Operating losses at
those divisions and
writeoffs from their
shutdown totaled $143.2
million.
CBS said in the future
it will concentrate on its
three main lines of

Location: 607 S. 4th at Sycamore
Murray

GENERAL 47 ELECTRIC

.d Storm Doors

business — broadcasting, recorded music
and publishing.
CBS stock rose $2 a
share to $120 in consolidated New York
Stock Exchange
trading, suggesting
Wall Street was not worried by the loss.
Analysts who attended a briefing by CBS executives said the company had cleared the
way for improved
profits.
"I thought it was
upbeat," said Dennis
Leibowitz, an analyst
for Donaldson Lufkin
Jenrette Securities
Corp.
Fred Anschel, an
analyst for Dean Witter
Reynolds Inc., said,
"They bit the bullet,
which everyone
expected."
Anschel saici he was
"sure the broadcast
business will turn
around."

Storm
Economy
Mill Finish
32" and 36"
Self Storing
$3995
each

Bed Tents s1333
NAME BRANDS

Windows
2-Track
Mill Finish
Half Screen

$209.5..
All

Stock Sizes

Kerosene Heaters
1TOYOSTCYVE

0
1:1

Radiant Clean RSA -8

$7999

•Bedspreads
*Throw Pillows
*Dust Ruffles
•Bed Rests

2P3"
62"
$998

Rachael
has
juvenile
diabetes
and

ALPHA GAMMA
DELTA
wants to help find

Dedication produces
superior products.
The NUMBER 1 MANUFACTURER
of KEROSENE HEATERS
IN THE WORLD

White Clean
KSA85
$9995

IZCZEZEMIC:=
cip..
11106,i* SHOP US FIRST lieraillPle.4..."

.1415,1!

Malay Items Too Nvooroos To Mootioof

110I Towel Outlet Store
Opan: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Sunday 12 noon-5 p.m.

a cure!
Sponsor an Alpha Gam
today for

ROCK-A-THON
Nov. 15-16

•
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3 DAYS ONLY THURS., FRI. & SAT.

CRASS FURNITURE INC.
103 S. 3rd

753-3621

Says
Thanks Murray — Calloway Co.

For

Actress Muriel Bach presented her
one-woman
show "Madame, Your Influence is
Showing" to
students in the Murray elementary scoots
. During her performance, she portra
yed Putlibai
Ghandi (above), mother of Mohan
das Ghandi,
and Susan Wright(below), mother
of the Wright
brothers.

Year
•

WI
Bach brings show
to Murray schools
Through the regional the message was not
"Theater in Education" lost on her son Mohan
program, students at das — nor on a
capCarter Elementary and tivated audience
who
Murray Middle School learned why a
man
were treated to perfor- might dedicate his
life
mances of "Madame, to non-violence.
Your Influence is ShowIn Ms. Bach's
ing," a one-woman show characterization, Susan
designed to "make Wright is warm-heart
ed
history come alive" for and impulsive, cheeri
ng
children.
her sons' effort in a kiteActress Muriel Bach flying contest.
portrayed three women
She is given a chance
whose intelligence, to fly the kite, and the
compassion, and kite string is ripped
understanding ultimate- from her hands in a sudly changed our world — den gust of wind.
the mothers of the
"Well, if you want to
Wright Brothers, fly, you'll have to invent
Thomas Alva Edison, another way to do it,"
and Mohandas Ghandi.
Mrs. Wright tells Orville
Through an ex- and Wilbur.
pressive characterizaNancy Edison is portion of Helen Keller, ac- trayed defending her
cepting an award on son Tom to his father
behalf of her teacher after the boy has been
Anne Sullivan, Ms. Bach openly ridiculed
in
ineuded teachers as in- school as a dunce.
fluential women.
"Tom never went
All costume and back to school," Ms.
makeup changes took Bach told the studen
ts,
place on stage, and "but on his own,
and
through the clever use with his mothe
r's
of pantomime, Ms. Bach guidance, he
read his
suggested other way through every
book
characters, props and in the Detroit
public
complete scenery.
library."
Explaining to her auIn addition to acting,
dience of eight and nine- Ms. Bach resear
ches,
year olds at Carter writes, and stages
her
Elementary that "the own shows. Her face
is
influence one person has familiar to many
on another can change through her work
in
history," Ms. Bach pac- television and
print
ed the show at their commercials.
level, with scenes and
"Madame, Your Incharactirrs'designed to fluence is Showi
ng,"
appeal to them.
marked the fourth
Not a sound was heard theater presentation
from the students as the brought to the Murra
y
poisonous scorpion Schools through
the
crawled up the sari "Theater in Educa
tion"
worm by Putlibai Chan- program.
di in 19th century India.
Organized through
When Mrs. Ghandi Paducah's Mark
et
told her children to keep House Theater,
the
still and shook the scor- cooperative progr
am inpion out the window volves 11 school
systems
rather than killing it, in western Kentu
cky.

CORRECTION
The White or Red Potatoes
for 991 ran incorrectly in
D&T Produce's Wed. ad. It
should have read

00ff
Storewide
Every item in stock Nothing held back

8:00 A.M. until?
Sale Ends Saturday
All Sales Final

All Sales Cash Or Immediate Financing

Thank You For Allowing Us To Serve You For The
Past 48 Years. We Truly Appreciate Your Support
And Patronage. We Want To Show Our Heartfelt
Appreciation By Offering Our Entire Inventory Of
Nationally Famous Home Furnishings, Including
Broyhill, Serta, Flexsteel, Bench Craft, Athens,
Cochrane, Simmons, Rowe, Catnapper, And Many
Others, At A Full 48% Discount Off The Dealers
Suggested List Price.
Once Again, Thank You.

White

Potatoes
10 lb. bag for

99r

Martha
A.B.
J.D.
Laurie Terry
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Mayfield High first in
chemistry tournament
Mayfield High School peted for Individual and
won the team competi= team honors in the tourtion and Scott Holl- nament sponsored by the
ingsworth Of Reitz MSU Department of
Memorial High School in Chemistry and the StuEvansville, Ind., was the dent Affiliates of the
Chemical
individual winner in the American
15th annual Murray Society.
Members
the
of
State
University
Chemistry Scholarship Mayfield team were Andy
Stoehr,
Chris
Tournament.
A record 167 students Richardson, Bob Carrepresenting 35 high rico, Christine Koonce
schools from Kentucky, and Dawn Holeman. The
Tennessee, Illinois, In- sponsor was Mary Seay.
Other teams which
"Saaaaaay, aren't you a stranger in these parts?
diana and Missouri cornearned honors in the
Well, I don't take candy from strangers"
competition
were:
Hopkinsville
High
School, second: Benton
)High School., third;
Paducah Tilghman High
School, fourth; Murray
37 Prohibits
ACROSS
High School, fifth; and
38 Ocean
1 Separate
40 Seines
Reidland High School,
6 Apportions
42 Bitter vetch
sixth.
11 Prim
43 Newspaper
Edward Beaty of Ben13 Kind of pastry
paragraphs
ton, Ill.., was second,
14 Prefix: down
45 Posefor
Steve Morgan of Lone
15 Seesaws
portrait
17 Tellurium
46 Near
Oak High School was
symbol
47 Attributes to
third and Bart Brown of
49 Faeroe
18 Shade tree
Reidland was fourth
Islands
20 Instruments
among
incyviduals.
whirlwind
21,Bishopric
Awards in both team and
50 Mend
22 Paper
52 Deprive of
measure
individual events were
office
24 Born
based on the results of a
25 Walk
54 Lets fall
comprehensive high
55 Walked in
26 Expires
school chemistry test.
water
3 Early morn
28 Brook
8 Palm lily
4 Wheel track
30 Judge
The Hopkinsville team
9 High
DOWN
32 Consumes
5 Jog
estimation
included John Calvert,
33 Hold back
6 Planet
10 Wool-bearer
Jason Lowery and Scott
1 Snake
35 District in
7 Abstract
12 Short jacket
Cornell. Its sponsor was
London
being
2 Skinned
13 Strike out
Henna Kale,.
16 Pedal digits
1
3.4
2
10
5
9
8
19 Young ladies
Representing the Ben21 Stores in
ton,
Ill., team were Bea11
12
secret place:
ty, Lynn Petty, Chris
slang
Il
11
Lynch and Evan Owens,
14
17
15
23 Encounters
16UUU
with Wayne Cherrk as
25 Surgical
18.19
thread
sponsor.
21
20UUUU
27 Ocean
Team members from
29 Ethiopian title
22
23
25
Paducah Tilghman were
27
24UU
•
31 Title of
Douglas Bozell, Brad
respect
29
28
Johnson, Kiraq Patel
33 Small
26 U
freshwater
and
Damon Tohtz. Their
3o
31
32
fish
sponsor
was
Ann
34 Want
Walker.
33
34
35
38
36 Indolent
Individual awards in37 Whiskers
37
40
41
39
38
39 Among
cluded plaques, scholar41 Spirited
ships to Murray State of
42
horse
43
44
45
$500, $400, $300 and $200

CROSSWORD PUZZLER

ail

48

46
50

51

47UUUUU
52

UUU

53

55

54

TO ME BREAKFAST i5
THE 3E5T TIME OF DAY

43 Flower
44 Cook slowly
47 Headgear
48 Health resort
51 River in Italy
53 Hypothetical
force

49

and cash awards of $100,
$75, $50 and $25 for first
through fourth place.
Team awards were the
same as the individual
cash awards.

EVEN WHEN YOU LIVE
ALONE ON THE DESERT

EXCEPT WHEN A
TUMBLEWEED ROLLS
THROU6H YOUR PANCAKE5..

CLASSIFIEDS
2

Noilte

PHOTO
ENLARGING

Central Shopping Center between

PROCESSING
With Individual
And Parsonal
Attention

ONE HOUR PHOTO
insido

CRASS
FURNITURE
103 S. 3rd
Downtown Agurr•y

733-3421

#2. 4'x8'WOOD exterior
siding $7.95 pc. Three
patterns to choose from.
Mid-South Wholesale
Building; 342- East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.

SURVIVAL
GAME
$10 Deposit
includes game
costs and
paint pistol.
November 16
753-0153
492-8738
ALLOWAY County
Homemakers cook books
are available now. Makes
an excellent gift. Call
Extension Office 753-1452.

Jim Suiter; &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom
from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS,INC.
Okls-Pont -Cod -Buick

WE TAKE
THE CAKE
509 N. 7th
753-9280

COSMETOLOGY by
LaDora. Perms individually formulated.
753-0658 or 753-0611
10a.m.-5p.m., closed
Sat.

1_._
I FOUND A FOOD THAT EVEN
YO0 WON'T BE ABLE TO PLAY
WI71-1, GARFIELD,TOMATO 500P
...0

AS LONG A5 I LIVE,I'LL NEVER
UNDERSTAND CATS
CATS? WHAT ARE
CATS? WE SODA
CRACKERS KNOW
NOTHING
OF CATS

zur

Goodyear
Passenger Tires;
Magnavox T.V.'s,
Whirlpool
Appliances.
Only At
RUDOLPH
GOODYEAR
753-0595
TRAILER with Florida
room for rent in Naples
Fla. Sleeps 6. Available
Dec. Call 247-2886.

DYm - (14,v,rs

THEY SAY THEY'RE

'
T THINK YOU eUYS
I DON
HAVE THE IPEA OF THE
RAVING PARTV

READY, 5ARGE,
BUT.YOU BETTER
HAVE A LOOK

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE!
Call
753-1916

WORK! $600.00 per 100.
Guaranteed payment.
No experience/no
sales. Details send selfaddressed stamped envelope; Elan Vital- 332,
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft.
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
LARGE marketing firm
needs management in
Calloway, Graves and
McCracken Counties.
For confidential interview send resume to
P.O. Box 630 Murray,
;<;4
1.7:7 Job?_ ._7_
a
openings
now. You may qualify
if: (llyou do not have
GED or your high
school diploma. (21 you
have been out of school
9 months or more, (3)
you are between ages 16
& 21. call J.T.P.A. Out
Of School 753-9378 between 8:30-12:00 5 days
a week.
NEWS EDITOR.
Bachelors degree in
journalism or related
field plus 2 years of
professional experience
or equivalent combination of education and
experience. Responsibilities: write
news releases and feature stories; assist with
special writing assignments; develope
on-campus news contacts and rapport with
news media. Salary
range $15.000.$17.500.
Starting date: as soon
as possible. Deadline:
Dec. 6 or until position
is filled. Send resume, 5
examples of news and
feature writing and 3
references to: Dwain
McIntosh, Director,
University Information
Services, Murray State
University. EOEMF.
PART time help
needed. Earn extra
money for Christmas
shopping and after
holiday bills. Ma.pagement and Sa
positions available.
Send resume to P.O.
Box 630, Murray, KY.
AN, part time relief position available in Surgery
and Recovery at Marshal
County Hospital. 7-3 shift,
will train. Call required.
Contact Shirly Cophran at
527-1336.
WANTED" 79 people to
try new weight loss
product. Call 759-9948
after 5p.m.

Data Entry Clerk:(8 yrs.
experience) worked in
positions of sales,
returns, markdowns,
stock and Inventory for
several stores. Also
worked in shipment and
receiving of goods. Experience in bookkeeping and clerical skills
such as filing, answering phone, etc.
•••
Mechanical Engineer:
Good background in
machinery, pumps,
compressors, tanks,
heat exchangers- power
plant & petro-chemical.
Suitable for project
design or maintenance.
Eager to learn field of
mechanical contracting.
Adaptable and quick to
learn.
A-15
•••
Welder-Machinest: Male
with 15 years experience in welding &
mechanical diesel & gas
engines. Experience as
supervisor
in
a
maintenance
mechanical environment. Also, small
amount of experience in
installing & servicing
heating wood air condition equip.
A-11

9. Situation Wanted
college student needs carpentry work, all kinds.
Superior workmanship,
rough & finished. Call
after 3p.m. 489-2482.
GENERAL house
cleaning. Dependable,
experienced. References. Call 759-4804.
SEWING- Alterations.
All types of tailoring,
house cleaning, ironing
and crocheting done
your way. Call Barbara
759-1836.
WILL
-71erno7Wren•
businesses after 3p.m.
References. Call 43712
raftei
n.
house cleaning
every other Tues. &
Wed. Have references.
Call after 7p.m.
753-9539.
WILL cleanE=e
oir
ing.' Experienced. Dependable. References.
Call 1T53-6043.
WILL rake leaves. CZ
753-3111.

13. For Sale or Trade
LARGE Ashley wood
heater. Will trade for
gas heater. Call
527-9933.

14. Want to Buy
RE1
money for
Mem' I buy most
anything- old furniture,
glassware, etc. Call
753-3642 day. 753-5738
night.
RNT to buy set of
rally wheels. Call 7537975.

PHONE 753-7393

GIRLS white French
Provincial bedSoom set.
5 drawer chest, double
dresser with mirror,
nightstand, double bed,
box springs and mat:
tress. Excellent condition. $250. Call 753-6508.
NEW couch & love seat.
country style. Can be
seen at 303 S. 6th after
5p.m. Best offer.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty dryer with 3 temp
selections, only $4.00
per week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

19, Farm Equipment
*80 CASE' combine,
grain head. 330 corn
head. Call 753-3229.
De0 CASE combine,
$2000 or will trade for
anything. Call 489-2662.

r-cLEANER

Phone 782-8471
between
8 a.m.-4:30 p.m.
Mon. through Fri.

15. Articles for Sale
42 SHINGLES (select
group) $15.95 sq.:
roofing nails- $11.00 per
box. Mid -South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2562.

3

GAL blacktop sealer

$8.25, while supply
lasts. Mid.South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552.
BEFtKLINE wall recliner. Excellent condition.
$125. Call 437-4806.
WRIRLPOOL 17 cu. ft.
refrigerator with textured steel door. only
98.00 per week. Rudolph
Goodyear 753-0596.
WHIRLPOOL heavy
duty washer with 4
cycles. only $6.00 per
_week. Rudolph
Goodyear, 753-0595.

16. Home Furnishings
1 SET of trundle beds &
dressers, mattresses
included, $125. 1 new set
of bunk beds & dresser,
mattresses included,
$225. Both dark walnut
435-4548 after 5p.m.
48" ROUND sOW maple
dining table with 2 10"
leaves & 6 chairs.
Excellent condition.
Call 753-018.
BRASS headboard &
frame only. twin size,
$50. Call 753-9219.

combine,

both heders good condition. Call 492-8790.
LATE 1979 4400 John
Deere combine, excellent condition, kept in
shed. Call 502-642-2435
or 642-2491.

20. Sports Equipment
18 GAUGE shotgun. Call
759-4412 after 4:90 PM.
TLOA'I'ING duck blind
& trailer, ready to hunt.
Needs new brush.
Located on Ky. Lake,
$1000 firm. Call 753-0215
between 8a.m. & 5p.m.

2 2 . Musical
nAND instrumentsnew & used- all educator approved brands.
forsale, rent to buy, or
rent to rent. Good
prices! Complete repair
service. Key -Note
Music. Paducah, Ky.
"3-4353-

SPINET/CONSOLE
PIANO FOR SALE:
Wanted: Responsible
party to take over
plane. See locally.
Call 1-800-228-1216.

•••

EXPERIENCED

While Supplies Last
*11
,411,

Secretary:
Clerical
Bright and Intelligent
female who worked for
South Central Bell. Also
has an associate degree
in secretarial sciencegeneral in nature. Skills
consisted of typing, filing, shorthand, office
machine, secretarial
procedure, accounting,
economics, and minor
skills involving business
affairs.

Telephone part-time
and full-time. We
need good phone
personalities for
pleasant contacting
of Murray Merchants. Hourly plus
bonus available.
Mr. White
753-6706 Ext. 20
after 10 a.m.

SALE PRICED* ‘10

.es ST.AE•••

in a new program entitled the MSU Dislocated
Workers Project. This
project is jointly sponsored by MSU and the
Kentucky Cabinet for
Resources.
Human
Designed to assist
citizens of west Kentucky who, through no
fault of their own are out
of work. This is a Title ill
JTPA Federally funded
program.
The University has an
opportunity to work with
participants, screen participants, assess participants, and make
knowledgeable decisions about who, from
the program, would be
the better referrals for
jobs in the area.
Advantages of the
program from an
employers view: OnThe-Job Training-The
program will pay 50% of
employees wages while
in training, some participants qualify for Tax
Credit.
•••

EAsr ASSEMBLY

FOR SALE
New Kerosun Radiant 8
8200 BTU Heaters
Sa500

C NW)I

Job Watch:
msu is participating

for .evening management position. Previous

!NW Only 4391

12 Months
Interest Free
Financing
5 nolo unnox tenure Syn.:Acme ont

specialty store is now

experience preferred.
Apply in person, Behr's,

Up To Poster Size
20x28
In Store
One Hour Service
And Complete

6. Help Wanted

accepting applications

3x7 Only sin

Dr Rainbow can make your
next birthday Party hassle
free) The clown will bring
cake. balloons & entertain
the kids All you have to do
is relax, take pictures and
enjoy the fun

15 THETV
REMOTE CONTROL
BUSTED AGAIN ?

6. Help Wanted

24. Miscellaneous
1985 CURTIS Mathis
TV., 25", color, $750, 5
year warranty included. Also, avocado
Filgidaire refrigerator,
$200. Call 474-8884.
02 BATWROOM
wallboard, water resistant, 4'x8' sheet, lots of
colors- $5.95. Mid-South
Wholesale Building; 342
East Washington;
Paris; 901-642-2552
2 CHROME truck
bumpers, both brand
new, never been used.
Retail $240. asking $150.
Call 753-5466 after 8p.m.

42 OAK kitchen cabinets
(in stock). Check our
prices and save. Mid.
South Wholesale
Bulding; 342 East
Washington; Paris; 901642-2552.
3 RADAR detectors:
Whistler 2000, Spectrum
& Escort. Also, female
show quality 2 year old
Himalayan cat. Like
new valour couch. Call
753-5365 or 759-9330.
84 MDL. Apple Ile
Prof. sys. 128K. dual
drives, micromodem,
voice synthesizer. Ima ge w ri ter printer,
more. Guaranteed pert.
cond. $1600. Call 4354561.
CHAIN SAW DULL?
Keith will make your
saw cut good as new.
Stokes Tractor 753-1319.
CHIMNEYS, all fuel, 8"
triple wall installation
kit $34.99. Pipe 6"x36"
$29.99. Wallin Hardware. Paris, TN.
COMMODORE Vic 20
personal computer with
C2N cassette unit. 2
games & manuals, $25.
753-2603 between 4 &
;
3.rn.
LECTROB.AND
AMFM stereo, 8-track.
cassette, phonograph,
microphone adapter,
$90 or best offer. Call
Tim 753-2319 after 6p.m.
HONEY, pure, local,
guaranteed flavor. Call
753-3229.
/707076cos
ft. long, $1 each. McCulloch chain saw PRD
MAC 10S, new. $285.
Call 435-4494.
MATTRESS & box
springs for twin bed.
like new. Also, 3 burial
plots in Memorial Gardens, located in Chrisius section. Call
753-3349.
USED office furniture,
excellent condition. 7
desk units including
chairs & a complete
counter unit. Furniture
may be viewed at Peel
& Holland, 1120 Main,
Benton, Ky. No phone
.Inquiries please.

WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.
WOOD for sale. Calf
D.W. Fox anytime. (fall
759,4(.5.
WOOD for sale, will
deliver, IN a rick. Call
492-8147. after 5p m.
498-81108.

WORLD OF SOUND
SHOP YOUR SMALL STORES

bora Sozos
$39-95 UP

We can owed,thedleeetott and droop Neese pwlese
on boom bozos IL Nemo& PI into treat to buy
wIttgowt service - Sleep wad soomporo.
LAYAWAY 101 0118TMAS 222$. MIL Omer 151.1015

THE MURRAY LEDGER Is TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
24. Miscellaneous

28. MolMs Homes for Rent

32. Apts for Rent

MIXED split hardwood, 10x40 MOBILE home, NICE 2 BR duplex for
$20 rick. you haul. Call Mobile Home Village. rent. Call 753-0292.
436-5439.
Furnished, natural gas
OAK & Hickory heat. Prefer 1 person. ONE bedroom furnished
firewood, you haul- $20 No pets. 753-3895 after Apartment. Low utilities.
Water furnished. Call 753rick. Call 437-4829.
5p.m.
OAK & hickory for sale. 10x55 mobile home, 2 3049.
$25 delivered. $30 de- BR, tilt-out living room, SMALL furnished eflivered & stocked. $100 a month. East of ficiency apt. $85 per
Phone 436-2904 or 436- Dexter on 1344 514, West month, water furnished
2548.
from 94 31
/
2 mi. Call & basic cable, 900
Coldwater Rd. AvailaPICK-UP TRUCK BED 753-9360.
ble Nov. 19th. Also, 1 BR
MATS- RUBBER- all
furnished apt. 1606
sizes- DISCOUNT
Miller. Available Dec.
PRICES so lOw you 30. Business Rentals
have to come see for 17x50 FT. building for 1st, water furnished,
yourself. Stokes Tractor rental business in $160 per month. No pets
Co., Industrial Rd. 753- Dixieland Center on either place. Call 753.
5980.
1319.
Chestnut, next to MSU
POULAN 245 chain saw. campus. Gas heat, air TX1t1NG applications
20" bar, $100. Set of c,onditio,ning, cedar for Section 8. Rent
childrehs bunk bed, paneling, $350 per Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3
$100. Portable chain month. Available now. BR. Apply Hilidale
Apts., Hardin. Ky.
saw winch, $175. Call 753-3018.
753-2494.
BUILDING 30x50. 4 E qual Housing
RAILFCOAD tits, 3 overhead doors, air Opportunity.
grades, $7, $9 & $12. Call compressor, office, gas UNFURNISHED, vac•
753-2905 or 435-4343.
heat, fireproof. 402 N. ant, 2 BR, $225. 1 BR.
$150. Also,'2 BR mobile,
SEASONED firewood. 4th St. Call 753-3018.
county, $200. Coleman
oak, hickory, mixed
Real Estate 753-9898.
hardwoods $30/rick 31. Want to Rent
delivered. Min. order 2 WANT to
rent 3 or 4 34. Houses for Rent
ricks. Call John Boyer bedroom
house in 2 BEDROO
MS, private,
753-0338.
country. Call 247-1880.
good neighborhood, 4
SILVER Dollar Mobile
miles out, water furHome roof coating, 5 32. Apts for Rent
nished, adults Call
gal. pale $19.99. Wallin 1 &
2 BR apt. near 753-3173.
Hardware, Paris, Tn.
downtown Murray. 4 BR, 3
bath luxury
'Adults only. Call 753- country
home, $350 a
4109, 762-6650, or 436- month plus
deposit. Call
27. Mobile Homes for Sale 2844.
753-3509.
12x60, 2 BR, 1 bath, 1 BR furnished apt., air 4 BR A-frame
, Shercurtains, carpet, elec.: conditioned. Boys wood Forest.
central
trio heat & air, tie down, preferred. No pets. 121 heatair, $350.
Also,
underpinning. Call 436- North, next to fair white frame,
121N, only
grounds. 753-3139.
5888. •
-- $340. Coleman Real
12x65 HOLIDAY. 2BR, 2 1 BR furnished apt., Estate 753-9898.
bath, large kitchen and near hospital, prefer
furnished,
living room. Central couple. Phone 492-8662.
quality built, 2 BR, 2
air. Unfurnished except APARTMENT for rent, bath, year
round lake
for range and re- near University. Young front home. 2
car garfrigerator. Clean. Ec- couple or adult. Call age. boat dock,
in
onomical. Many other 753-2823.
Panorama Shores. $385
extras. Must be moved. APARTMENTS 3 miles month. Available
with 6
436-6846.
East of town. I & 2 BR, month lease. Contact
14x70 TRAILER, 3 bay super energy efficient. Bill Kopperud 753-1222.
shop with Storage Call 753-8848.
FURNISHED waterbuilding on 1 acre. Call FURNISHED 1 BR apt. front A -frame
, only
753-0318.
See at 100 S. 13th St.
$250. Also, 2 BR on 280
1482 FLEETWOOD LARGE 2 story, / near lake, $175. Cole14X70, 3 BR, 2 baths, bedroom duplex. Dis- man Real Estate 753central heatair, washer, hwasher, garbage dis- 9898.
dryer, on large lot in posal. wd hookup, car- MREE
bedroom,•2
Almo with new septic port. available Dec. 1. bath house with
double
tank and lines, good No pets or children. 6 car garage &
fenced
storage building, ,landmonth lease. 41909-B yard. $400month plus
scaped. Will sell with or Wiswell Road. phone deposit. Call 753-5502.
without lot. Phone 753- 753-8552.
6598 or 753-0895.
NOW renting at Car- 36. For Rent or Lease
dinal Apts. 1 BR. Call 25x60 BUILDING in
28. Mobile Homes for Rent
753-3530.
Murray. Call 489-2761
2 OR 3 BR, furnished, ONE bedroom apart- after 6p.m.
AC/natural gas Shady ment, near downtown
Oaks 753-5209.
shopping area. Call 753- 38. Pets•Supplies
MOBILE home lots for 9251 or 753-0662.
ADORABLE ARC
rent. Call 753-0611.
ONE bedroom fur- Bassett puppies, 7
NICE 2 BR trailer near nished Apartment, par- weeks old. Will
hold for
Murray. No pets. Call tial utilities paid, no X-Mas. Call 753-844
8
489,2611.
pets. Call 753-9741.
after 3:30p.m.

ruLLy

Estate Auction

Saturday, Nov. 16, 1985 at 10 a.m. at the home
of the late Mrs. Eva Gardner. One block south of
the 4-way stop in Hardin, Ky.
Nice old mandolin - brass school teacher bell - old sleepy eyed
doll - old quilts - 2 quilt boxes - cedar chest - old wardrobe - flat
top trunk - feather bed - old books - old pictures - wicker sewing
basket- old fainting couch - fancy needlework - lining,old mirror
- fancy round spool leg table - nice old rocker- marble top table
- small lamp table - odd oak chairs - old oak table - large 4 poster
bedroom suite - maple bedroom suite - couch & chair - recliner odd chairs - R.C.A. color T.V. - small desk - coffee & end tables
- twin bed - vanity lamps - table lamps - frost free S/S refrigerator
- small eletric appliances - nice round table & chairs - another nice
table - chairs with buffet- lining table cloth - silverware - victorian
chocolate set dishes - tea set - old butter dish - meat platter stoneware - Ridgewood Noritake china - clear Irish - green depression on stem - child dishes - carnival glass. luggage - old jewelry
- vacuum cleaner - electric heaters - pots & pans. electric fans
- yard furniture - iron beds - warm morning stove - hand & garden
tools.
Many other items not listed. Sale held rain or shine. Not responsible for accidents.Lunch available. For more information & your
auction needs. Phone 435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer

Lineensed and Bonded in Ky. Is Tenn. #12.81
Terry Paschall - Auctioneer
Darrell Beane - App. Auctioneer
"My Service Doesn't Cost, It Pays"

Real Estate & Personal Property
Saturday, Nov.23, 1985 at 10 a.m. The estate of Mr.
Rule Spann in Crossland, Ky.
2 bedroom house, living room, eat-in kitchen, bath & laundry
room,karpet & garage. 3 nice out-buildings, on extra large lot. A
fine house & lot.
Terms: 20% down selling price day of auction. Balance in 30 days
with passing of deed.

Dan Miller - Auctioneer 435-4144
Shroat-Waldrop - Realtor
Pete Waldrop - Broker 759-1707

•

Real Estate Auction

Sat. Nov. 23, 1985 at 1 p.m. on Highway 893
App.2 miles West of Hazel,Ky. on State Line Rd.

2bedrooms,bath,like new carpet-large closets, large living room
with beautiful fireplace-large den with beautiful fireplace, ceiling
fan, nice kitchen with Stove & double oven, dishwasher,large utility
room with plento of cabinets, wall heaters, and air conditi
oners,
new roof, storm windows & dqors. Well. T.V. tower, nice outside
building 24'x40' concrete floor, house is app. 42'x70'. on 2 acres
more or less by deed.

Mrs. Alice Bates-Owner

Dan Miller-Auctioneer

811

Jointly with Spann Realty
Helen Spann-Broker
753-7724
For more information phone
435-4144 Lynn Grove, Ky.

Terms: Se% down selling price day of auction.
Bal. In SO days with passing of deed.

THURSDAY. NOVEMBER 14, 1686
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38. Pots-Supplies

46. Homes for Sale

ARC registered
Labrador Retriever,
dewormed & first shots
Males $125, females,
$75. Call 1-726-6284.
POINTER pups- Mississippi Rifle. Miller's
Chief and Pork Roll
Breeding. All ages Phone 492-8607 days.
after 5p.m. 753-2789.
RAT Terrier UKC puppies, $75. Call 901-7823268.
TINY Toy
pies, ARC registered.
Call 527:9933.

3 BR house. 510 S. 7th
St., garage. fenced
backyard, outside
storage. Shown by appointment. 753-8357
AN extra good 2 bedroom brick house
Electric heat plus
fireplace on a large lot
806 N. 18th St. Call
753.3796.

HOME
FOR SALE
lit time Home Buyers or
if you haven't owned a
horns in 3 years-Financing
Avalobes. Passive Solar
Home. Kingswood Sub. 2
or 3 bedroms, living room,
large kitchen, dining room.
2
baths,
Redwood
solarium. Extras: Ceding
fans, French doors.
$49.000. Solar Home
Builders, Tripp Williams.
Broker-753-0563.

40. Produce
'73 VW Beetle, excellent
condition, new paint
job, new engine. $1250
or best offer. Call
753-7558 after 3:30p.m.
CENTENNIAL sweet
potatoes, $6.50 a bushel.
Pilot Oak, Charles
Singleton, 376-5155.

49

Used Cars

49. Used Cars

1973 CHEVROLET
Monte Carlo, good looking & running. Call
762-6201 weekdays, 7538561 after 4p.m.
1974 DAMN B210 4
door car, 1 owner. Call
492-8335 after 5p.m.
1974 VEGA,.smokes. $106
or best offer. 1974 Chevy
make offer. Call 753-8032.
1976 GRAND Prix, ex•
cellent condition, $900
or reasonable offer.
Talk to Tony
7a.m.-5p.m. 753-5433.
1979 16ATSUN 280 ZX,
new tires, good condition, $5,900. Call 753-5365
or 759-9330.
1979 FORD LTD, ps. pb,
tilt, sharp, $2150. Call
day 753-9841, nights
438-248R
1979 PLYM0LTI-1
Volare -Station Wagon,
6cc automatic. ps, pb.
new tires, 1 owner. $1650
or best offer. 435-4323.
1980 PONTIAC Sunbird,
4 cylinder. new brakes,
4-speed excellent interior, custom spoiler.
$2600 firm. Call 474-8884.
1981 LINCOLN Town
car, signature series,
loaded, excellent condition, $8,800. Call 7538663

53. Services Offered

'76 CAMARO, good
paint job, good tires,
$3000 firm. Call 474-8884.

Rex Camp
Backhoe
Service

'80 MAZDA 626, white 2
door. 5-speed, AM-FM,
good condition_ Best
offer. After 5p.m. 435Install new septic
4327.
system
s, repair on
184 SILVERADO, one
owner with 14xxx miles.
old systems. 30
Loaded, in excellent
yrs. experience.
condition. Call after
5p.m. 489-2228.
Licens
ed by State
FOR an MG- 4 wire
Dept.
wheels with knock off., Health
hubs. Call 753-5453.
753-92
24.
GREAT X-Mas Gift.
Ladies 142 carat clu• GENE
RAL HOME
stet'. $900. Call 753-2782. REPAIR
. 15 yearS ex
anytime.
perience. Carpentry,
NEW tandem axle car concrete, plumbi
ng,
trailer, $875. Call 753- roofing, ,siding
NO JOB
5588.
TO SMALL Free es
timates. Days 753 6973,
50. Used Trucks
nights 474 2276.
1965 FORD ton truck GUTTERING by
Sears.
flat bed, recently pain- Sears continuous
gut
ted white, good condi- ters installed
for your
tion. Call 753-2494.
specifications. Call
1978 FORD S.W.B., 6 Sears 753 2310 for free
cylinder, straight shift. estimate.
AMFM stereo. Call INSULA
TION blown in
753-2708 after 2:30.
by Sears TVA a p
1979 SUBARU Brat. 4 proved. Save on
those
wheel drive, 30 MPG, high heating and
cool
excellent mechanical ing bills. Call
Sears
condition, 1 owner, 753 - 2310 for
free
needs body work. Call estimate.
759-1693 after 6p.m.
1981 CHEVROLET
Luv 4-wheel drive pick-

53. Services Offered
NEED work on your
trees? Topping, prun
ing, shaping, complete
removal and more.. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Pro
fessional tree care.
753 0338.
ODD job specialist,
ceiling fans, electrical,
plumbing, fencing. You
name it, I do it. You
buy, I install.
break, I fix. Call 436
2868.

you

inrostion-Riundontral

CAMPBELL WELL
DRILLING
McKienzo In
Cal Collect
901-352 3671 or
901 352 5704
Fres Estimates

SEWING Machine Re
pair. All makes and
models Home & In
dustrail and bag clot
ing machines. Also
scissor sharpning.40
yrs. experience. All
work guaranteed. Ken
neth Barnhill, 753 2674„
Stella, Ky
STUMP REMOVAL
SERVICE
Mechanically removed
10 inches below the
surface, no damage to
surrounding lawn
Larry Wood 753-0211 or
1 443 8682.

BY owner. large older
home, 2 apartments, one
rented. Owner financing
4424
possible. Near college.
St°9
Call 753-9380.
ENJOY beautiful Lake
view from this 4 Br, 2
bath brick home in
Panorama Shores. 2
kitchens, fireplace in
den. Unbelievable low
price, $35,000, owner 1982 PONTIA
C Firebird
says make offer. Con- SE,
excellent condition,
tact Kopperud Realty
$7800. Call 435-4374.
753-1222.
1983 OLDSMOBILr Air 'Loaded. $5495. Cali
FOR sale or trade for converti
ble, $995. Call 436-2240.
house of equal value. 753-6747 after
'67 CHEVY truck, body
5p.m.
2 miles north
Large size house with 2
'73 IMPALA, good. fair condition, runs,
attached -apartments
of Murray
shape, $550. Day at needs repair, $400. Call
that could be used for corner
of 3rd and Ash. 436-2455..
Former Wiggins extra
income. Located
Night call 753-9350 after '72 FORD Ranchero
on 413 N. 5th St. $29,900. 6p.m.
GP. Call evenings 753Furniture
*Framing
Call 753-7492.
9994.
Building
IMMACULATE home
'74 DODGE W100, 4near University rewheel drive, 4-speed
1984 Camaro
cently listed for sale. 3
with lock out hubs, 6"
White, 2 dr., hardBedrooms, central gas
lift kit, 15.38x15 mudheat, new roof in 1984,
top, automatic, ders. 489-2559 after
full basement. Lots of
6p.m.
J.L. McKnight & Sons
14,350 mi., good
nice features. Offered in
'78
-tJ7 Reneg- Sawmill on Poor Farm
2 Garage Sales the 30's through Kop- condition. "Driven ade, JEEP
Levi addition. New Rd. Buyer of standing
to 8,from school by
perud Realty 753-1222.
paint. V-8 mechanically timber. Call 753 7528.
Sat. 7-2
a
NEW listing by owner!'
little-young
sound. $3850. Phone JOINER'S complete,
For sale: brick veneer,
753-6781.
school teacher."
tree service, 32 yrs.
Dr.
3 BR, 1,2 bath with
experience. Also,
Coll
753-88
44
51
.
Camp
ers
basement. Close to
Johnson
stumps mechanically
before 5 p.m. or
Christmas decorstions, ' Carter Elementary in
12 FT. camper trailer, removed 10" below
753-93
25 after 5
city with assumable
1 camping tent, 2 camnice, $650. Call 759-1801.
surface. Call 753.0366.
9/
3
4% fixed rate loan. A
Industrial Drive
p.m.
ping cots. 1 ping pong
'72 CAMPER, 18 ft., self LEE'S CARPE
good first home with all
Murray, KY.
table, rugs, sewing
contained, good condi- CLEANING. For
)
appliances included.
Phone 759-1099
tion,- $1650. Call 498-8258 your carpet 8. upholst
machine, glassware,
Call 759-1020 after 6p.m
ery cleaning. For a free
dishes,
'78 HORIZON
furniture,
body after 3:30p.m.
NICE, well Insulated, 3 good conditi
clothes Including mans
on, runs OVER -the-cab Truck estimate call 753-5827. TREES trimmed or
BR, 2 bath brick. good, needs
minor rep- Camper, Stove, sink, re- Satisfied references.
tall, many other items.
removed. Also, yard
Family room with beam air, $700. Call
frigerator etc. Fits long LICENSED Electrician work. Experienced.
436-2455.
ceiling & heatalator in '79
280 ZX, white, AC, bed pickup. $650. Call 753- for residential and Free estimates Call
fireplace. 753-4486.
commercial. Heating 436-2690.
auto, 98xxx, cruise, 9380.
settle an estate, 6 excellent condition,
and air condition, gas WET BASEMENT?
We
52.
Boats
-Motors
room house, 1 bath, $4450. After 5p.m.
installation and repair
1 354
make wet basements
double garage, electric 8094.
16 FT. Larson sailboat, Phone 753-7203.
dry. Work completely
heat with wood stove in
good condition, $800. MOODY'S Mower Re guararrteed. Call
or
basement. An apCall 436-2455.
pair. Pickup & delivery. write Morgan Con
proximate 2 acre lot for
SAVE $2000 over Spring Call 753-5668.
struction Co. Pt 2, Box
only $16,700. Located 6
Bicycle, pictorial '86
price. 33 foot Seagoing
409A, Paducah, Ky.
miles
north
of
Murray
with
large front deck. 4
calendar samples, uni42001 or call 1 442 7026.
Door 1-4 Door
on 1824 (old 641) at
cyl. Volvo engine, air,
advertising
que
WILL haul white rock,
Jackson Road. Call
Both
cars
shower,
would
radios, tape
samples, pictures, '66
sand, lime, rip rap and
Servi
ce
(901) 388-8792. Open
player,
make
one nice car. Exexcellent condiT-Bird, Caps-Pens,
masonary sand, coal,
house Sat. Nov. 16 from
tion. $8000. See at Town
cellent project for a
"When we clean
Rods & reels, tackle
dirt, gravel, fill sand.
10 to 3.
&
Country Marina or
vocational student
Call Roger Hudson,
boxes,lures.,telephone.
your carpet we
TWO bedroom brick
.618-524-2533.
$675 FIRM.
753 4545 or 753-6763.
kitchen items, purses,
home, den with wood
won't
TRAILER for 14' to 16'
WILL rake leaves & clean
sweaters.
burning fireplace, garboat. Good condition.
gutters Call 759 1863
age and pond on approx.
$225. Day 753-6749,, after 6
2 acre lot. State Line
2 door, tilt. t-tops.
pm 435-4438.
Rd. west of Hazel, Ky.
753-3316
velour interior, auto. in
Roofing
VERY nice 25' CrestliCall 498-8749.
ner Cruiser- excellent.
floor, new Goodyear
& Siding
safe boat for family
Eagle St's, low mileage.
Factory direct First quali47. Motorcycles
with children- 260 HP PAINTING= Paper
garage kept, 22 mpg,
ty painted $43 00 per
hanging, commerical or
1.0.
1978 YAMAHA 650
with
many
extras.
maroon with half white
square. Galvanized $33 00
$12,000. Will consider residential, Free es
Special, rough condivinyl top. Must see to
per square Full 36"
trade for houseboat in timates, References. 25
tion. $150 or best offer.
appreciate.
coverage. Pay only for
$30,000 price range. years experience,
Call 753-2603 between 4
what you get. 5V metal in
Tremon Farris 759 1987
753-5755 or 759-1945.
& 9p.m.
standard lengths at
2
ROOFING, Plumbing,
door,
new
53.
Services Offered
48. Auto Services
$26 95 per square.
Concrete work, Ad
Goodyear Eagle St's
ALL type masonry ditions, Painting,
Wood's Farm Center
good work car, good
IMPORT Auto Salvage
work, block, brick, General Carpentry.
502-965-3176 Marion,
gas mileage. $575.
Used cars, new & used
concrete, driveways, P .A. Molony Co
parts. Call 474-2325.
Kentucky Free Delivery 25
sidewalks, patios, house 753 8628
Free
squares and up
49. Used Cars
foundations, new Estimates
chimneys or chimney
1965 MUSTANG con43. Real Estate
repair. 25 years exvertible. 6 cylinder,
perience. Free esWANT to Buy. 1800 to 2006 automatic. 1973 Ford
timates. Call Charles
SQ. ft., 3 BR, 2 bath. LTD, good condition. Call
Barnett 753-5476.
double garage, in city 489-2156.
APPLIANCE
limits. Call 753-6648.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
SERVICE. Kenmore,
65x75 COMMERCIAL
& CMS OIVI WOODWORKING
Westinghouse,
-building with office &
Whirlpo
ol. 23 years
bathroom on 1 acre lot
experience, Parts and
on Andrus Dr. $42,000 or
SOLID W000 CABINETS &
4.
! P1'
service.
Bobby Hopper,
best offer. Call 502-898RAISED PANEL DOORS
Bob's Appliance Ser
2356.
Birch • OM • Walnut • Char's,
vice,
0UNCASE
202 S 5th St.
S • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
COMMERCIAlmbuildKITCHEN CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
Business 753 4872, 436
ing located On Main
▪ CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE & FURNITURE REFINISHI
NG
5848 (home).
Street in downtown
COMPETITIVE PERCES B..,& Sao Our DIsplay
APPLIANCE REPAIR: •
Muray. 2000 sq. ft.
•
Factory authorized for • 1212 Main
downstairs and 2000 sq.
Compliments of:
Murray, Ky. 753-5940 g
Tappan, Kelvinator and
ft. upstairs.
Upstairs
VERNON S WESTERN WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
we
SeSC.SSO
Brown. Service on gas
includes 3 bedroom
713 S. 12th Murray, Ky. 42071
and electric ranges,
furnished apartmen.
153 7 I 1 3
microwaves, dis
Offered at reduced
btoy Gold. Soh", a Diamonds
hwashers, re
price of $45.000. Contct
Hours:
10
6
Daily.
Closed Sunday
frigerators, etc. Earl
Kopperud Realty 753Kentucky Central Insurance Companiers
1222.
Lovett, 354-6956 or 753
OFFERING
5341.
BUNTERS paradise.
Automobile
Approx. 47 acres, lots of
bAVE'S WINDOW
Guaranteed Issue
virgin pine, near
Homeowners
CLEANING SERVICE.
Senior Citizen
Dukedom, TN. Priced
Professional results.
Fire
Cancer
at $14,000. Call 502-362Satisfied references.
Life
IRA's
4212 or after 5p.m.
Commercial 8. re
Term
502-527-9710.
For
Free
Analysis
sidential. Free es
&
Quotes
Universal Life
kOPPERUD Realty
timates. 10% Senior
offers an excellent
115
S. 11th
djscount. Call
selection of quality
7531873 or 436 2845.
Ky.
homes- all price ranges.
DENNIS McClure con
42071
For all your Real Eltate
struction, roofing,
needs phone 753-1221 or
painting, plumbing, in
Will offer for sale: Brick home approxvisit our office at 711
tenor or exterior.
Main.
imateq1400 sq. ft. built in 1984 with 3
Phone 502 382 2689, Rt.
TEN 1 BR apartments.
bedrooms, 2 baths, living, dining, family a 1, Sedalia.
Financing available for
"DONALD'S Backhoe
rooms, large utility, nice kitchen with
qualified buyer. Call
Service" We operate
spaciou
s
cabinet
with
s
butcher
block
finish.
436-2456.
4.500 size Ford backhoe.
14 basement,
2 porches & double car
For $25 an hour we will
44. Lots for Sale
garage,on beautiful wooded 3 plus acre setdig footers, ditches,
ting. The house needs minor work to be
AtITTPUL wooded
stumps, walks, spread
Hwy 641 North Paris. Tn.
lot on Ky. Lake. Must
gravel, loading haul,
completely finished.
sell. Call 247-3886.
etc.
Call now to book
Friday, Nov. 15, 6 p.m. and
For your private showing call:
your job, 527 1023 or
45. Farms for Sale
Saturday. Nov. 16, 10 am.
753 5192.
41. Public Sales

Every Fri. & Sat.
8 a.m.-5 p.m.
Sun. 12:30-5 p.m.

At:
North 641
Flea Mkt.

Construction
Commercial
Residential
New & Old
Free Estimates
25 Years
Experience

753-4566
84,,

753-6123

1505
Cardinal
1513

YARD SALE
Sat. Nov,..16
7:30-1:30
903 Meadow In.

*Barn Posts
*Fence
Posts
*Treated Lumber
*Metal Roofing
*Farm Hardware
BAILEY'S
FARM
LUMBER
SUPPLY

1'43

Two
1970 Cutlass
1-2

TLC Cleaning

soak you."
References. Call
our answering
service

1976 Cutlass
Salon

GARAGE
SALE

Nov. 15th &
16th
Fri. & Sat.
8:00 a.m.
701
S. 16th St.

FARM
LUMBER
*Boxing

Metal

1970 Monte Carlo

Call 753-0653
after 6:00 p.m.
SERIOUS
INQUIRIES
ONLY PLEASE

Onunrs

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
Gold
Silver
Closed
Closed
Yesterday 325.00 Yesterday 6.16
Opened
OPolnd
Today
325.50 Today
6.19
Up
.50 UP
.03

Kentucky

Real Estate Auction
Saturday, November 16 at 10 a.m.
Rain or Shine at the Mr. & Mrs. Charles
Reed Home. From Murray take Hwy. 41
North to Stella, take Hwy. 299 (Kirksey
Road) to Beach Road, turn left go to
Soldier Creek Road watch for Auction
signs.

Insurance Agenc

Call
Dr. Tom Hopkins Murray,
(502)753-6202
AUCTION SALE

641
AUCTION HOUSE

r
i ar Tim
n=7IwntlilX %
features. Neat 3 BR
home, located on 25
acres with 30'x40' metal
storage building that
has Water and electricity. Just reduced to
$17.500. Contact Kopperud Realty 753-1222.

46. Homes for Sale
t BR home, 1801 College
Farm Rd., $18,000. Call
753-7111.

CignIU(
0011
11111

Loretta Jobs Realtoes
1200 Sycamore
Murray, Ky. 42071
502-753-1492
Property sold through Century 21. Loretta Jobs
Realtors. Auctioned by Bob W.(Frosty) Mew. Auctioneer. 502-492-81594.

GROCERIES
Aluminum
Service Co.
Alineleine end vinyl
siding. Contemn trio
work. References.
Call WIN Id belles,
7S341/019

rENCE

sales at Sears
now Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs

Over 1126,000 of groceries to be sold. This
will be one of the largest groeery suctions
ever held, in this area. All kinds of
groceries, hardware. health 8. beauty aids.
caps end much mere.

.•

Byron Dell Carter Auctioneer
Lic. No. 1941
Finn Lic. No. 1501
For more information call Gary Pinson at
901442-3440 or 901444-95211
risloMmi
r

II

.
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THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 14, NM
tract terminated," had declined to cut their
price.
Duke said in his letter.
The audit, which is
Barbara McDaniel,
associate superinten- supposed to be comdent for public affairs in pleted by next month, is
tly nearly
Wednesday came one the Education Depart- apparen
said Wednesday.
.
completed
the
two
said
firms
ment,
the
after
The department day
awarded the $93,100 con- Legislature's Personal
tract in August. despite Service Contract
a competing offer of Review Subcommittee
and
$60.000 from_ Arthur reversed itself
Young & Co. of voted to'disapprove the
Louisville. The contract contract when it learned
that Arthur Young's bid
calls for the accountants
proposal was firm at
to help the state $00,000.
auditor's office audit the
The subcommittee
Department of Educa- had been told that the
tion and the Kentucky bid was not a firm price
School Building Authori- and had supOorted the
ty for the fiscal year choice of Touche-Ross
302 N. 12th
and Richardson.
that ended June 30.
753-5842
Duke, who has final
Duke's announcement
approval on contracts,
asked in a letter that
state schools
superintendent Alice
McDonald find out
1141IS-42.15
whether the firms would
US 14 1110-11111 lbs.
543.11.411.711
US $4215111 lbs.
to voluntarily cut
agree
141.1111-411.111
US 34 111M4741 lbs.
their price to the low bid
Sim
$24.1111411.1111
US 1.2 rte.sas Re.
We can write up to 6 miles out.
su.ssis.so of $60,000.
US 1.$ 31111-441 lbs.
obtain
11311.3047.10
"If you cannot
US 14 41141111 lbs.
Call us for an H.O. 84 Quote
137.11•110.141
US IS 50114311 Rs.
that voluntary reduc$311.111143.01
US 5-3 $5b4115 Rut.
today.
tion, I ... will imBeare 131.11342.10
mediately order the con-

THE MURRAY LEDGER

TIMES

Secretary may cancel audit
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) —.State Finance
Secretary Gordon Duke
says he will cancel a
contract for an audit of
the Depart!pent of
Education if th4 accounting firms don't agree to
lower their price by
more than $30,000.
The two Louisville
firms, Touche Ross &
Co. and Richardson,
Pennington & Skinner,
are unwilling to reduce
the contract amount, a.
spokeswoman for the
Education Department

Introducing Our New
H.O. 84 Homeowners
Much Broader Coverage
Still the Best Rates

Hog market report listed
Feelenil.fleate Market Newe Set
vice %everabor 14, INS
RomanIcy Purchase area Hog
Market Report Includes I Buying
Sesame
Rem
Act. III Lea MS Morrows
01111
brew $ours moor 0010
seemly to AG lower over 1101
steady ei 1.1111 Wier
1.113 II 11041111 11a.
12311.7541111

••••••••••••••••
WIE,FKENI, SPECIAL.
Non-members
Movie
Rentals
Moyle
Members
Rentals
Pickup Friday Bring Back Monday

V.C.R. Rental for
only$9.95 for the weekend
Your Professional Movie Store
has the best selection with
the best prices. Now
over 1600 titles to choose

Open Mon.-Thurs. 8-7
Fri. and Sat. 8-8

COW.1.101NIT43
MINzocoel. AllE

We Reserve The Right
To Limit Quantities

MeliWors14121101.slAll 11011:4-1

Chartnin
C

lie

N

Blue Bonnet

•

BLUE
BONNE't

Margarine
Lb

Hellmans 32 oz.

Mazola 100% Pure

Green Giant Lesuer

17 oz.

Carnation Instant

9
48 oz. $ 18

Sunsweet 40 oz

89
69
$199

. •

pk.

Hungry Jack Instant

16 oz. $ 149

Hyde Park 7 oz. Marshmallow

15% oz $ 1

9

Hereford 12 oz. Roast

/8.99°

14

BROTH 2/79°
asPyBERRY SAUCE 69°
CRAN

U.S.D A

Grade 'A'

CHICKEN
BREAST

29
1
$
APALec JUICE $1 39
MEAT
PRODUCE *Wok
White

lb

1 Lb I astern

CARROTS

SLAB
BACON
$ 1 09
lb
3 4 lb. pkg.

dlegiaiho

CRANBERRIES
(;,0t,ii,r) Ripe

BANANAS

,,.11„61,

Rf'0 Of.11,

APPLES

Flav-O-Rich Lowfat

Laundry Detergent

$539
9 lbs. 3 oz.

Pride of Illinois Cream Style
Yellow or White

15%

Hyde Park

TURKEYS
10 16 lb

BAKING
HENS

69°

lb.
9
7
With Tendertimer
& Self Basting

DELI

afieciaLf

)1Nr'i)s F diPIOUS

4P1 TURKEY BREAST $ 1 69 BBQ PORK

10 Lb Russet

POTATOES

15 OZ.

Prairie Farms 2%

5°
02.59°
$129 PEPSI COLA....$329

Owen's Best Sliced

I lb

11‘.1e

$119
79°
ge, 99°
$169

RN
ans
c9
12

Angel Flake 25* Off

14 oz.

ic
maliG_wif
sSwanson

59
2
48 oz $

Hyde Park Heavy Duty 18 in.

...7 oz.

rrY

CORN OIL
FOIL
RAVIOLI
MILK
MILK
CHEER
Chef Boy Arde

15 oz.

$ 139

U S. Choice New York

STRIP STEAK

99° PORK STEAK
29° PORK ROAST
AIra

Lean

xtra Lean Boston Butt

Owens Best

$389 BBQ BEEF
Owens Best Deli

BAKED HAM
Boneless Pit

BAKED HAM
BAKED HAM

()won s Fdmolis

429
$329
$329
$329

.)r Whole Pit

Extra Lean

PORK CUTLETS

°

.59Azar

psozcifix PIECES $389
160z 69°
PUMPKIN

With $15 00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco
Drinks & Turkeys
On Special

MAYONNAISE....$1 79 POTATO CHIPS
°
89
!
9111L
PEAS
ay
JUiP O
BREAKFAST ..6
CE $149 POTATOES
JUI
NE
PRU
Double
011140N
CREAM
$129 COCONUT
BEEF & GRA VY
be

Lb

z.

Frito-Lay All Flavors

Hormel Chunky

1407 West Maln
753-4682

Prices Good 11-14-85 Thru 11-20-85

R
GA
SU
Charmin

Limit 1
Both With $30.00 Or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy,
Tobacco & Drinks
& Turkeys On Special

We Accept

Food Stamps

Powdered or

."111.4.
Linut 2 .

With $15.00 or More
Additional Purchase
Excluding Dairy, Tobacco,
Drinks, & Turkeys
On Special

Sat. Iii 6

Open Fri. Tit 8

PECAN HiL
BrownDmI VES $399

4 Roll Pkg.

29

CENTER

753-8201

Azar & Pieces 16 oz.

TOILET
TISSUE

OLEO

RENTAOSALES

Order your baked or smoked
Turkey, Barbeque Shoulder
or Pit Baked Ham for
Thanksgiving!

.0'

f

$12
$12

5
6

SWISS CHEESE

$219
$329

